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June 4, 2020

Employee Suggestions for Improvement
Submit to the Project Health and Safety Manager or a member of the Joint Health and Safety Committee
(JHSC).
☐ I noticed the following opportunities for improvement.
☐ I would like to propose the following change(s)/amendment(s)/improvement(s).

Guidance
 Indicate the section and paragraph numbers to which the proposed correction/change applies.
 If appropriate, photocopy the affected page(s) from the document, mark up the change(s) and attach it to
this form.
 If necessary, attach any additional information/material required to be incorporated within this document
to this form.
 Complete the details below and submit this form (including attachments) to the Project Health and Safety
Manager or a member of the Joint Health and Safety Committee (JHSC).
Signature:
Name:
Position:
Location:
Date Submitted:

Thank you for your interest in improving site safety, health and environmental protection.
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Distribution
Parsons







Company Executive
Senior Project Manager
Construction Superintendent
Mine Manager
Environmental Manager
Manager, Health, Safety, Security and Medical

Subcontractors
 Provided as part of the site orientation
Government Agencies
 Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board (MVLWB)
 Public Services and Procurement Canada (PSPC)
 Crown-Indigenous Relations and Northern Affairs Canada (CIRNAC), Giant Mine Remediation Project
(GMRP)
 Crown-Indigenous Relations and Northern Affairs Canada, Water Resources Division
 Government of the Northwest Territories (GNWT), Environment and Natural Resources (ENR),
Environment Division
 Government of the Northwest Territories, Municipal and Community Affairs, Lands Division
 Government of the Northwest Territories, Municipal and Community Affairs, Office of the Fire Marshal
 Environment Canada, Environmental Protection Branch
 Department of Fisheries and Oceans Canada (DFO)
 Workers’ Safety and Compensation Commission (WSCC), Prevention Services Division
 City of Yellowknife
 City of Yellowknife Fire division
 Chief Inspector of Mines Northwest Territories
 Health and Social Services (Environmental Health)
 Government of Northwest Territories Transportation (Highways)
Additional Copies
 Additional copies of the Emergency Management and Response Plan will be kept in the Health and Safety
office in C-Dry and at the wicket in C-Dry.
 A copy will also be held at Parsons’ office in Calgary, Alberta.
Process for Media and Public Inquiries
 All media inquiries are ultimately to be directed to CIRNAC.
 If a member of the media shows up unexpectedly at the site, they are to be referred to the Mine Manager
who will direct them to CIRNAC.
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Introduction
Project Overview
As the Main Construction Manager (MCM), Parsons Inc. (Parsons) prepared this Emergency Management and
Response Plan (EMRP) in support of the Giant Mine Remediation Project (GMRP; the Project) at the Giant Mine
in the City of Yellowknife, Northwest Territories.
MCM INFORMATION
The company information is provided as follows:
 Doug Hayes, Mine Manager
867.669.3715
Parsons Inc.
P.O. Box 1333
Yellowknife, NT X1A 2N9
EMRP CURRENT REVISION AND EFFECTIVE DATES
The EMRP will be effective, as listed in Table 1, for all aspects of Mine Management at Giant Mine. The EMRP
may be updated as conditions change or situations arise.
TABLE 1. EFFECTIVE DATES OF THE EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT AND RESPONSE PLAN
Feature

Date

ISSUE/REVISION NUMBER

Current Version Dated

REVISION 2

March 2020

Effective Date

March 15, 2020

Next Scheduled Review Date

March 15, 2021

PROJECT LOCATION AND INFRASTRUCTURE
The Giant Mine is an abandoned mine located approximately five kilometers (km) north of the City of
Yellowknife along Highway 4 (Ingraham Trail) (the Site). A Site Location Map is shown in Figure 1. A Site Plan is
shown in Figure 2.
The Site produced gold from 1948 until 2004, although from 1999 to 2004, gold ore was shipped off site for
processing. The on-site processing of ore, that occurred until 1999, created 237,000 tonnes of arsenic trioxide
dust as a byproduct. The arsenic trioxide dust, which is soluble in water, is stored underground in fifteen
purpose-built chambers and mined-out stopes.
The lease boundaries of the Site include the former lease that was in place during the operational period of the
mine (i.e., Lease L-3668T, now designated as Reserve R662T) and two impacted areas immediately outside
the lease area. These impacted areas are the Giant Mine Townsite, which was removed from the surface lease
in 1999, and an area of historic tailings deposition along the shore of North Yellowknife Bay.
Current infrastructure at the site includes four tailings storage areas, eight open pits, 35 openings to the
underground and over 100 buildings. In addition to these features, Baker Creek flows through the length of the
lease area and into Great Slave Lake. Several existing site infrastructure(s) include:
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C-Dry building,
various maintenance and storage buildings and a long-term storage area
roads
bridges
on-site water treatment facility
existing subsurface pits, mine tunnels, shafts and supporting infrastructure.
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FIGURE 1. SITE LOCATION MAP – REGIONAL LOCATION OF GIANT MINE
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FIGURE 2. SITE PLAN – GIANT MINE SITE LAYOUT
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REGULATORY FRAMEWORK
The legislation, regulations and standards, including best management practices (BMPs), applicable to the Site
and described in this document, have been incorporated into the EMRP.
 Canadian Standards Association (CSA) Z731-03 (Reaffirmed 2014), Emergency Preparedness and
Response
 Incident Command System (ICS) I-100, Introduction to Incident Command System
 Environmental Emergency Regulations “E2 Regulations” under the Canadian Environmental Protection
Act (CEPA 1999, amended in the document, Regulations Amending the Environmental Emergency
Regulations, published in the Canada Gazette in December 2011)
 Implementation Guidelines for the Environmental Emergency Regulations (Environment Canada, 2011)
 Environmental Protection Plan and Spill Contingency Plan, Giant Mine Care and Maintenance,
Yellowknife, NT (Parsons January 2018)
 Parsons’ Corporate Health and Safety Manual (CHSM)
 Project Safety, Health and Environment Plan (PSHEP), Giant Mine Remediation Project, Northwest
Territories (Parsons, October 2019)
 Canada Occupational Health and Safety Regulations (Statutory Orders and Regulations / 86-304)
 Northwest Territories Mine Health and Safety Act (MHSA)
 Northwest Territories Mine Health and Safety Regulations (MHSR)
 Northwest Territories Waters Act
 Dangerous Goods Transportation and Handling Act (DGTHA)
 Transportation of Dangerous Goods Regulation (TDGR)
 Mackenzie Valley Resource Management Act
 Northwest Territories and Nunavut Codes of Practice
 Thermal Conditions
 Asbestos Abatement

Worksite Hazardous Materials Information System (WHMIS).Regulations

Objective
The purpose of the EMRP is to protect the public, workers, environment and property through emergency
prevention and preparedness and coordinated response and recovery in the event of an emergency.
The EMRP defines the incident command structure, response procedures and integrated emergency
preparedness process for site operations, from the field operations to corporate support activities. The EMRP is
applicable within the Giant Mine project area(s) and any roadways used during project work(s).
Parsons emergency preparedness involves all aspects of planning, training, exercise training, rescue and
response operations and quality assurance. Figure 3 identifies the key elements of emergency preparedness.
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FIGURE 3. EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS KEY ELEMENTS
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EMRP Goal
The EMRP addresses the prevention of, preparedness for, response to and recovery from, environmental and
safety emergencies caused by uncontrolled, unplanned or accidental incidents and releases during activities at
the Site. It ensures all activities comply with the referenced standards, legislation and regulations governing
the Site. The EMRP also defines the responsibilities of the present for all on-site workers, support groups or
partner agencies and stakeholders.
The goals for the effective management of any incident are to:








protect lives (workers, emergency responders and the public)
effectively rescue and treat casualties
minimize environmental impacts
minimize damage to public and private property
facilitate rapid recovery and restoration from emergency occurrences
comply with the political, socio-cultural and regulatory environment of local authorities and stakeholders
address stakeholder concerns and expectation.

Parsons will review the EMRP with each employee and subcontractors on site:
 during the worker’s initial site orientation
 when the worker’s responsibilities under the EMRP change
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 when the EMRP is updated.
Additional information on training involving the EMRP is included in Section 3.

EMRP Maintenance
The Parsons’ Mine Manager is responsible for maintaining all components of the EMRP. The Site Health and
Safety Manager will facilitate communication and compliance.
The EMRP will be reviewed and updated at least once per year and more frequently, if appropriate, based on
operational or Project modifications, additions or personnel changes. Updates will also incorporate information
from any Project or bridging documents or plans as applicable.

Glossary of Terminologies and Definitions
Brands and product names mentioned in this document are trademarks or registered trademarks of their
respective holders. The use of brand names does not constitute an endorsement.
The terms that are used in the EMRP are defined in Table 2.
TABLE 2. DEFINITION OF TERMS
Term

Description

Abatement

The decrease or mitigation of a hazardous substance through its removal or neutralization.

Accident

An undesired event or sequence of events causing injury, ill health, property damage or loss of life.

Decontamination

The removal of hazardous substances from employees and their equipment to the extent necessary to preclude the
occurrence of foreseeable adverse health effects.

Deputy incident
commander (IC)

Designated personnel in a department or operating site to assist in the evacuation process, sweep the area for any
potential missing persons and take a headcount to account for all personnel in the Deputy ICs designated area.

Emergency

A serious, unexpected and often dangerous situation requiring immediate action.

Emergency response

Response effort involving first responders, trained on-site personnel and designated external responders (for
example, medical aid and local fire departments).

Facility

Any building, structure, installation, equipment, pipe or pipeline (including any pipe into a sewer), well, pit, pond,
lagoon, impoundment, ditch, storage container, motor vehicle, rolling stock or aircraft; OR
Any site or area where a hazardous substance has been deposited, stored, disposed of, placed or otherwise come to
be located.

Hazard

A situation or condition that presents a risk to safety, health or the environment.

Hazardous material
(HAZMAT)

A substance that presents a risk to safety, health or the environment because it is explosive, gaseous, flammable,
toxic, radioactive, corrosive, combustive or leachable. Exact definitions regarding what materials are hazardous and
how they are regulated vary depending on the jurisdiction.

HAZMAT response team

An organized group of employees who are designated and trained to handle actual or potential leaks or spills of
hazardous materials requiring a possible close approach to the substance to control or stabilize the incident. A
HAZMAT team is not a fire brigade, nor is a typical fire brigade a HAZMAT team. However, a HAZMAT team may be a
separate component of a fire brigade or fire department (Mine Emergency Response Team).

Hazardous waste

Waste that poses substantial or potential threats to safety, health or the environment.

Health hazard

A chemical, mixture of chemicals or pathogen that could cause acute or chronic health effects in exposed humans.
The term “health hazard” includes, but is not limited to, chemicals that are carcinogens; toxic agents, including
those that act on the reproductive, blood, kidney, liver, lung, eye, skin, brain and nerves or other organ systems;
irritants; corrosives; and sensitizers. Health hazards also include stress resulting from temperature extremes.

Immediately dangerous
to life or health (IDLH)

An atmospheric concentration of any toxic, corrosive or asphyxiant substance that poses an immediate threat to life
or that would interfere with an individual’s ability to escape from a dangerous atmosphere.
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Term

Description

Incident

An unplanned, undesired event that hinders completion of a task and may cause injury or other damage.

Incident command
system (ICS)

A comprehensive, practical emergency management system widely used by the government and industry for
effectively organizing and using the resources available for any type or size of the operation.

Near miss

An incident that had the potential to cause harm, injury or property damage, but because of circumstances, resulted
in no harm or damage.

Non-occupational
medical emergency

A medically based emergency where the injured party is not suffering from an injury that is directly related to a work
process. Examples include strokes and heart attacks.

Occupational medical
emergency

A medically based emergency where a work process has caused injury to a worker. Examples include scrapes, burns
and amputations.
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Site-Specific Risk Assessment and Management
Overview
Effective risk assessment and risk management requires the identification of possible emergency scenarios.
An appropriate response can then be determined based on the likelihood of a given emergency scenario and
the worst-case result of that scenario. A risk assessment code (RAC) matrix, as shown in Table 3, is used to
determine the degree of risk of a given scenario.
TABLE 3. RISK ASSESSMENT CODE MATRIX
Overall risk (Use highest code)
PROBABILITY

SEVERITY

FREQUENT (F)

LIKELY (L)

OCCASIONAL (O)

SELDOM (S)

UNLIKELY (U)

Catastrophic (C)

E

E

H

H

M

Critical (Cr)

E

H

H

M

L

Marginal (M)

H

M

M

L

L

Negligible (N)

M

L

L

L

L

Step 1: Review each hazard with identified safety controls and determine RAC (See above).
The RAC is developed after correctly identifying all hazards and fully implementing all controls.
P “Probability” is the likelihood to cause an incident, near miss, or accident and identified as
Frequent (F), Likely (L), Occasional (O), Seldom (S) or Unlikely (U).

RAC Chart
E = Extremely high risk

S “Severity” is the outcome/degree if an incident, near miss, or accident did occur and identified
as Catastrophic (C), Critical (Cr), Marginal (M), or Negligible (N)

H = High risk

Step 2: Identify the RAC (probability/severity) as E, H, M, or L for each hazard on the activity
hazard analysis (AHA). Annotate the highest RAC at the top of AHA.

M = Moderate risk

Potential Emergencies
As presented in Table 4, the RACs for several potential emergencies applicable to the Project and Site were
assessed as part of the Site Conditions Review (SCR). The RACs are based on the Site location, on-site hazards
and type of work being performed. Incident action plans (IAPs) for each of the potential emergencies are
provided in Appendix A.
TABLE 4. POTENTIAL ON-SITE EMERGENCIES
Probability

Severity

Risk Assessment Code

Chemical spill

Potential Emergency

Variable*

Variable*

Low to High

Mine Collapse or Rescue

Variable

Catastrophic

High

Earthquake
Fire or explosion
Medical (non-occupational)
Medical (occupational)

Seldom

Critical

Moderate

Occasional

Catastrophic

High

Seldom

Critical

High

Likely

Critical

High

Power failure

Occasional

Marginal

Low

Severe weather

Occasional

Critical

High

Seldom

Critical

Moderate

Site security breach or sabotage
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Probability

Severity

Risk Assessment Code

Terrorism or bomb threat

Potential Emergency

Unlikely

Catastrophic

Moderate

Vehicle or traffic incident

Occasional

Critical

High

Seldom

Critical

Moderate

Wastewater treatment system leak

*The probability and severity of an emergency involving a hazardous chemical spill will depend on how
often the chemical is used on the Project and the hazardous properties of the chemical.

Hazardous Materials
Historically, numerous chemicals were used during mining and water treatment operations. Although many of
these chemicals are no longer in use and have been removed, some chemicals remain stored on site.
Below is a list of the approximate volumes of known hazardous materials located on site.









Mineral waste – 10 m3
Materials containing polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) – 5 m3
Chemicals and mercury-containing materials – 5 m3
Materials coated with leachable, lead-containing paint – 1 m3
Non-leachable lead-painted materials – 4 m3
Arsenic trioxide dust and waste impacted by arsenic and/or asbestos – variable
Non-arsenic contaminated asbestos waste – less than 1 m3
Sodium cyanide - containers potentially containing residual quantities, non-expected but possible

Propane is used to heat the mine infrastructure, where required. Other on-site equipment includes heavy
machinery and generators that require diesel fuel, gasoline and hydraulic and lubricating oils. A list of known
chemical products, oil and grease products and hydrocarbons found on site is presented in Table 5.
TABLE 5. OIL AND GREASE PRODUCTS AND HYDROCARBONS KNOWN TO BE AT THE SITE
Name

Container Type

Storage Location

Acetylene WS Small

4.5 kg cylinder

Warehouse Compressed Gas Storage

Acetylene WTL Large

80 kg cylinder

Warehouse Compressed Gas Storage

Additive Fuel Oil EG275F

205 L drum

Storage Yard

Alcohol methyl hydrate

20 L pail

Maintenance Shop

Antifreeze Frost X

205 L drum

Storage Yard

Antifreeze automotive

4 L jug

Maintenance Shop

Antifreeze automotive

205 L drum

Storage Yard

Antifreeze Gasoline K425

500 mL bottle

Maintenance Shop

Arox EP100

4 L jug or 20 L pail

Storage Yard

Arox EP22 of EP Arctic

205 L drum

Storage Yard

ATF Type A & F

1 L jug

Maintenance Shop

Belt Spraygrip

Spray can

Maintenance Shop

Cleaner Electrosol

20 L pail

Maintenance Shop

Cleaner Lectra Clean 2018

Spray can

Maintenance Shop

Degreaser 5107TI Ripper II

205 L drum

Storage Yard

Diamond Drill DDR-3

17 kg pail

Oil Shed

EP 102 Epic Synthetic

17 kg pail

Maintenance Shop
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Name

Container Type

Storage Location

Esso Extra 10W30

1 L jug

Maintenance Shop

Esso GX 75W80/80W90/85W140

20 L pail

Storage Yard

Essolube HD 20/HD 30/XD 30

205 L drum

Storage Yard

Essolube Hydraulic XD3-10 W

20 L pail

Maintenance Shop

Essolube Plus HDX 20-20 W

1 L jug

Maintenance Shop

Esstic 32/68/100

205 L pail

Storage Yard

Glyptal Blue Grey G1237

Spray can

Maintenance Shop

Glyptal Thinner

Spray can

Maintenance Shop

Glyptal Thinner 3190

Spray can

Maintenance Shop

Hydraulic ATF Type A

1 L jug

Storage Yard

Hydraulic Essolube HD 10W

205 L drum

Storage Yard

Hydraulic Univis

205 L drum

Storage Yard

Lo-Temp EP Cartridge

400 g) tube

Maintenance Shop

MPH Cartridge

400 g tube

Maintenance Shop

Petrocan EP 2

400 g tube

Maintenance Shop

Petrocan EP 2

55 kg keg

Storage Yard

Rockwell #775256

Box

Maintenance Shop

Rockwell 147B

Box

Maintenance Shop

Rockwell 147C

Box

Maintenance Shop

Solvent C-666

20 L pail

Maintenance Shop

Solvent Varsol

205 L drum

Storage Yard

Thread Cutting Dark

4.5 L jug

Maintenance Shop

Tresso 32

205 L drum

Storage Yard

Turpentine

4.5 L can

Maintenance Shop

Voltesso 35

205 L drum

Storage Yard

Diesel fuel

Three (3) aboveground, doublewalled tanks, 22,000L to 100,000L

Two tanks near Warehouse,
one tank near C-Dry

Gasoline

2500 L aboveground, doublewalled tank

Near Warehouse

Propane

100,000 L tank

Mine Ventilation Plant at B Shaft
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Training, Simulation Exercises and Drills
Parsons will ensure training and resources are in place to provide successful emergency management and
response. The training will include conducting a seminar for all workers that will provide initial, site-specific
emergency response training for the Project.

Training
All personnel working directly or indirectly for Parsons must be qualified to perform their assignment in a
competent, safe manner. Competency will be demonstrated through proof of training for all personnel,
including Parsons or subcontractors, on the emergency procedures in effect. Continuing education in support
of the requirements and responsibilities described in the EMRP will also be demonstrated by personnel
through participation(s) in task-specific training course(s) or professional development hours, as required.
FIRST AID
 Parsons provides training for designated first-aid providers per the MHSR. All persons engaged in
supervision, mine rescue and fire response and approximately 1/5th of underground workers and 1/10th
of surface workers will be trained in first aid.
 One Emergency Medical Technician (EMT) will be on site at all times during typical project work hours
under Schedule 3.1 of the MHSR. For after-hours work, at least one Level 2 trained first-aid responder
must be present and on site.
 Subcontractors must request and receive approval for additional medical support outside of regular
business hours
EMERGENCY ACTION PLAN
Parsons will review the EMRP with each employee and stakeholder on site:
 during the initial site orientation
 when the employee’s responsibilities under the EMRP change
 when the EMRP is updated.
SPILL RESPONSE
All employees will be trained on hazardous materials management under WHMIS including:
 how to recognize a hazardous material on site
 understanding the risks associated with hazardous materials
 how to activate alarms and report a release.
FIRE RESPONSE
Parsons will provide fire response training as listed below:
 Designated personnel that form part of the Mine Rescue Team receive initial and refresher training in fire
extinguisher selection and use, and the scope of fire response for incipient fires.
 Management must ensure that designated employees are trained and educated to recognize not only the
type of fire that is being fought and how to fight it, but also when it is time to evacuate it and leave fire
suppression to more experienced firefighters.
 This training will be provided by manufacturers of extinguishers or site personnel qualified as instructors.
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Additional safety training is referenced in the PSHEP.

Emergency Drills
Emergency drills serve as an essential means of establishing and practicing a safety routine. They provide
personnel with practical training on emergency personal protective equipment (PPE), safe mustering, means of
evacuation and procedures pertinent to their role. They also test the functioning of detection and alarms,
communications and emergency equipment and systems. As a minimum, the frequency and type of drills must
conform to regulatory requirements.
The following factors provide guidance in scheduling an appropriate cycle of drill activities.
use a mix of exercise activities (drills, tabletops, full scale)
incrementally build on capabilities through a cycle of activities
focus on exercise activities best suited to the Project’s needs and risks
plan a full-scale exercise annually – specifically, plan for a least one spill counter-measure exercise
training annually
 use the Canadian Standards Association CSA Z731 Emergency Planning for Industry document as
guidance in planning, conducting and documenting exercises.






Goals and objectives for each drill or exercise will be pre-defined, and the response will be evaluated against
these goals and objectives and lessons learned shared.
Document all exercises and produce a report that contains the following information (emergency response
drills will be documented via the online IndustrySafe system):








name, date and location of exercise
Project activity at the time of the exercise
exercise objectives and scenarios
attendance lists of all participants and facilitators
post-exercise discussion and feedback from all participants
action plan and timeline to address recommendations
collection of exercise documentation such as responder contact/log sheets, personnel lists, reports and
other relevant materials created for, or during, the exercise.

A drill schedule will be developed by the Project Health and Safety Manager. Subcontractors will be included/
involved in all drills carried out on site.
Table 6 lists the drills that will be performed by Parsons during the performance of the Project. Details of each
drill will be summarized, filed and lessons learned shared.
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TABLE 6. LIST OF DRILLS TO BE PERFORMED BY PARSONS
Drill

Frequency

Type of Drill

Catastrophic failure (encompassing earthquake, structural
failure/collapse and fire or explosion)

Annually

Full scale*

Environmental spill

Annually

Tabletop**

Medical, severe weather or vehicle incident

Annually

Tabletop or full scale

Underground Stench Test

Annually

Full scale

Propane release

Annually

Full scale or tabletop

Arsenic trioxide release

Annually

Full scale or tabletop

*Full-scale drill: alarm is sounded and all personnel on site respond as though it was a real emergency.
**Tabletop drill: personnel respond via a paper desktop scenario.
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Emergency Preparedness
Overview
Being prepared for incidents is the most effective way to protect workers, the public and the environment. As
such, emergency preparedness measures were developed for the potential emergencies described in the SiteSpecific Risk Assessment and Management section and listed in Table 4.

Medical Emergency – Occupational and Non-Occupational
Examples of occupational medical emergencies include lacerations, amputations, chemical exposure, sprains
and fractures. Examples of non-occupational medical emergencies include heart attacks and strokes.
 Parsons ensures that all employees are physically, medically and emotionally capable, with reasonable
accommodation, of performing the essential functions of their work assignments. Factors to be
considered in assigning work include strength, endurance, agility, coordination and visual and hearing
acuity.
 At no time, while on duty, may employees use or be under the influence of alcohol, narcotics, intoxicants
or similar mind-altering substances, per Section 38 (Substance Abuse Policy) of the Corporate Safety and
Health Manual (CSHM).
 Operators of any equipment or vehicle must be able to read and understand the signs, signals and
operating instructions in use.
 If any restrictions to the fit-for-work qualifications are identified, adjustments and accommodations are
made to the employee’s work to ensure that risks are minimized.
 The Medic will be focused on occupational/site issues and should only be consulted for other matters in
an emergency or if they affect work.
 Before the start of work, local medical providers for medical treatment, evaluations and
monitoring/surveillance, which may include hospitals and physicians, are identified.
 Medical services in case of an emergency are listed in Appendix B.
 A list of qualified first-aid providers is posted with the first-aid kit and on the wall of the C-Dry First-Aid
Office.
 A list of on-site medics and a copy of their shift rotation schedule is posted in the C-Dry First-Aid Office.
 A copy of the Mine Health and Safety Regulations will be maintained at the safety office to be available to
all employees.

Fire or Explosion
 Flammable and explosive substances are identified, labelled and kept in a secure location, away from
sources of flame, heat or ignition. Areas of loading/unloading, storage and use are identified. Flammable
substances must also be kept at least 30 m away from the Material Storage Area and any fuel storage
areas.
 Safety data sheets (SDS) for flammable and explosive substances that are brought onto the site for the
Project are kept on site at the health and safety office. SDS are also listed with the Project SDS binder,
which is part of the PSHEP Appendix I. Flammable and explosive substances unrelated to the Project can
be found at the mine centralized SDS information center on the property located in the Health and Safety
office.
 The local fire response/rescue information is provided in Appendix B.
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 Portable fire extinguishing equipment is provided at accessible, marked locations, as designated by the
Northwest Territories Mine Health and Safety Regulations. For fire response, a minimum of two (2) ABC
type dry chemical fire extinguishers will be available for every 2,000 square feet and one inside each
designated clean area.
 Portable fire extinguishers are inspected monthly. An external and qualified contractor will perform the
annual inspection and maintenance.

Power Failure
Overhead power lines provide power to the Project work site. In the event of a power failure, underground
workers must go to a refuge station or exit the underground. Surface workers must stop work and proceed to
the nearest muster station. Fire alarms at the site are equipped with battery backups.

Terrorism, Site Security Breach, Sabotage or Bomb Threats
Existing security fencing is used to prevent unauthorized access to the Site.
 All project and team personnel and visitors must follow sign-in procedures that include check-in at the
main facility control point.
 All Project workers will have an identification tag with a photo. Workers will move their tag to the on-site
complex board at the C-Dry (main building) when they arrive and back to the off-site board when they
leave.
 Vehicles that need to drop off equipment or materials will be accompanied by security personnel to enter
the site. Vehicle passenger(s) must sign in with the security personnel. A 24-hour documented notice
must be provided to the Site Security Subcontractor if an occasional vehicle(s) is to arrive. Security can be
available on the weekends to escort vehicles as required. The driver of the vehicles will require the same
basic PPE as all on-site personnel.
 Sensitive work areas are cordoned off with temporary barricades and fencing with appropriate
demarcation.
 Entry into the underground portions of the mine must be completed per the Mine Entry Procedures in the
PSHEP Appendix J.

Earthquake
 Earthquakes are unpredictable events, so preparation is essential.
 Evacuation routes and muster points are established.
 All staff are trained on emergency response in case of an earthquake and are provided with guidance
regarding safe areas to take cover, what to do in case of downed electrical wires and locations of off
switches for sources of heat and gas.

Severe Weather
Examples of severe weather emergencies include extremes of heat and cold, thunderstorms and blizzards or
whiteout conditions.
Regional weather monitoring provides adequate warning of impending, severe weather conditions, which
allows for decisions on work stoppage, shutdown or evacuation in an orderly fashion.
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Vehicle Incidents
 Work vehicles that are present on site must meet the requirements of Parsons and the MHSR, which
include, but may not be limited to, a beacon, buggy whip with a glow worm and flag, back-up alarm and
wheel chocks. All parking must be backed in. BMPs describe a protocol before driving that includes two
horn sounds before backing up and one horn sound before driving forward.
 Vehicles must be operated in a safe and controlled manner.
 Seatbelts must be worn at all times when the vehicle is in operation.
 Speed limits at the Giant Mine Site are:
 40 km/h from the security shack to C-Dry parking lot
 25 km/h around the Giant Mine Site
 15 km/h at the C-Dry building
 Cell phone use is strictly prohibited when operating a motor vehicle.
 When backing or maneuvering in close quarters, use a spotter.
 Always perform a pre-use vehicle walk-around before moving any parked vehicle.
 Do not park or stop while blocking exits, walkways, stationary equipment, emergency equipment,
designated roadways, etc.
 Do not park behind any heavy equipment: stay back at least 12 m (40 feet).
 Vehicle maintenance must be performed in a manner that avoids spillage of fuels, oils, grease and
coolants.
 Place drip pans under stationary equipment with potential leaks.

Waste Spill or Release
Waste storage areas are established, labelled and maintained for waste generated as needed throughout the
Project and for waste resulting from spill cleanup activities. Examples of waste containers to be kept on site
include dumpsters for municipal waste, sealed cubic meter bags for soils and debris materials, drums for
contaminated soil and bins for recyclable materials.
Waste storage areas are regularly inspected following the GMRP Waste Management and Monitoring Plan.
Handling and storage are conducted according to each product’s SDS.
The following rules apply to all activities involving the temporary storage of hazardous materials for the Project.
 Materials are stored in a planned, orderly manner to avoid endangering the safety of personnel or release
to the environment.
 Flammable waste products must be stored within designated flammable waste storage areas and must
not be stored within 30 m of any other waste storage area or fuel storage area.
Any soil that becomes contaminated as a result of hydrocarbon spills will be stored in an approved container
for disposal at an approved facility or as directed by the Environmental Manager. An example of approved
containers is sealed storage 110 L steel drum or HDPE drum container(s) that are clearly labelled as
hydrocarbon contaminated soil. Containers will be transported to an approved facility or to an area designated
by the Environmental Manager.

Chemical Spills
All employees must be trained on how to report a spill and how to initiate the spill response system, including
taking the necessary precautions when approaching a spill with the recognition that human health is the
number one priority.
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Employees must be trained in the techniques and materials that can be employed for spill containment,
including how to contain a release from a safe distance, if possible, and how to protect persons and property
near the incident.
SDS for hazardous products brought to the site for the Project can be found in the WHMIS binder stored at
C-Dry; each subcontractor must maintain their own WHMIS binder.
The Arsenic Trioxide SDS, provided in Appendix C, is an integral part of the Arsenic Release Emergency
Response Plan (ERP).
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Organizational Response Structure
Overview
The emergency response organization structure for the Giant Mine Site is based on the ICS. The ICS is a
comprehensive, practical emergency management system widely used by government and industry for
effectively organizing and using the resources available for any type or size of the operation. Common
terminology has been developed to identify major functions and key personnel and responsibilities.
Parsons ICS for the Giant Mine provides a standard, seamless response structure from the incident site to the
local office up to the corporate level. This section outlines the communications and actions within this
structure for Parsons operations.

Incident Command System
The ICS includes the Incident Command Team (ICT) and the Emergency Management Team (EMT), as
described in the Roles and Responsibilities section. The ICS outlines a series of supervisory levels available for
implementation. The assignment of these responsibilities is based on the nature of the incident, and the scale
and complexity of response activities required.
The Levels of Emergency and Notification section discusses a flowchart (Figure 4) which shows the framework
for the supervisory levels of the ICT and the EMT. Both teams can be modified by those in charge, i.e., the IC
and Emergency Manager (EM), to effectively manage any incident by adding to, deleting from or combining the
positions as the needs of the incident change. However, both the IC and EM should identify the parameters of
an assignment when deviating from the standard ICS assignments.
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Roles and Responsibilities
General Requirements of ICS Personnel
Personnel on the ICT and the EMT are responsible for accomplishing assigned duties relating to incidents and
for the safety and health of the support personnel reporting to them in an emergency. The IC should maintain a
continual awareness of the position and function of Parsons emergency response personnel during an
incident. This awareness is the primary means of accountability required to ensure incident response safety.

Incident Command Team
FUNCTIONS
The ICT is the first line of defense in case of an incident or emergency occurring on the Project. It consists of
on-site employees and works out of the incident command center, located in C-Dry or the Security trailer. From
this location, the ICT can manage all on-site duties related to the incident as well as the overall incident and
initial communication, sheltering or evacuation activities.
ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES
The ICT chain of command is not the same as the chain of command for regular working activities. The ICT
chain of command only applies in the case of an incident or emergency.
The roles and responsibilities of the IC, Safety Officer, Deputy IC and First Responder are outlined in Table 7
below. In cases of shift work, the IC and Deputy IC positions must be staffed during each shift.
TABLE 7. ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES
Position

Incident Commander

STAFFED BY

Mine Manager or Site Superintendent

ROLE AND
RESPONSIBILITIES

The IC provides leadership for the incident response or management of an event. The IC delegates authority
to others as the complexity of the incident or event dictates. The IC:
• Ensures control and containment of the incident;
• Makes medical, medical evacuation, spill response, and security arrangements (for a catastrophic
incident only);
• Works with Deputy ICs to define the hazard area and establish a perimeter of the hazard zone, as
required;
• Directs the response efforts of the ICT; and
• Acts as information and liaison officer, providing information about the incident to:
▪ Giant Mine Manager
▪ EMT – see below
▪ Subcontractors on-site, through communication with Parsons
▪ Refers any media inquiries to the Giant Mine Manager, who directs them to CIRNAC.
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Position

Safety Officer

STAFFED BY

Health and Safety Manager or their designate

ROLE AND
RESPONSIBILITIES

The safety officer works with the IC to ensure that health, safety and the environment are all protected. The
safety officer:
• Monitors safety conditions;
• Assesses hazardous and unsafe situations;
• Develops measures for assuring the safety of rescue and response personnel;
• Ensures environmental issues are dealt with by appropriately trained staff;
• Advises the IC on issues regarding incident safety and may exercise emergency authority to stop
unsafe acts directly;
• Acts as safety recordkeeper
▪ Retains records for all hazards, near misses and incidents, including initial reports and follow up
investigations.
▪ Ensures that all incidents are reported to Project SH&E support, Greg Beck and Corporate
Health and Safety, within four (4) hours, using the Parsons IndustrySafe Online SH&E Reporting
System;
• Coordinates next-of-kin / relative contact for Parsons and subcontractor personnel, in conjunction
with EMT; and
• Delegates the above activities as required.

Position

Deputy Incident Commanders

STAFFED BY

Supervisors:
Per the MHSR, when nine (9) to twenty (20) workers are on-site, -one (1) of the first-aid attendants (Deputy
ICs) must hold a current St. John Ambulance Advanced First Aid (Level 1 Certificate) or a Canadian Red
Cross First Responder Certificate.
According to the SOPs, at least two (2) employees on each shift must be qualified to administer first-aid
when the nearest medical aid is more than five (5) minutes away. At the Site, medical assistance will be
from 15 to 20 minutes away.

ROLE AND
RESPONSIBILITIES

Deputy ICs work under the direction of the IC. They are fully trained and qualified to administer first-aid and
CPR per the requirements listed above. The deputy ICs have additional training in fire and spill response.
Example duties include:
• Communicate directions to fellow workers in cases of fire or evacuation;
• Provide on-site first-aid as needed;
• In cases of medical emergencies, provide on-site first-aid until fully trained emergency medical
personnel arrive; and
• Lead crews in spill response, with direction from Technical Specialists (see Section 6.4), as required.

Position

First Responder

STAFFED BY

Parsons site personnel or subcontractor personnel

ROLE AND
RESPONSIBILITIES

The first responders are the first workers on the scene of an incident.
All employees on the Parsons project site are provided with instruction on the EMRP and understand their
role as a first responder in case of an incident.
• Contacts the IC to initiate the incident response;
• Takes charge of the initial scene and puts the relevant IAP into place;
• Performs first-aid or spill response as needed, training dependent; and
• Transfers authority to act at the scene to the IC or Deputy ICs upon their arrival.
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Emergency Management Team
FUNCTIONS
The EMT is responsible for the site response in cases of an incident or emergency at the Project. The EMT
works out of the emergency operations centre located in C-Dry or the Security trailer based on the incident type
and location. The emergency operations center is the blanket term applied to the office or offices that are
home to support and off-site members of the project team.
The EMT facilitates a coordinated response and recovery process by management and staff to any incident or
set of circumstances that have the potential to significantly damage the organization and its employees,
operations, financial condition or reputation. Its function is to assess both the short- and long-term impacts.
This team’s areas of responsibility include:
 supporting the ICT and IC
 managing corporate risk, potential impacts and consequences of the incident
 notifying and providing ongoing communication with stakeholders, as required.
ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES
Position

Emergency Manager

STAFFED BY

Parsons Senior Project Manager

ROLE AND
RESPONSIBILITIES

The Emergency Manager leads the EMT and corporate response to an incident at the Site.
• Acts as the executive lead for Parsons;
• Identifies and assists the on-site ICT; and
• Maintains the investigation file for all incidents that happen on-site.

Position

Project SH&E Support

STAFFED BY

Project H&S Manager and Corporate H&S Staff

ROLE AND
RESPONSIBILITIES

Project SH&E Support takes the lead on the SH&E response at a corporate level.
• Provides support for IC and Deputy ICs;
• Provides policy and regulatory guidance;
• Investigates or assigns an investigator to each significant incident, to determine root causes;
• Submits a final investigation report using the online IndustrySafe system within 72 hours of the
incident;
• Ensures mitigative measures are implemented to prevent the incident from recurring; and
• Liaises with Parsons Talent Management, where required, for incident follow up.

Technical Specialists
Technical Specialists may be members of either the ICT or EMT, depending on their location (on site or off site)
and level within Parsons. Technical Specialists for the GMRP are presented in Table 8.
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TABLE 8. TECHNICAL SPECIALISTS
Position

Location

Environmental/hazardous materials consultant

On site

Staffed by
Environmental Manager

Structural Engineer

On site/off site

Parsons Engineering Staff

Industrial/Occupational Hygiene Consultant

On site/off site

Project H&S Manager/Corporate Staff

Incident Action Plans
Every subcontractor SSHEP must be provided to, and approved by, Parsons before starting work. The SSHEP
will be an integral component of an Incident Action Plan (IAP).
The IAP is intended as a guideline document, outlining the general steps to be taken in case(s) of incidents and
emergencies, with a focus on the specific tasks to be performed as part of the scope of work. It is a dynamic
document that can be updated as procedures change and that must be adjusted to suit the specific details of
specific incidents.
The IC should ensure that any change in the IAP is communicated to all affected ICS command and EMT staff,
as required.

Risk Management
During the initial and ongoing response, the IC and the EM should continually assess the purpose and potential
consequences of their actions against any the risk(s) to personnel, the public and the environment. The nature
of the hazards will influence the responses implemented by the IC. Parsons manages risks associated with
incident response actions based on the following principles: life preservation is the number one priority in every
incident; this includes the safety of responders and activities to protect the environment or property are
recognized as presenting inherent risks to the safety of response personnel and actions should be taken to
reduce or avoid these risks.
The IC is responsible for coordinating and directing all response activities at the local level, including the
responsibility for the safety and health of all personnel operating within the ICS at the local level.
The EM is responsible for evaluating risks, potential impacts and consequences at the corporate level, which
includes addressing key business issues and strategic implications.
Risks levels range from low to extremely high (see the Site-Specific Risk Assessment and Management
section). All levels of risk require the appropriate risk transfer, reduction or elimination, as well as proper
actions and approvals within the EMT. Risks that exceed medium also require the implementation of a risk
transfer, reduction or elimination strategy to reduce the risk level, or the EM shall bring the risk level to the
attention of Parsons management.

Documentation
Documentation for incidents affecting site operations will be maintained to allow proper management of the
incident and to ensure a historical record of response activities is available for future reference.
All personnel involved are responsible for maintaining a record of their activities during an emergency. Incident
reporting procedures must be followed in accordance to with the Incident Reporting section of the PSHEP.
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Levels of Emergency and Notification
Levels of Emergency
Under all circumstances, employees should ensure the protection of life safety, follow the response and
internal/external notification actions outlined in this EMRP and document their activities.
Table 9 describes levels of incident severity, which range from marginal, where control of the incident is
retained, to critical, where control of the hazard has been lost, imminent control is not possible and public
safety is, or has the potential to be, threatened. The table defines each level, provides examples and identifies
the internal notifications and the plan or team that is activated in response.

Incident Command Initial Response and Notification Flowchart
Figure 4 shows how the IC establishes the level of emergency and determines what response team(s) should
be notified and/or activated.

Emergency Response Contact Information
Appendix B provides the list of telephone numbers of the external and internal resources that can assist during
the rapid activation of an appropriate emergency response. All contacts on the list should be aware they are on
the list and know what their role is if they are contacted. The list will be reviewed quarterly and updated as
needed.

Emergency Response Communication Flowchart
Figure 4, the Emergency Response Communication Flowchart, shows all potential communication routes for
any on-site incidents. The flow of communication and degree of involvement of team members (ICT and EMT)
will depend on the severity of the incident.
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FIGURE 4. EMERGENCY RESPONSE COMMUNICATION FLOWCHART
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Definition/Criteria
On-site incidents where immediate control of the hazard is achieved
through the application of standard operating procedures, which result
in the progressive resolution of the situation.
Meets all of the following:
• Immediate control of the hazard is established using onsite
resources.
• Injuries to on-site personnel require first-aid only.
• Public safety is not threatened.
• Environmental impacts are confined to the site.
• All control and relief systems and equipment are functioning
normally.

CATASTROPHIC

CRITICAL

Incident
Severity

MARGINAL

TABLE 9. LEVELS OF EMERGENCY

An incident where control of the hazard has been lost but where
imminent and intermittent control of the hazard is possible.
Meets any of the following:
• Immediate control of the hazard has been established using
available resources; however, conditions are not improving and
resources are being depleted.
• Injuries to on-site personnel require off-site medical attention.
• Public safety is not threatened; however, there may be public
perception of moderate risk to human health or the environment.
• Environmental impacts are reportable but confined to the site.

An incident where control of the hazard has been lost, imminent control
is not possible and public safety is, or has the potential to be,
threatened.
Meets any of the following:
• Control of the hazard has been lost and regaining control may not
be possible.
• Injuries to on-site personnel require medical attention and may
result in lost time, long term disability or death.
• Public safety is, or has the potential to be, threatened.
• Alternatively, there may be a public perception of significant risk to
human health or the environment.
• Environmental effects extend off site and are resulting in minor to
long-term detrimental impacts.
• Some or all of the control and relief systems are not operational.

Examples
• Any controlled situation, outside of normal operating
conditions that has the potential to impact facility
operations and has the potential to escalate in severity.
• Minor injuries to personnel requiring first-aid treatments
only.
• Small volume spills and releases that are confined.
• Public concern, inquiry, complaint or observation of an
incident that does not require or result in the escalation of
the incident beyond an alert level such as noise, dust and
odour complaints.
• Preliminary (early warning) weather reports that may
threaten operations.
• Any controlled situation, outside of normal operation
conditions, where the ability to maintain control using onsite resources is in question or off-site resources are
required to maintain control, such as a fire or explosion
where imminent control of the fire is probable.
• Injuries to personnel requiring off-site medical attention.
• Spills and releases in reportable quantities are contained
on site but have the potential to extend off site.
• Any incident requiring the advisory notification of the
public of a non-routine, on-site occurrence.
• Escalating weather threats (e.g., tornado/cyclone) which
threaten personnel and operations.
• Potential social/political unrest, labour disputes.
• Any uncontrolled hazard where the ability to regain control
may not be imminently possible.
• Injuries to personnel which have resulted in, or are likely to
result in, a lost time (beyond the day of the occurrence)
injury, a short- to long-term health impact or death.
• Spills or releases extend off site and do, or will, result in
minor to long-term detrimental impacts.
• Any incident requiring the notification of the public of a
potential or imminent threat to human health or the
environment.
• Imminent or present security threats, acts of terrorism or
violence.
• Severe weather threats which threaten personnel and
operations and require evacuation.

Internal Notification and Response
Notification:
• Site superintendent/ incident
commander
• Health and safety
coordinator/safety officer
Response:
• Refer to EMRP. Activation of the
ICT/ IAP is at the discretion of the IC
based on the type and magnitude of
the incident.
Notification:
• Site superintendent/ incident
commander
• Health and safety coordinator/
safety officer
• Emergency manager
• SH&E project support
Response:
• Refer to EMRP
• Activate ICT and EMT, if required

Notification:
• Site superintendent/ incident
commander
• Health and Safety
Coordinator/safety officer
• Emergency manager
• SH&E project support
Response:
• Refer to EMRP
• Activate ICT and EMT

LIST OF ACRONYMS
Acronym

Definition

AHA

Activity Hazard Analysis

CEPA

Canadian Environmental Protection Act

CHSM

Corporate Health and Safety Manual

CIRNAC

Crown-Indigenous Relations and Northern Affairs

CPR

Cardiopulmonary resuscitation

CSA

Canadian Standards Association

DFO

Department of Fisheries and Oceans Canada

EM

Emergency Manager

EMRP

Emergency Management and Response Plan

EMT

Emergency Management Team

EMT

Emergency Medical Technician

ENR

Environment and Natural Resources

ETP

Effluent Treatment Plant

FOS

Freeze Optimization Study

GMRP

Giant Mine Remediation Project

GNWT

Government of the Northwest Territories

HAZMAT

Hazardous material

IAP

Incident Action Plan

IC

Incident Commander

ICS

Incident Command System

ICT

Incident Command Team

IDLH

Immediately dangerous to life and health

JHSC

Joint Health and Safety Committee

MCM

Main Construction Manager

MVLWB

Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board

PPE

Personal Protective Equipment

PSHEP

Project Safety, Health and Environmental Plan

PSPC

Public Services and Procurement Canada

RAC

Risk Assessment Code

SCBA

Self Contained Breathing Apparatus

SCR

Site Conditions Review

SDS

Safety Data Sheet

SH&E

Safety, Health & Environment

SOP

Standard Operating Procedure

TDG

Transportation of Dangerous Goods

WHMIS

Workplace Hazardous Materials Information System

WL

Water License

WSCC

Workers’ Safety and Compensation Commission
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LIST OF APPENDICES







Appendix A:
Appendix B:
Appendix C:
Appendix D:
Appendix E:
Appendix F:

Incident Action Plans
Emergency Contact Information
Arsenic Trioxide Safety Data Sheet
Order for Treatment of Work-Related Injury/Illness Form
Site-Specific Environmental Emergency Plan for Arsenic
Site-Specific Environmental Emergency Plan for Propane
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APPENDIX A. INCIDENT ACTION PLANS
1. These IAPs apply to Parsons and all subcontractors at the Giant Mine Site.
2. Stop, Look and Think before engaging in any first aid activity or IAP. Use careful scene assessment before
starting.
3. Always contact the Site Medic as soon as possible for first aid and other assistance.
4. IC should consider steps to be taken if outside support is not immediately available.
5. IC should integrate Mine Rescue (Surface) to supplement IAP resources.
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INCIDENT ACTION PLAN
Earthquake
Earthquakes can strike at any time. Employees should be able to identify structurally strong or stable locations
in and around their work area that they can go to for cover during an earthquake.
In Case of an Earthquake
1. If outside, go to an open area, away from buildings or any structure that could collapse.
2. If in a vehicle, stop the vehicle and stay in it.
3. If inside, stay inside and go to a structurally stable location (door frame, hall or pillar) or flatten yourself
against an interior wall.
4. Watch for falling objects such as lights fixtures, shelves or any other furniture that may move or topple.
5. Cover your head and neck with your arms. Put on your hard hat if it’s not on already.
6. Hold on: wait in place until the shaking stops.
7. Expect aftershocks. Each time you feel one, DROP, COVER AND HOLD ON.
When the Shaking Stops
1. Assess the area for hazards and check for personnel injuries in your area. If the injured party is nonmobile (unconscious, trapped, leg injury), contact the Incident Commander (IC) via radio for first aid or
medical assistance. Deputy IC and other staff with first-aid training provide first-aid if required.
2. Check for fires or fire hazards, such as spills of flammable or combustible liquids or leaks of flammable
gases. Move people away, if found, and put out small fires if safe to do so.
3. Turn off heat and gas sources in the area if necessary.
4. Follow procedures for fire, hazardous incidents and medical aid as necessary.
5. Go to the muster point (regular or alternate) to report injuries, damages and potentially hazardous
situations.
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INCIDENT ACTION PLAN
Fire or Explosion Hazards
Due to the presence onsite of flammable and explosive materials such as propane and other hydrocarbons,
fire or explosion is a risk on this site.
Initial Response
1. Clear all personnel from the surrounding area. If the fire/explosion has occurred inside of the restricted
work area enclosure, follow the Incident Action Plan for Emergency Enclosure Exit/Entry Procedures.
2. If the fire is small and can be controlled, use an ABC fire extinguisher to put it out.
3. If the fire cannot be extinguished after one attempt, treat it as an uncontrolled fire and activate internal
alarms and hazard communication systems to notify all facility personnel.
4. For fires that cannot be controlled, such as large fires or fires with the potential to cause an explosion
(e.g., close to large amounts of flammable liquids), notify the Incident Commander (IC).
5. The IC is responsible for advising the Yellowknife Fire Division for a catastrophic event (at 9-1-1) and
organizing a site evacuation if required. The fire department must be notified of all the details and the
types of materials involved.
6. The IC will also contact the Mine Manager, who will initiate a lease-wide alarm or evacuation as required.
Evacuation
1. If an evacuation of the Site or area is ordered, REMAIN CALM.
2. Move to the designated muster point or the alternate muster point if the main point is inaccessible.
3. Deputy ICs will oversee the evacuation, checking enclosed areas for any employees who may not be able
to evacuate.
4. Deputy ICs will report any missing person(s) to the IC after the evacuation has been completed.
5. Remain at the muster point until the all clear is given by the IC or Deputy IC.
In Addition
1. Do not use water on petroleum liquid spills.
2. Consult the manufacturer’s SDS for details on which fire suppression materials should be used on
specific materials (Appendix C).
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INCIDENT ACTION PLAN
Medical Emergency
Emergencies
When an ambulance is required, call 9-1-1.
Initial Response
1. Assess the situation. Always put your safety first. If it is not safe to access an area to provide first-aid, do
not enter the area.
2. Contact the Incident Commander (IC) to inform them of the situation. For a catastrophic incident where
emergency services are required, they will place the call.
3. Let them know:
a. Location on the site
b. Event – what happened?
c. What help is required
4. Provide first aid. If you are a first responder and know first aid, follow your training to provide basic first
aid to the injured person(s) until help arrives. If you do not know first aid, request it from the IC when
placing the initial call. Designated Deputy Incident Commanders address immediate first aid needs.
a. All employees must yield to first aid providers in an emergency. Untrained employees will avoid
assisting when a certified first aider is present. An untrained employee may assist in an emergency
when directed by a first aid trained employee.
5. Stay with the injured person until help arrives.
6. Complete safety paperwork, as required, with the aid of the Health and Safety Coordinator.
Once the patient is receiving first aid, or if first aid cannot be applied due to danger to the Deputy ICs, the
Incident Commander (IC) takes the following action:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Arranges medical transport
Accompanies, or assigns someone to attend the injured person to the medical care facility
If the patient is being treated on-site, directs medical personnel to the injured person
Ensures family or friends designated as the patient’s emergency contact person are contacted
Notifies the Giant Mine Manager, the Emergency Management Team, the PSPC PM, and the
Subcontractor Team Leader

The Health and Safety Coordinator ensures that the incident is reported to Project SH&E Support within four (4)
hours, using the IndustrySafe online reporting system.
Non-Emergencies (for Parsons employees only)
For work-related injuries or illnesses that may require physician direction on appropriate treatment, Parsons
employees should promptly contact WorkCare, ideally before seeking medical care, as this will provide the
most significant opportunity for proper intervention.
WorkCare’s Incident Intervention is available 24 hours a day, 7 days a week (24/7), and 365 days per year.
The contact number is 1-888-449-7787.
When contacting WorkCare, be prepared to provide the following:
 injured employee’s name and Parsons ID number
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injured employee’s contact number
injured employee’s location (at a minimum include the city and province)
employee’s GBU and client/project name
functional manager’s name.

If the WorkCare physician or nurse determines that an employee requires more than first aid or if the injured
party wishes to seek medical care, then they will be referred to the onsite medically trained personnel. A
secondary facility must be able to provide treatment during all hours of operations (i.e., hospital). The facilities
are listed below:
Stanton Territorial Hospital – 550 Byrne Road, Yellowknife, Northwest Territories (867-669-4111)
Note: When it is necessary to transport an injured worker to a medical facility for non-emergency treatment,
they must be accompanied by at least two individuals (i.e., driver and observer). If a driver is not available, then
a cab service is acceptable as long as an observer is present.
If an injured employee requires medical care for a work-related injury/illness, the Order for Treatment of WorkRelated Injury / Illness Form (provided as Appendix D) must be sent with the injured worker and faxed to the
occupational medicine clinic at the time of the initial evaluation.
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INCIDENT ACTION PLAN
Power Failure
Power to the work site on the Giant Mine complex will be provided by a new cable installed by a certified
electrician.
A secondary generator and a backup generator will also be onsite to produce power in case of a power failure.
These generators can provide a good portion of the power we need for the hazmat containment and offices in
case of brownout.
In Case of a Power Failure
1. Stop work. Inspect the work area for hazards, and ensure the area is safe before resuming work.
2. Use the on-site communication system (radio/ landline) to determine if the power outage is site-wide or
limited to a single building.
3. Notify the Incident Commander to determine options for fixing the power outage.
4. Turn off and unplug all computers, appliances, electronic equipment, lights, and tools.
a. Check equipment on emergency power. Items not permanently connected to these outlets should
not be connected during a power failure.
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INCIDENT ACTION PLAN
Vehicle Accident
Driving is one of the most dangerous tasks that most employees conduct on a daily basis. Traffic accidents,
both onsite and on the road, can have severe, long-lasting, or fatal consequences.
Before getting behind the wheel of any vehicle, perform a Stop and Think to ensure that your mind is on the
task.
 What task are you about to perform?
 What could go wrong?
 What steps will you take to mitigate those hazards?
In Case of a Vehicle Accident
Note: As per Section 16.03 (Section Not To Be Disturbed), subject to Section 16.04, of the MHSA, no person
shall, except to prevent injury or relieving suffering, move, or otherwise interfere with, any wreckage or
equipment at the scene of, or connected with, a reportable incident until a public safety inspector, local police,
or an on-site vehicle accident inspector, where required and appropriate, has conducted an investigation of the
incident and has given permission to do so.
1. Contact the Incident Commander (IC).
2. Assess the situation while ensuring your safety:
a. Are there any injured people?
b. Is there any evidence of fire, smoke or the potential for a fire to ignite?
c. Is there evidence of a hazardous materials leak?
d. Is there evidence of live electrical wires?
e. Before approaching, is vehicle secure and stable?
3. If there are injured people:
a. Do not move anyone unless they are in immediate danger.
b. Reassure the injured if they are conscious.
c. Apply first aid within the limits of your training.
d. Provide information and assistance as requested to the IC, Deputy ICs, or any emergency response
personnel that arrive on site.
4. If there is evidence of smoke or fire:
a. Activate the Fire/Explosion IAP
5. If there is evidence of a hazardous materials leak:
a. Activate the Environmental Release IAP and the Spill Contingency Plan
6. The IC will contact emergency services for catastrophic incidents only otherwise will notify the Mine
Manager, the Emergency Management Team, Subconsultant Team Leader, PSPC project manager and
CIRNAC contact as required.
7. The Health and Safety Coordinator will work with involved parties and Project S, H & E support to report
and investigate the incident.
If You are Involved in a Vehicle Accident
1. If you are injured, stay still and contact the Incident Commander (IC) using the on-site communication
system (to be determined).
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2. If you are not injured, follow the procedures above.
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INCIDENT ACTION PLAN
Severe Weather
Examples of severe weather emergencies include extremes of heat and cold, thunderstorms, blizzards,
hurricanes, and tornados.
Regional weather monitoring provides adequate warning of impending severe weather conditions, which allow
for decisions on work stoppage, shutdown, or evacuation to happen in an orderly fashion.
In incidences of severe weather, a decision will be made by the Incident Commander (IC) whether or when
work should be halted and when it can resume. In some cases, it may be determined that evacuating the site
is the best course of action.
In cases of evacuation, follow the instructions as communicated by the IC and the Deputy ICs.
Detailed information on working in extreme temperatures and precautions to be taken are available in Parsons
CSHM-36, Temperature Extremes.
Heat Stress
A variety of factors may predispose a person to heat stress, including age, chronic disease, lack of physical
fitness or acclimatization, and infection. The amount and type of worn PPE directly influence the risk of heat
stress. PPE adds weight and bulk, severely reduces the body’s access to normal heat exchange mechanisms
(evaporation, convection, radiation), and increases energy expenditure.
A safe duration of work/rest periods should be determined based on the anticipated work rate, the ambient
temperature and other environmental factors, the type of PPE worn, and individual worker characteristics and
fitness.
Signs and symptoms of heat stress include the following:
profuse sweating sustained over hours of work
weight loss greater than 1.5% body weight throughout a shift
symptoms of sudden and severe fatigue, nausea, dizziness or lightheadedness, or fainting
dehydration (may be indicated by reduced urination or dark yellow/orange urine or by a decrease in
sweat)
 heat rash
 heat cramps – signs and symptoms include muscle spasms and pain in the hands, feet and abdomen.





If an individual shows signs of heat stress, move them to a cool, shaded area and provide them with cold
drinking water. Loosen or remove heavy clothing and fan or mist the person with water. Provide first-aid as
necessary and treat as a Medical Emergency (see IAP – Medical Emergency).
Heatstroke
Heatstroke is the most serious form of heat stress. Temperature regulation fails, and the body temperature
rises to critical levels. Take immediate action to cool the body and obtain competent medical help. Signs and
symptoms include:
 irritability
 red, hot, usually dry skin
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lack of or reduced perspiration
nausea
dizziness and confusion
strong, rapid pulse
coma.

If an individual shows signs of heatstroke, move them to a cool, shaded area, and if they are fully conscious,
provide them with cold drinking water. Loosen or remove heavy clothing and fan or mist the person with water.
Treat as a Medical Emergency (see IAP – Medical Emergency) and call for medical assistance immediately.
Cold Stress
Cold weather conditions can be hazardous to the safety and health of employees, endanger the stability of the
body system, and cause conditions such as hypothermia and frostbite. Several factors can contribute to a cold
injury, including age, contact with wetness or metal, exposure to high winds or humidity, general health, and
inadequate clothing. Personal factors can also worsen the effect of cold exposure.
At air temperatures below -1°C, measure and record the wind chill index at least every four hours. Use the
wind chill index table below to estimate the equivalent wind chill temperature.

Use engineering and administrative controls to reduce the risk of cold stress injuries such as:
 use general or spot heating to increase the temperature at the site; it is always easier to stay warm than
to warm back up from hypothermia
 shield the work area from drafts and wind
 dress in loose, but well-fitting layers
 assure proper clothing worn on the head since primary heat loss is through the head
 assure extra clothes on site in case of clothes becoming wet
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 at temperatures below 5°C, cover metal handles with thermal insulation
 employ a work/warm-up schedule, incorporating warm-up/rest breaks when working in temperatures
lower than -7°C
 urge frequent intake of warm, sweet, caffeine-free drinks at regular intervals
 terminate exposure to cold when severe shivering or exhaustion becomes evident
 arrange work to minimize sitting still or standing for long periods
 ensure cold-weather PPE is available for all employees.
Frostbite
 Never rub the affected area.
 Warm the area by gradually soaking it in steadily increasing temperature, starting with cold water. Do not
immerse frostbitten tissue into water that is more than 40 C.
 Loosely bandage the area with a dry, sterile dressing, separating fingers or toes with cotton or gauze
before bandaging/dressing.
 Do not break blisters.
 Obtain professional help immediately
Hypothermia
 If an employee becomes fatigued, move him/her to a warm environment and allow them to rest.
 Remove any wet clothing and dry the victim.
 Warm the body gradually through the addition of warm, dry blankets or clothing and moving to a warmer
place.
 If the victim is alert, give them warm liquid to drink. Never give fluids to an individual who is unconscious
or semiconscious.
 If the victim loses consciousness, get professional help immediately.
In Case of a Blizzard/Thunderstorm
1. In cases of severe weather systems, such as blizzards or thunderstorms, a decision should be made
whether to halt work until the weather system has passed.
2. The decision regarding the halting of work and whether it will be temporary or long term (overnight or
longer) will be made by the Incident Commander (IC) based on weather information provided by
Environment Canada and associated agencies.
3. The IC will provide updates on work stoppages to the Emergency Management Team, the PSPC Project
Mand INAC contact, and the Parsons’ Giant Mine Manager.
4. If work is halted, personnel should ensure that all equipment is safely stored and secured and will follow
instructions regarding evacuation or convergence on the muster point.
In Case of a Tornado
1. Seek shelter in a sturdy building, preferably to an enclosed, windowless area in the centre of a building
(i.e. away from glass).
2. Crouch down and cover your head.
3. Cover yourself with thick padding, a heavy coat or other heavy material if available.
4. If you cannot find shelter, lie flat and face down on low ground, protecting the back of your head with your
arms.
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INCIDENT ACTION PLAN
Structural Failure or Building Collapse
Many of the buildings at the Giant Mine site have not been maintained for several years and have deteriorated.
As a result, there is a potential for failure of internal structures or the potential for building collapse – the
chance of this type of failure is considered very remote and Parsons has taken the following steps to prevent
this type of incident:
1. Review by a qualified structural engineer to assess the integrity and stability of existing buildings and
structures
2. Use of engineering or administrative controls to reduce the potential for failure
a. Installation of temporary stabilization structures as necessary based on inspection and the scope of
the work
b. Identification of hazardous areas with warning lines, barriers or other effective means to prevent or
limit access
3. Sequential deconstruction plan using mechanical equipment (track-hoe) equipped with shears and or
other implements by trained, experienced operators
Employees will follow all warning signs and not cross barriers or warning devices. Load limits for scaffolding
and elevated structures will strictly adhere to applicable standards, guidelines and regulations.
In Case of a Structural Failure or Building Collapse
1. If outside, go to an open area, away from buildings or any structure that could collapse.
2. If in a vehicle, stop the vehicle and stay in it.
3. If inside, sound the general alarm (air horn or radio) stay inside and go to a structurally stable location
(door frame, hall or pillar) or flatten yourself against an interior wall.
4. Watch for falling objects such as lights fixtures, shelves, or any other furniture that may move or topple.
5. Cover your head and neck with your arms. Put on your hard hat if it’s not on already.
6. Hold on: wait in place until building movement stops.
7. Proceed to the exits in a safe and orderly fashion if safe to do so, if not shelter in place until help arrives.
Make your location known with air horn or radio if feasible.
After Initial Failure or Collapse
1. Assess the area for hazards and check for personnel injuries in your area. Emergency Responders and
other staff with first aid training provide first aid assistance if required.
2. Check for fires or fire hazards, such as spills of flammable or combustible liquids, or leaks of flammable
gases. Move people away if found and put out small fires.
3. Turn off heat and gas sources in the area if necessary.
4. Follow procedures for fire, hazardous incidents and serious injury as necessary.
5. Go to the mustering point (regular or alternate) to report injuries, damages, and potentially hazardous
situations.
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INCIDENT ACTION PLAN
Rescue from Height
Means of rescue must be determined in the project fall protection plan. Employees who use fall arrest systems
must be able to rescue themselves, or arrangements must be made for prompt rescue services. Rescue
service options include aerial lifts and scissor lifts.
Emergencies
In the event of an emergency, call 9-1-1 (Yellowknife Fire Division)
Initial Response
1. Assess the situation. Always ensure your own PPE is appropriately worn, i.e. harness. If it is not safe to
enter an area, do not enter the area.
2. Contact the Incident Commander (IC) to inform them of the situation. See Appendix E for the Emergency
Dispatch Information Form for the information required by emergency services.
3. The IC will contact the Site Medic and possibly the Mine Rescue (Surface) Team for additional resources
and expertise.
4. The Site Medic will guide the stabilization and possible transport of the injured employee from the
elevated work area to the ground for transport.
5. The IC and onsite FA personnel will provide support to the Site Medic.
Initial Response (Fall into a harness)
1. Assess the situation. Always ensure your own PPE is appropriately worn, i.e. harness. If it is not safe to
enter an area, do not enter the area.
2. Contact the IC to inform them of the situation. See Appendix E for the Emergency Dispatch Information
Form for the information required by emergency services.
3. The IC will contact the Site Medic and possibly the Mine Rescue (Surface) Team for additional resources
and expertise.
4. The IC will evaluate possible mechanical assistance devices (man lift, extendable boom, etc.)
5. The Site Medic shall be in charge of the packaging and extraction of the injured employee and oversee
the patient care once on the ground.
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INCIDENT ACTION PLAN
Mine Emergency and Rescue
Any accidents that occur in the underground mine environment are typically handled by a specialized trained
Mine Rescue Team. The Mine Rescue Team is trained for working in the underground environment where there
is a potential for hazardous gasses being present. The Mine Rescue Team members have basic First Aid
training for the treatment of casualties.
The primary concern in handling an underground accident/incident is the preservation of life. The following are
steps to be taken upon the occurrence of an underground accident or hazardous incident:
Actions of the First Responder
1. The first responder to the accident/incident is to survey the scene of the accident/incident to determine
the correct response to be taken.
2. The first responder is to make the situation safe, if possible, for any casualties
3. The first responder is to send an alternate to the nearest communication device to inform the surface
control room of the occurrence of the accident/incident, having noted the names, time, and locations of
the casualties. If an alternate is not available, the first responder will first apply any action required to
make the scene safe for the casualties and then proceed to the nearest communication device
themselves.
4. The person communicating to the control room on the surface will then follow the commands of the Mine
Rescue Controller or his designate.
The mine has a particular Mine Rescue Action Plan to be followed in the eventuality of an underground
accident/incident. Specific roles and duties are compiled in a situation folder that is kept in the Control Room.
The Mine Rescue Controller shall take the following actions:
1. Take note of the time of the report and the information regarding the names and locations of the
casualties.
2. Inform the IC of the occurrence.
3. Give instructions to the ICT to follow the prescribed instructions in their Mine Rescue folders.
4. If appropriate, request the Site Superintendent or his designate to inject stench gas into the mine
ventilation system and the compressed air system.
5. Request the Site Superintendent to have the Emergency Siren sounded.
6. Send instructions to the Mine Rescue Captain to assemble his rescue team.
7. Plan for a backup Mine Rescue Team to come to the site.
8. Brief the Mine Rescue Team Captain and his team on the specifics of the incident and the required plan
of action.
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INCIDENT ACTION PLAN
Flood
Several scenarios could present a risk for flooding at the Site. These include incidents such as a dam failure or
overflowing of a surface water body such as the nearby Baker Creek. A sudden inrush of water could occur in
various areas of the mine, including open pits and the Underground. Early response is critical to prevent
adverse effects from occurring.
Initial Response
1. As soon as the flood is discovered call “Emergency! Emergency! Emergency!” on the radio to alert the
Incident Commander.
2. Clear all personnel from the flooding area and surrounding areas.
3. The Incident Commander (IC) is responsible for advising the City of Yellowknife Department of Public
Safety for a catastrophic event (at 867-873-2222) and organizing a site evacuation if required. The fire
department must be advised of all the details and the types of materials involved.
4. The IC will immediately authorize the release of stench gas to the underground. The IC will also attempt
to reach the Underground workers by calling the refuge stations. If underground communications are not
functioning and it is safe to proceed, the IC will send responders to clear the refuge stations. All personnel
will be evacuated to designated surface muster stations.
5. The Incident Commander will also contact the Giant Mine Manager (if the IC is someone other than the
Mine Manager), who will initiate a lease-wide alarm or evacuation as required.
6. The IC will initiate the required first aid/medical aid and mine rescue.
Evacuation of Surface Personnel
1. If an evacuation of the Site or an area within site is ordered, REMAIN CALM.
2. Move to the designated muster point or the alternate muster point if the main point is inaccessible. If
neither area is accessible, then evacuate to the highest possible area that is accessible.
3. If workers are in a pit, head to the highest point. If there is a sudden inrush, wait at the highest point until
the inrush has passed before attempting to evacuate. If it is safe to do so, evacuate the area immediately.
4. Deputy ICs will oversee the evacuation, checking enclosed areas for any employees who may not be able
to evacuate.
5. Deputy ICs will report any missing person(s) to the IC after the evacuation has been completed.
6. Remain at the muster point until the “all clear” is given by the IC or Deputy IC.
Evacuation of Underground Personnel
1. Remain calm.
2. Use the closest Underground vehicle to exit the Underground immediately in a calm fashion if it is safe to
do so.
3. If there is a sudden inrush of water and it is not possible to evacuate through the opening, head to the
nearest safe refuge station and await further instruction.
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INCIDENT ACTION PLAN
Bomb Threat, Sabotage or Terrorism
The Giant Mine Site is not fully enclosed, leaving it open to security breaches in multiple locations around the
site. Consequently, individuals can access the Site to cause harm. Threats can come in many forms and
through many modes of communication. The following protocol address the potential threats that could most
likely occur at the Site.
Bombs can come in packages of many shapes and sizes. Things to look for in a suspicious package include the
following:












an unusual point of origin, missing address or address in indecipherable
excessive postage
inaccurate destination address
unusual instructions on the package, such as do not open or deliver immediately
unusual or handmade labels
unusual odours, colours or sounds
a springy feel to the package
if in a letter, evidence of metal components, wires, string or foil
holes in the parcel
excessive wrapping or tape
parcel is lopsided or unbalanced.

Initial Response
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.
8.
9.

10.

As soon as the incident is noticed, STOP the work.
Assess the hazard. If there is a threat to personnel safety, evacuate the area immediately.
REMAIN CALM and DO NOT touch or try to remove the threat or the device.
Do not change the environment in which the device was found.
Notify the Incident Commander (IC) or their delegate BY PHONE. In the event of a bomb threat, DO NOT
USE A RADIO. Radio signals may have the potential to detonate the bomb. If there is a potential threat to
health and safety or the environment, then notify the IC by radio with “Emergency, Emergency, Emergency
Provide the Incident Commander with the details of the concern and the potential associated impacts.
The IC will alert the City of Yellowknife first responders, other personnel onsite, the Giant Mine Manager,
the Subconsultant Team Leader and the PSPC Project Manager and the CIRNAC contact.
Coordination with the City of Yellowknife may be required to close HWY approaching the site in both
directions.
If a threat is called in by phone, DO NOT hang up.
a. Copy down the phone number and try to record as much of the conversation in exact words as
possible
b. From a different phone, call the IC.
i. If the threat is imminent, call the Yellowknife RCMP immediately before contacting the IC.
c. The IC will call the Yellowknife RCMP or continue communication with them and initiate emergency
response procedures.
If a threat is received in an email:
a. Do not delete the message.
b. Contact the IC immediately.
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c. The IC will contact the Yellowknife RCMP and initiate the emergency response procedures
Evacuation of Surface Personnel
1. If an evacuation of the site or an area within is ordered, REMAIN CALM.
2. Determine an evacuation route that would provide the safest route to the muster station, avoiding any
potential flying debris or encounters with the threat.
3. Move to the designated muster point or, the alternate muster point if the main point is inaccessible. If
neither area is accessible, evacuate to the highest possible area that is accessible.
4. If workers are in a pit, head to the highest point. If it is safe to do so, evacuate the area immediately.
5. Deputy ICs will oversee the evacuation, checking enclosed areas for any employees who may not be able
to evacuate.
6. Deputy ICs will report any missing person(s) to the IC after the evacuation has been completed.
7. Remain at the muster point until the “all clear” is given by the IC or Deputy IC.
Evacuation of Underground Personnel
1. Remain calm.
2. Use the closest Underground vehicle to exit the Underground immediately in a calm fashion if it is safe to
do so.
3. Proceed to the primary muster station.
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INCIDENT ACTION PLAN
Communications Failure
Several scenarios could result from a communications failure at the site. This scenario could include a
breakdown of the phone lines, a failure of the radio communication system or a failure to communicate with
the Underground workers. The potential consequences could range from minimal to life-threatening.
Initial Response
1. As soon as a communication failure is discovered, notify the Incident Commander or their delegate by an
alternate means of communication. For example, if the radio communication system is not functioning
contact the Incident Commander by cell phone
2. Provide the Incident Commander with the details of the communication failure and the impacts, if known,
and who the communication failure will affect.
3. In an emergency, underground workers may be notified using the stench gas system. Workers will
respond to the nearest underground refuge station.
4. In the event of a site-wide communication failure, workers will be asked to proceed to their projectspecific muster station and await further instruction.
Evacuation of Surface Personnel
1. If an evacuation of the site or an area within is ordered, REMAIN CALM.
2. Move to the designated muster point or, the alternate muster point if the main point is inaccessible. If
neither area is accessible, evacuate to the highest possible area that is accessible.
3. Deputy ICs will oversee the evacuation, checking enclosed areas for any employees who may not be able
to evacuate.
4. Deputy ICs will report any missing person(s) to the IC after the evacuation has been completed.
5. Remain at the muster point until the “all clear” is given by the IC or Deputy IC.
Evacuation of Underground Personnel
1. Remain calm.
2. Use the closest Underground vehicle to exit the Underground immediately in a calm fashion if it is safe to
do so.
3. Proceed to the primary muster station.
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INCIDENT ACTION PLAN
Environmental Release (Spill)
General Environmental Release or Spill Response
Initial Response
1. As soon as the incident is noticed, STOP the work.
2. Assess the hazard. Safety and protection of life and limb take precedence over environmental protection.
If there is a threat to personnel safety, evacuate the area immediately.
3. Stop, contain, or minimize the effects of the spill, provided it is safe to do so. Turn off any valves, pumps,
vacuums, or other delivery equipment if possible and applicable.
4. Report the spill to the Incident Commander (IC). If possible, identify the spilled product, including the
amount spilled and the extent of release, and relay this information to the IC.
a. The IC will alert other personnel onsite, the Giant Mine Manager, the subcontractor Team Leader,
the PSPC Project Manager and the CIRNAC contact.
b. If the quantity or volume of material spilled is reportable, the IC will contact the Environmental
Manager , who will notify the NWT 24-hour spill report line and other regulatory agencies.
5. If the spill is small and contained, clean up the spill, following the instructions in #7 and 8 of this IAP.
Additional information on spill containment for specific materials is available in the Spill Contingency Plan
and the SDS for the product.
6. If the spill is major (defined as a spill of an immediately reportable quantity or any spill near a body of
water), the IC will coordinate the containment and cleanup of the spill, designating the tasks outlined
below to workers as needed:
a. Cordon off the incident area and keep unauthorized persons away.
b. Workers who are not involved in the spill response should go outside the incident area, upwind of
the spill. Account for all personnel.
c. Initiate containment strategies and prevent the spilled material from entering watercourses (ex.
streams, creeks, and ditches), catch basins, and sewers by dyking ditches. If the material is a dust or
airborne contaminant, shut off air intake valves, spray the area with mist, or use a hydro-vac to
collect particles.
d. Assess the possible hazards to human health and the environment due to the release. This
assessment must consider both the direct and indirect effects of the release (i.e., the effects of any
toxic, irritating, or asphyxiating gases that may be generated, or the effects of any hazardous surface
water runoffs from water or chemical agents used to control fire and heat-induced explosion).
e. Assess and implement prompt removal actions to remove the spilled substance.
f. Coordinate rescue and response actions as previously arranged with all response personnel, as
required.
g. Ensure site is safe and determine adequate timing for work to resume with the Incident Commander.
7. If the spill is on water:
a. Containment procedures will vary on the type of contaminant and whether it is standing water or
flowing water.
b. For contaminants that float, a surface boom may be utilized. In flowing water, the boom must be
placed across the flow, downstream of the release, in an area of decreased water velocity.
c. For contaminants that are heavier than water, a containment dyke should be constructed if possible.
8. If the spill is on land:
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a. If the spill involves liquids, spread absorbent materials from the spill kit to stop percolation of spilled
substances. Block the spill’s pathway to any waterways. If necessary, provide temporary curbing
using sorbent booms, dyking or sandbags to limit the spread of spilled materials. If spill is a dust like
material, use a mister or a hydro-vac to stop the dust from spreading.
Reporting Environmental Releases
Notification numbers are listed in Appendix B of the EMRP.
Reportable spill quantities are listed in Appendix B of the Spill Contingency Plan. In addition, all releases of
harmful substances, regardless of quantity, are to be reported to the Northwest Territories 24-Hour Spill Line
by the Giant Mine Manager if the release:






is near or into a water body
is near or into a designated sensitive environment or sensitive wildlife habitat
poses an imminent threat to human health or safety
poses an imminent threat to a listed species at risk or its critical habitat
is uncontrollable.

Inorganic Arsenic/Arsenic Trioxide Sludge (includes arsenic in dust or powder form) Class 6.1 Material (TDG)
Initial Response
1. As soon as the incident is noticed, STOP the work.
2. Assess the hazard. Safety and protection of life and limb take precedence over environmental protection.
If there is a threat to personnel safety, evacuate the area immediately.
3. Immediately initiate the Incident Command System and report the spill to the Incident Commander.
4. Wear appropriate PPE to prevent exposure to the spilled arsenic sludge. If the arsenic is in dust form, do
not approach the area until the proper respiratory protection level has been determined.
5. Block any entry to waterways. Construct an interceptor trench or direct flow using spill containment
equipment towards a low area away from water. If the spill has reached natural waters, try to prevent
additional material from entering the water.
6. Secure the site and prevent non-authorized entry.
7. Attempt to contain the arsenic sludge by dyking with earth, sandbags, snow or other types of barriers.
Construct a berm if required. Use earth-moving equipment as necessary to complete containment
measures. When necessary, use materials found in the spill containment kits located onsite.
Recovery
1. Recover/excavate all arsenic sludge, dust or powder, and contaminated soil or snow.
2. Place contaminated materials into appropriate drums, containers or specially designed spill containment
waste bags (when in dust or powder form – do not place sludge in bags unless bags are immediately
placed into another container suitable for containing the sludge). All contaminated material should be
disposed of as directed by the Incident Commander or their designate.
3. Ensure that all equipment utilized is decontaminated after the recovery operation. Decontamination may
include washing equipment down with hot water or steam. Any wastewater produced during such an effort
will be collected and disposed of appropriately as directed by the Mine Manager or their designate.
4. Thoroughly clean any surfaces affected (such as steel, concrete or wood).
5. Resurface the affected area with waste rock, gravel or other appropriate material.
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Fire Response
 Follow the Incident Action Plan for Fire or Explosion Hazards.
 Arsenic sludge is not flammable and will not support combustion.
 In a fire involving arsenic sludge, arsine gas may be produced as a result of the heat from the fire. Stay
upwind of any fires involving arsenic compounds.
 Do not attempt to extinguish the fire unless you are equipped with Self Contained Breathing Apparatus
(SCBA) and protective clothing.
Properties
 Arsenic sludge is a mixture of arsenic trioxide and water and is dark grey.
 The chemical formula for arsenic is As. Arsenic in the sludge form is Arsenic Trioxide (As2O3). This form of
arsenic is water soluble.
 Arsenic trioxide (As2O3) is a known carcinogen, poisonous by ingestion and dust inhalation, and may be
absorbed through the skin. It is corrosive to eyes, skin, and mucous membranes.
 Refer to the SDS for Arsenic Trioxide (CAS # 1327-53-3) for more information.
Environmental Concerns
Arsenic is toxic to human health and aquatic life even in very low concentrations. Every effort must be made to
prevent arsenic trioxide from migrating into waterways.
Containers
Use metal or plastic drums (overpacks) for the transportation of arsenic sludge.
Personal Protection
 When working with arsenic, personnel are required to wear rubber boots, a full slicker suit, rubber gloves
and a full-face shield.
 Airstream respirators are required if dusty conditions are present.
 Avoid skin contact with arsenic sludge, dust or powder.
 Avoid inhalation of arsenic sludge, dust or powder.
 Avoid arsenic sludge, dust or powder from contacting clothing.
 Prevent arsenic sludge, dust or powder from contacting the eyes.
 Wash thoroughly after handling arsenic sludge or dust.
 Shower after the completion of your work.
 Do not eat or smoke until after completing wash up. Properly decontaminate work clothing or dispose of it
in containers suitable for containing arsenic (see Recovery section above).
 Spill response personnel aiding in the cleanup of an arsenic spill are to provide urine samples to the
Health and Safety Manager per the Medical Monitoring Plan for the Site.
Carbon Dioxide (CO2)
Initial Response
1. As soon as the incident is noticed, STOP the work.
2. Assess the hazard. Safety and protection of life and limb take precedence over environmental protection.
If there is a threat to personnel safety, evacuate the area immediately.
3. Immediately initiate the Incident Command System and report the spill to the Incident Commander.
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4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Wear appropriate PPE to prevent exposure to the released CO2.
Stop the flow of CO2 if it is safe to do so.
Secure the site and prevent non-authorized entry.
Ventilate the area or move leaking containers to a well-ventilated area.
Avoid low areas where vapours may collect. Stay upwind of the release.
Test for sufficient oxygen before re-entry.

Recovery
1. Due to the chemical properties of CO2, ground contamination is usually not an issue. It is liquefied under
pressure; therefore, once it is released to the atmosphere, it returns to its natural state as gas and
disperses.
2. Dry ice produced by leaks may be left to sublime/evaporate and dissipate, but if necessary, tongs and
Kevlar gloves could be used to put into thermally insulated and vented containers. Appropriate foot and
leg protection, and SCBA must be worn during this procedure.
Fire Response
Follow the Incident Action Plan for Fire or Explosion Hazards.
Is not flammable and will not burn.
Wear SCBA and full protective clothing as usual.
Use water to cool containers exposed to flames until well after the fire is out (closed containers exposed
to heat may rupture or explode).
 Remove containers from fire area if safe to do so.





Properties
Colorless, odorless gas (non-flammable) and liquid (liquid under pressure).
At high concentrations, gas will have a sharp, acidic odour.
Slightly soluble in water.
Incompatible with alkali metals, chromium, metal acetylides, alkaline earth metals, titanium (above
550°C) and uranium (above 750°C).
 Electrical discharge can cause it to decompose into carbon monoxide and oxygen.
 Will combine with water vapour or liquid to form carbonic acid.





Environmental Concerns
 Due to physical state when subject to ambient temperatures and pressure, unlikely to cause any
environmental impact other than to air quality.
 Prevent any runoff from firefighting measures to enter nearby waterways. Contain and dispose of runoff in
an environmentally sound manner as approved by the Mine Manager or their designate.
Containers
 Stored on the mine site in cylinders at the Freeze Optimization Study (FOS).
 It is extremely cold and under pressure. A leak will form “Dry Ice” particles, which could be forcibly ejected
from the system. Care must be taken when depressurizing or disconnecting hoses. Never work on a
pressurized system.
 Store in a dry, well-ventilated area below 52°C.
 Keep container tightly closed when not in use or empty.
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 Store full and empty cylinders separately. Use a first-in, first-out system to avoid storing cylinders for long
periods.
 Avoid physical damage to cylinders or fittings.
Personal Protection
 Never allow any unprotected part of the body to touch uninsulated pipes or vessels containing CO2.
 May cause frostbite.
 CO2 is an asphyxiant, and effects are due to lack of oxygen. Avoid inhalation and use it in a well-ventilated
location. CO2 is an irritant.
 Wear goggles/safety glasses, insulated neoprene gloves and suitable protective clothing. Cuff-less
trousers should be worn outside the boots.
 Use SCBA.
Diesel Fuel - Class B-3, D-2B (WHMIS Canada)
Initial Response
1. As soon as the incident is noticed, STOP the work.
2. Assess the hazard. Safety and protection of life and limb take precedence over environmental protection.
If there is a threat to personnel safety, evacuate the area immediately.
3. Immediately initiate the Incident Command System and report the spill to the Incident Commander.
4. Eliminate ignition sources and any open flame.
5. Stop the flow of the product.
6. Block any entry to waterways. Construct an interceptor trench or direct flow towards a low area away from
water. If the spill has reached natural waters, try to prevent additional material from entering the water.
7. Secure the site and prevent non-authorized entry.
8. Contain the flow of product. This containment can be achieved by dyking with earth, snow, ice or other
barriers, construction of an interceptor trench or underflow dam, etc. As necessary, use materials found in
the spill containment kits located onsite.
9. If the spill has reached natural waters, deploy a containment boom and apply absorbent materials found
in the spill containment kits located onsite.
Recovery
1. Recover as much free product as possible by skimming, bailing or pumping into appropriate drums or
portable tanks.
2. Recover/excavate any contaminated soils, snow, or contaminated water.
3. Place contaminated materials into appropriate drums or containers. All contaminated material should be
disposed of as directed by the Incident Commander or their designate.
4. Diesel fuel spilled on surface waterbody can be recovered by using skimmers, absorbent booms or other
materials found in the spill containment kits located onsite.
5. If deemed necessary, diesel fuel can be eliminated by burning it in a controlled manner. Under no
circumstances should personnel burn diesel fuel without the permission of the Mine Manager or their
designate.
Fire Response
 Follow the Incident Action Plan for Fire or Explosion Hazards.
 Use CO2, dry chemical, foam or water spray (fog).
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Use water to cool tanks.
If necessary, divert the fuel to a secure area for controlled burning.
Fight liquid fuel fires from a higher elevation if possible.
If diesel fuel is escaping, contain it as soon as possible.

Properties







Chemical composition hydrocarbon C9 to C16
Clear to yellow with hydrocarbon odour
Diesel fuel will float on water
Flash Point of diesel fuel is 62°C
Ignition temperature of diesel fuel is 210°C
Refer to the manufacturer’s SDS for more information

Environmental Concerns
 Diesel fuel is toxic to fish and other aquatic organisms and harmful to waterfowl.
 Diesel fuel will negatively impact soil, groundwater, surface water and exposed vegetation.
Containers
 Diesel fuel is transported to the site by tanker truck and transferred to various storage tanks at the mine.
 Diesel fuel may be transported in yellow 20-litre fuel cans.
Personal Protection
 Wear impervious chemical resistant clothing, gloves, footwear and goggles. For confined spaces, SCBA
may be required.
 Avoid contact with strong oxidizers such as nitric acid, sulphuric acid, chlorine and peroxides.
 Do not use handheld electronic equipment, such as cellular phones, in the vicinity of a diesel fuel spill.
Sparks from such equipment could ignite the vapours.
Dynalene HC
Initial Response
1. As soon as the incident is noticed, STOP the work.
2. Assess the hazard. Safety and protection of life and limb take precedence over environmental protection.
If there is a threat to personnel safety, evacuate the area immediately.
3. Immediately initiate the Incident Command System and report the spill to the Incident Commander.
4. Stop the flow of the product.
5. Secure the site and prevent non-authorized entry.
6. Block any entry to waterways. Construct an interceptor trench or direct flow towards a low area away from
water. If the spill has reached natural waters, try to prevent additional material from entering the water.
7. Contain the flow of Dynalene. This containment can be achieved by dyking with earth, snow, ice or other
barriers, construction of an interceptor trench or underflow dam, etc. As necessary, use materials found in
the spill containment kits located onsite.
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Recovery
1. Recover as much free product as possible by pumping into appropriate drums or portable tanks.
2. Recover/excavate any contaminated soils or snow, or contaminated water.
3. Place contaminated materials into appropriate drums or containers. All contaminated material should be
disposed of as directed by the Mine Manager or their designate.
Fire Response
 Follow the Incident Action Plan for Fire or Explosion Hazards.
 Use CO2 dry chemical, foam or water spray (fog).
 When involved in a fire, dynalene may decompose and produce irritating vapours, toxic compounds, soot
and smoke.
 If exposed to extremely high temperatures, decomposition will produce carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide,
and potassium compounds
 First responders should wear eye protection and SCBA.
 Structural firefighters should wear SCBA.
 Contain run-off water and prevent it from entering environmentally sensitive areas.
Properties
 Clear, odourless, and colourless to light yellow (or light blue).
 Soluble in water. Booms will not work for product spilled on water.
 If exposed to extremely high temperatures, decomposition will produce carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide,
and potassium compounds.
 Avoid contact with strong oxidizers.
 Consult the manufacturer’s SDS for further information.
Environmental Concerns
May be harmful to the plant, animal and aquatic life and will impact soil, groundwater and surface water if
spilled in large quantities.
Containers
 Stored on the mine site in a tank at the FOS.
 Store in a cool, dry location away from direct sunlight or sources of intense heat.
 Keep drums or containers tightly closed when not in use.
Personal Protection
 Handle in a well-ventilated location.
 Avoid contact with skin, clothing and do not get into eyes. Wash thoroughly after handling or unintentional
contact.
 Wear rubber or neoprene gloves for day-to-day handling.
 Decontaminate equipment using soapy water before performing maintenance. Collect any runoff and
dispose of it properly.
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Ferric Sulphate
Initial Response
1. As soon as the incident is noticed, STOP the work.
2. Assess the hazard. Safety and protection of life and limb take precedence over environmental protection.
If there is a threat to personnel safety, evacuate the area immediately.
3. Immediately initiate the Incident Command System and report the spill to the Incident Commander.
4. Stop the flow of ferric sulphate at the source and prevent solid ferric sulphate from contacting any water.
5. Block any entry to waterways. Construct an interceptor trench or direct flow (if any) using spill
containment equipment towards a low area away from water. If the spill has reached natural waters, try to
prevent additional material from entering the water and deploy a containment boom and absorbent
materials found in the spill containment kits located onsite.
6. Contain the flow of ferric sulphate solution by dyking with earth, sandbags or other barriers, blocking any
entry to waterways, construction of an oil interceptor trench or depression, etc.
7. Neutralize with lime.
Recovery
1. Recover as much product as possible by pumping into appropriate drums or containers.
2. Recover/excavate any contaminated soils or snow, or contaminated water.
3. Place contaminated materials into appropriate drums, containers or specially designed spill containment
waste bags. All contaminated material should be disposed of as directed by the Mine Manager or their
designate.
4. Use absorbents for minor spills. Collected liquids should be pumped to appropriate leak-proof containers
pending disposal.
Fire Response
 Follow the Incident Action Plan for Fire or Explosion Hazards
 Material is non-combustible.
 Wear SCBA and protective clothing.
Properties






Chemical formula is Fe2(SO4)3.
Product is soluble in water and is 60% Ferric Sulphate by weight on average.
Liquid is red
Odourless
Refer to the manufacturer’s SDS for more information.

Environmental Concerns
 Ferric Sulphate is toxic to fish and other aquatic organisms, through accumulation in the ecosystem.
 Dispose of all containers at an approved disposal site as directed by the Mine Manager or their designate.
 Deposition in a Landfill is not permitted.
Containers
Ferric sulphate is transported to the mine site in bulk and stored in a large fiberglass tank at the Effluent
Treatment Plant (ETP).
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Personal Protection
 Wear impervious chemical resistant clothing, gloves, footwear and goggles. The use of SCBA is required
for confined space.
 Avoid contact with skin and clothing and do not get into eyes. Wash thoroughly after handling.
 Avoid inhalation of dust and prevent it from contacting the eyes.
Gasoline
Initial Response
1. As soon as the incident is noticed, STOP the work.
2. Assess the hazard. Safety and protection of life and limb take precedence over environmental protection.
If there is a threat to personnel safety, evacuate the area immediately.
3. Immediately initiate the Incident Command System and report the spill to the Incident Commander.
4. Eliminate ignition sources and any open flame.
5. Stop the flow of the product.
6. Remove all personnel not involved with the incident from the area.
7. Block any entry to waterways. Construct an interceptor trench or direct flow towards a low area away from
water. If the spill has reached natural waters, try to prevent additional material from entering the water.
8. Contain the flow of gasoline. This containment can be achieved by dyking with earth, snow, ice or other
barriers, construction of a gasoline interceptor trench or underflow dam, etc. As necessary, use materials
found in the spill containment kits located onsite.
9. If the spill has reached natural waters, deploy a containment boom, use skimmers or apply gasoline
absorbent materials found in the spill containment kits located onsite.
10. Gasoline contains benzene, a suspected carcinogen. Avoid breathing vapours, and if necessary, obtain an
organic vapour cartridge full-face respirator or wear SCBA.
Recovery
1. Conduct regular explosive atmosphere monitoring with an intrinsically safe instrument.
2. Recover as much free product as possible by pumping into appropriate drums or portable tanks. Free
product recovery operations should utilize an explosion-proof pump and all equipment involved in the
transfer must be adequately grounded. Sparks can cause gasoline vapours to ignite.
3. Recover/excavate any contaminated soils or snow, or contaminated water. When excavating gasolinecontaminated soils, consider using a layer of fire suppression foam to reduce the potential of explosion
arising from sparks caused during excavation.
4. Place contaminated materials into appropriate drums or containers. All contaminated material should be
disposed of as directed by the Incident Commander or their designate.
5. Gasoline spilled on surface water body can be recovered by using skimmers, absorbent booms or other
materials found in the spill containment kits located onsite. Gasoline spilled on surface waterbody will
evaporate; however, this option should only be used as directed by the Incident Commander or their
designate. Site personnel should make all efforts to recover gasoline on surface waterbody until directed
otherwise.
Fire Response
 Follow the Incident Action Plan for Fire or Explosion Hazards.
 Shut off any ignition source if possible.
 Use CO2, dry chemical or foam.
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 Use water to cool tanks until well after fire is out. Withdraw the use of water immediately if the tank
begins to discolour from the heat of the fire. Stay away from the ends of tanks.
 Divert gasoline to a secure area for controlled burning under the approval of the Incident Commander or
Mine Manager.
 If gasoline is escaping, get it contained as soon as possible.
Properties












Chemical composition hydrocarbon C4 to C12 range.
Light green, clear, or amber colour liquid with hydrocarbon odour.
Gasoline floats on water.
Gasoline is a flammable material that may be ignited by heat, spark or flames.
Gasoline has a flash point of -65°C.
Gasoline has an ignition temperature of 232°C, which is relatively low.
Vapours and product are highly flammable and explosive.
Vapours are heavier than air. Runoff to a sewer or low area may create fire or explosion hazard.
Containers full of gasoline may explode in the heat of the fire.
Vapours may travel to a source of ignition and flashback.
Consult the manufacturer’s SDS for further information.

Environmental Concerns
 Gasoline is toxic to fish and other aquatic organisms and harmful to waterfowl.
 Gasoline will negatively impact soil, groundwater and surface water.
Containers
 Transported to the site by tanker truck and transferred to an aboveground double-walled storage tank
located at the fueling station.
 Transported on-site in red 20-litre fuel cans.
Personal Protection
 Gasoline is poisonous if inhaled or absorbed through the skin. Vapours may cause dizziness or
suffocation.
 Wear impervious chemical resistant clothing, gloves, footwear and goggles. For confined spaces, SCBA
may be required.
 Restrict access and work upwind from the spilled product.
 Avoid contact with strong oxidizers such as nitric acid, sulphuric acid, chlorine and peroxides.
 Do not use handheld electronic equipment, such as cellular phones, in the vicinity of a gasoline spill.
Sparks from such equipment could ignite the vapours.
Hydraulic Oil
Initial Response
1. As soon as the incident is noticed, STOP the work.
2. Assess the hazard. Safety and protection of life and limb take precedence over environmental protection.
If there is a threat to personnel safety, evacuate the area immediately.
3. Immediately initiate the Incident Command System and report the spill to the Incident Commander.
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4. Eliminate ignition sources and any open flame.
5. Stop the flow of the product.
6. Block any entry to waterways. Construct an interceptor trench or direct flow towards a low area away from
water. If the spill has reached natural waters, try to prevent additional material from entering the water.
7. Secure the site and prevent non-authorized entry.
8. Contain the flow of oil. This containment can be achieved by dyking with earth, snow, ice or other barriers,
construction of an interceptor trench or underflow dam, etc. As necessary, use materials found in the spill
containment kits located onsite.
9. If the spill has reached natural waters, deploy a containment boom and apply absorbent materials found
in the spill containment kits located onsite.
Recovery
1. Recover as much free product as possible by skimming, bailing or pumping into appropriate drums or
portable tanks.
2. Recover/excavate any contaminated soils or snow, or contaminated water.
3. Place contaminated materials into appropriate drums or containers. All contaminated material should be
disposed of as directed by the Incident Commander or their designate.
4. Lubricating and hydraulic oils spilled on surface water body can be recovered by using skimmers,
absorbent booms or other materials found in the spill containment kits located onsite.
Fire Response








Follow the Incident Action Plan for Fire or Explosion Hazards.
Use CO2 dry chemical, foam or water spray (fog).
Water may spread the fire.
Use water to cool containers or tanks.
If necessary, divert the oil to a secure area and allow it to burn under control.
If oils are escaping, contained them as soon as possible.
Wear SCBA and eye protection.

Properties
 Chemical composition: mixture of hydrocarbons and conventional industrial oil additives, C22 to C61
range.
 Light and dark amber colours with hydrocarbon odour.
 Floats on water
 Flash point from 190 to 215°C
 Consult the manufacturer’s SDS for further information.
Environmental Concerns
Lubricants and hydraulic oil are toxic to fish and other aquatic organisms and are harmful to waterfowl.
Containers
 Transported to the site by a company truck and transferred to various storage locations at the mine.
Various oils are delivered to site in 5-gallon buckets, and various lubes are delivered in 45-gallon drums
and grease comes in 10-gallon kegs.
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 Additionally, smaller quantities of various lubricants and hydraulic oils are used throughout the mine site.
These are purchased on an as-needed basis from several suppliers in town.
Personal Protection
 Wear impervious chemical resistant clothing, gloves, footwear and goggles.
 The use of an organic cartridge respirator will not likely be required.
 Avoid contact with strong oxidizers such as nitric acid, sulphuric acid, chlorine and peroxides.
Lime (Slurry or Dry Powder)
Initial Response
1. As soon as the incident is noticed, STOP the work.
2. Assess the hazard. Safety and protection of life and limb take precedence over environmental protection.
If there is a threat to personnel safety, evacuate the area immediately.
3. Immediately initiate the Incident Command System and report the spill to the Incident Commander.
4. For the accidental release of dry powder, monitor the air quality for the presence of particulate and
suspended matter, vapours, and oxygen content. Do not enter the spill area without proper protective
clothing, adequate equipment, and look-out personnel outside the spill area
5. Ventilate the spill area.
6. Prevent contact with eyes, skin, etc.
7. Secure the site and prevent non-authorized entry.
8. Block any entry to waterways. Construct an interceptor trench or direct flow towards a low area away from
water. If the spill has reached natural waters, try to prevent additional material from entering the water
and erect
9. Contain the flow of lime. This containment can be achieved by dyking with earth or other barriers,
construction of an interceptor trench or underflow dam, etc. As necessary, use materials found in the spill
containment kits located onsite.
10. If the spill has reached a natural waterway, build a dyke or berm to contain. As necessary, use materials
found in the spill containment kits located onsite.
11. Wear protective clothing and SCBA; do not use leather boots or gloves as these can ignite following any
contact with Lime. Cotton clothing can also ignite.
Recovery
1. If the spill is a dry powder, pick it up with shovels or heavy equipment, taking care to minimize the
creation of dust during the clean-up operation.
2. An industrial vacuum may also be used for cleaning-up dry powder spills.
3. Place the lime in waterproof containers, such as metal drums with sealable lids.
4. Do not allow the cleaned-up powdered lime to become moist.
5. If the spill involves a lime solution, or spill of powder that has entered a pond, ditch, stream or another
surface water body, contain the spill, if possible, by dyking by hand or with heavy equipment.
6. Recover/excavate any contaminated soils or snow, or contaminated water.
7. Place contaminated materials into appropriate drums or containers. All contaminated material should be
disposed of as directed by the Incident Commander or their designate.
Fire Response
 Follow the Incident Action Plan for Fire or Explosion Hazards.
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 Use CO2, dry chemical, foam or water spray (fog).
 Does not burn.
 Wear SCBA and eye protection.
Physical Properties
Occurs as a white powder with a slight earthy odour.
Can absorb CO2 from the air and form calcium carbonate.
Is corrosive.
Causes irritation to the skin, eyes and respiratory tract. Prolonged exposure could lead to blindness.
Harmful if ingested.
Non-flammable, non-combustible, and non-explosive.
Reacts violently with strong acids. Reacts chemically with acids and many other compounds and chemical
elements to form calcium-based compounds.
 Explosive when mixed with nitro organic compounds.
 Consult the manufacturer’s SDS for more information.








Environmental Concerns
If lime or lime solutions enter waterways, the pH of the waterway will increase, and aquatic life will be harmed
or destroyed.
Containers
Lime is transported to the Site by tanker truck and transferred to a silo at the ETP. Some lime has been
transported to the Site in 22 kg bags.
Personal Protection
 Wear oilers or vinyl coveralls with pants extending over tops of rubber boots, long-sleeved shirt buttoned
at the neck, gauntlet-type rubber or vinyl work gloves, head protection and eye goggles.
 Wear a disposable dust mask or cartridge-type respirator with filter cartridges
 Wash thoroughly after handling.
 Shower after completing your work, ensuring no lime remains on your person.
Mine Water/Tailings Supernatant
Initial Response
1. As soon as the incident is noticed, STOP the work.
2. Assess the hazard. Safety and protection of life and limb take precedence over environmental protection.
If there is a threat to personnel safety, evacuate the area immediately.
3. Immediately initiate the Incident Command System and report the spill to the Incident Commander.
4. Immediately shut down underground pumps to stop the mine water flow.
5. Block any entry to waterways. Construct an interceptor trench or direct flow towards a low area away from
water. If the spill has reached natural waters, try to prevent additional material from entering the water.
Construct a berm if required using heavy equipment.
6. Secure the site and prevent non-authorized entry.
7. Contain the flow. This containment can be achieved by dyking with earth or other barriers, construction of
an interceptor trench or underflow dam, etc.
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Recovery
1. Recover any ponded mine water by pumping into appropriate drums or portable tanks and dispose of it as
directed by the Mine Manager or their designate.
2. Dig up any soil contaminated with mine water/tailings supernatant and place it into cubic metre bags and
transport to the Hazmat Area near the Akaitcho pump.
Fire Response
Not applicable.
Properties
Mine water contains a mixture of substances, including low levels of arsenic, ammonia and suspended solids,
in water with a pH of 6.5 to 8.0.
Environmental Concerns
 Mine water could potentially be toxic to fish and other aquatic organisms.
 Potentially harmful to wildlife and waterfowl.
 Potentially negatively impact soil, groundwater and surface water.
Containers
Not applicable.
Personal Protection
 Wear impervious chemical resistant clothing, gloves, footwear and goggles.
 Avoid contact with skin and eyes.
 Do not ingest.
Sewage
Initial Response
1. As soon as the incident is noticed, STOP the work.
2. Assess the hazard. Safety and protection of life and limb take precedence over environmental protection.
If there is a threat to personnel safety, evacuate the area immediately.
3. Immediately initiate the Incident Command System and report the spill to the Incident Commander.
4. Block any entry to waterways. Construct an interceptor trench or direct flow towards a low area away from
water. If the spill has reached natural waters, try to prevent additional material from entering the water.
Construct a berm if required using heavy equipment.
5. Secure the site and prevent non-authorized entry.
6. Contain the flow. This containment can be achieved by dyking with earth or other barriers, construction of
an interceptor trench or underflow dam, etc. As necessary, use materials found in the spill containment
kits located onsite.
7. If the spill has reached natural waters, deploy a containment boom and apply absorbent materials found
in the spill containment kits located onsite.
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Recovery
1. Recover as much sewage as possible by pumping into appropriate drums or portable tanks.
2. Recover/excavate any contaminated soils or snow, or contaminated water.
3. Place contaminated materials into appropriate drums or containers. All contaminated material should be
disposed of as directed by the Mine Manager or their designate.
4. Cover the contaminated area with lime to neutralize.
Fire Response
Not applicable.
Properties
 Sewage is a mixture of human waste and wash water.
 Fecal coliforms are present
Environmental Concerns
 Human health concerns are related to the potential presence of disease-causing organisms contained in
the sewage.
 Could potentially negatively impact surface water.
Containers
The sewage collection system is being redeveloped to be collected in a sewage tank located near C-Dry, where
it will be regularly pumped out for off-site disposal. Sewage will no longer enter into the underground water
management system.
Personal Protection
 Personnel are required to wear rubber boots, a full slicker suit, rubber gloves and a full-face shield.
 Avoid contact with skin, clothing and do not get into eyes. Wash thoroughly after handling.
 Shower after the completion of your work. Refrain from eating and smoking until after completing wash
up.
Tailings (Solids)
Initial Response
1. As soon as the incident is noticed, STOP the work.
2. Assess the hazard. Safety and protection of life and limb take precedence over environmental protection.
If there is a threat to personnel safety, evacuate the area immediately.
3. Immediately initiate the Incident Command System and report the spill to the Incident Commander.
4. Block any entry to waterways. Construct an interceptor trench or direct flow using spill containment
equipment towards a low area away from water. If the spill has reached natural waters, try to prevent
additional tailings from entering the water.
5. Secure the site and prevent non-authorized entry.
6. Contain tailings by dyking with earth, sandbags, snow or other types of barriers. Construct a berm if
required. Use earth-moving equipment as necessary to complete containment measures. When
necessary, use materials found in the spill containment kits located on-site.
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Recovery
7. Pump released tailings to the Tailings Containment Area (TCA) or into appropriate drums or portable tanks
for transport to the TCA.
8. Excavate any tailings contaminated soils/snow and dispose of at the TCA.
Fire Response





Follow the Incident Action Plan for Fire or Explosion Hazards.
Use dry chemical, foam or water spray (fog).
Use water to cool tanks.
Do not use CO2 to fight fires as HCN gas could be released.

Properties
 Tailings solids are composed of finely ground rock that may contain arsenic, cyanide and mill reagents
such as lime.
 In water, it is usually grey to brown.
 The solution found in the tailings ponds at Giant Mine is mine water (see Incident Action Plan for a Mine
Water Spill above).
Environmental Concerns





Tailings solids and solutions are toxic to fish and other aquatic organisms,
Harmful to wildlife and waterfowl.
Tailings solids at Giant Mine are not acid generating.
Potential to negatively impact soil, groundwater and surface water.

Personal Protection
Wear impervious chemical resistant clothing, gloves, footwear and goggles.
Waste Oil
Initial Response
1. As soon as the incident is noticed, STOP the work.
2. Assess the hazard. Safety and protection of life and limb take precedence over environmental protection.
If there is a threat to personnel safety, evacuate the area immediately.
3. Immediately initiate the Incident Command System and report the spill to the Incident Commander.
4. Eliminate ignition sources and any open flame.
5. Stop the flow of the product.
6. Block any entry to waterways. Construct an interceptor trench or direct flow towards a low area away from
water. If the spill has reached natural waters, try to prevent additional material from entering the water.
7. Secure the site and prevent non-authorized entry.
8. Contain the flow of waste oil. This containment can be achieved by dyking with earth, snow, ice or other
barriers, construction of an interceptor trench or underflow dam, etc. As necessary, use materials found in
the spill containment kits located onsite.
9. If the spill has reached natural waters, deploy a containment boom and apply absorbent materials found
in the spill containment kits located onsite.
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Recovery
1. Recover as much free product as possible by pumping, bailing or skimming into appropriate drums or
portable tanks.
2. Recover/excavate any contaminated soils or snow, or contaminated water.
3. Place contaminated materials into appropriate drums or containers. All contaminated material should be
disposed of as directed by the Mine Manager or their designate.
4. Waste oil spilled on surface water body can be recovered by using skimmers, absorbent booms or other
materials found in the spill containment kits located onsite.
Fire Response








Follow the Incident Action Plan for Fire or Explosion Hazards.
Use CO2 dry chemical, foam or water spray (fog).
Water may spread the fire.
Use water to cool containers or tanks.
If necessary, divert the oil to a secure area and allow it to burn under control.
If oils are escaping, contain them as soon as possible.
Wear SCBA and eye protection.

Properties
 Chemical composition: mixture of hydrocarbons and conventional industrial oil additives, C22 to C66
range.
 Black and brown colours with hydrocarbon odour.
 Floats on water.
 Flash point 10 to 200°C.
 Consult the SDS for used oil further information.
Environmental Concerns
 Waste oils are toxic to fish and other aquatic organisms and are harmful to waterfowl.
 Waste oils negatively impact soil and surface water.
Containers
Stored on the mine site at various locations, usually in 205 L drums or 5000 L storage tanks. Periodically,
waste oils are taken offsite for disposal by sub-contractors to MCM.
Personal Protection
 Wear impervious chemical resistant clothing, gloves, footwear and goggles.
 The use of an organic cartridge respirator will not likely be required.
 Avoid contact with strong oxidizers such as nitric acid, sulphuric acid, chlorine and peroxides.
Polychlorinated Biphenyl (PCB)
Initial Response
1. As soon as the incident is noticed, STOP the work.
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2. Assess the hazard. Safety and protection of life and limb take precedence over environmental protection.
If there is a threat to personnel safety, evacuate the area immediately.
3. Immediately initiate the Incident Command System and report the spill to the Incident Commander.
4. If it is necessary to shut off electrical power at the spill site to ensure a safe clean-up operation, this must
be done only by qualified electricians.
Major Spills
These procedures are to be followed if:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

The spill is large (e.g., >1 L of liquid or 1 kg of solid PCB-contaminated material).
The concentration of the PCBs is >5000 ppm.
Any PCB material has spilled outside (into the natural environment).
The hazard from a spill exceeds the capabilities for clean-up in the work area.
Any doubts exist about the proper procedures.

Then, IMMEDIATELY activate the Incident Command System and follow the IAP for Environmental Release
(Spills).
Minor Spills
These procedures are to be followed if the spill is small (e.g., <1 L of liquid or 1 kg of solid PCB-contaminated
material).
Minor Solid Spills Indoors (no outdoor contamination)
Procedures:
IMMEDIATELY activate the Incident Command System and follow the IAP for Environmental Release (Spills).
1. Wear personal protective equipment (chemical splash goggles, respiratory protection, neoprene gloves,
disposable coveralls and rubber boots).
2. Spread absorbent material on the area and clean with an aqueous-based degreaser (chlorinated solvents
and varsol should not be used).
3. Ventilate the area to prevent the accumulation of vapours.
4. All contaminated materials, including clothing and gloves, should be treated as PCB waste.
5. Contact the Environmental Manager or Mine Manager for the disposal of impacted materials at an
approved on-site facility.
Minor Liquid Spills Outdoors
Procedures:
IMMEDIATELY Incident Command System and follow the IAP for Environmental Release (Spills).
1. Wear personal protective equipment (chemical splash goggles, respiratory protection, neoprene gloves,
disposable coveralls, and rubber boots).
2. Absorb liquid with vermiculite, sodium bentonite, sand or other inert absorbents.
3. Dig up the ground (soil and vegetation) that has been contaminated with PCB oil, place it into a drum and
transport to the Hazmat Area for temporary storage until offsite disposal is arranged.
4. All contaminated materials, including clothing and gloves should be treated as PCB waste.
5. Contact the Environmental Manager or Mine Manager for the disposal of impacted materials at an
approved on-site facility.
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Spills onto Soils
1. Take soil samples and, if necessary, core samples to determine the depth of soil penetration and an
adequate excavation depth.
2. Treat excavated material as PCB waste and store in the Hazmat Area temporarily until offsite disposal is
arranged.
3. If requested by regulatory authorities, monitor wells and other water sources in the proximity of the spill
site for PCB contamination.
Spills onto Concrete Pads or Asphalt
1. Wipe the area with rags soaked in an appropriate aqueous-based solvent. Do not use Varsol, turpentine
or kerosene as these can mobilize the PCB oil and allow it to travel further into the porous material.
2. Treat rags as PCB waste and store accordingly.
3. Take core samples if necessary, to determine the depth of penetration and need to excavate. Excavated
material must be treated as PCB waste and stored accordingly.
Spills onto Containment Systems
1.
2.
3.
4.

Spills into containment systems such as sumps may be pumped out into appropriately labelled drums.
Wipe the area with rags soaked in an appropriate aqueous-based solvent.
If it is impossible to pump out, then use an absorbent such as the ones mentioned earlier.
Treat all materials as PCB waste and store accordingly.

Spills into Bodies of Water
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Dam the area, if possible.
Use dredges to collect any contaminated sediment.
Treat contaminated materials as PCB waste and store accordingly.
Notify authorized personnel downstream.
Use precautions to prevent personal contamination.

Spills of a Solid Form
1. A spill occurring in solid form may be removed by shoveling or scooping the material into drums labelled
as PCB waste.
2. Where possible, the area should be wiped clean using an aqueous-based solvent.
3. Contaminated cleaning materials should be treated as PCB waste and stored accordingly.
Recovery
Once the spill has been contained, an absorbent material should be spread generously over the site. PCB
absorbent materials which will create a quasi-solid product which can be swept or shoveled include:








Sawdust
Imbiber beads
Oil Dry
Vermiculite
Hy Dry
Conwed
Activated charcoal
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Diasorb
M matting
Oclansorb (located at the Machine Shop)
Stay Dry
Graboil

When all the liquid has been absorbed, shovel or sweep the absorbent into a steel drum with a sealable lid.
Label the drum as containing PCB waste and store it inside the PCB storage building.
Disposal Procedures at Giant Mine
The handling of PCB-contaminated waste materials requires special consideration. MCM needs to recognize
and identify possible sources of contaminated PCB wastes and implement appropriate handling requirements
for such wastes.
These procedures outline the requirements for the management of PCB-contaminated waste materials
identified on-site. Identified PCBs that are not immediately shipped for destruction must be stored in a safe
place within the Giant Mine property.
To comply with the referenced regulations, ALL PCB-contaminated materials MUST be disposed of at an
approved on-site facility, or as directed by the Environmental Manager. The Environmental Manager will assist
in the identification of handling, storage and disposal options and will coordinate environmental compliance
tasks involving PCB-contaminated materials.
Leaking transformers/capacitors should be stored in proper open-top drums with lid, ring and secure bolt until
they are shipped off-site by a specialized subcontractor
If the PCB transformers/capacitors are in good shape and show no signs of leakage, PCB owners have the
option of palletizing and banding them. This technique will allow for the removal of more
transformers/capacitors at one time, facilitate the use of a fork truck for moving loads and will permit efficient
use of space in storage containers and on trucks when the transformers/capacitors are removed from the Site
for disposal
Preparation for Disposal
1. Drain PCB liquid from the transformer.
2. Package PCB contaminated liquid in disposal drums.
3. Place contaminated materials into plastic bags. Close bags securely using specified ties. Handle bags
containing material to prevent bag puncture.
4. Place a minimum of 75-mm of absorbent material at the bottom of the drums.
5. Place plastic bags containing contaminated material into disposal drum.
6. Package PCB contaminated gloves, work clothes and rags in plastic bags and placed in drums.
7. Seal drums and store in a designated storage area pending transportation and disposal.
8. Label drums containing liquid PCB, PCB contaminated material and equipment, with a Number 4 Severe
Hazard Label.
9. Mark each container according to the DGTHA, showing the shipping name (Polychlorinated biphenyl) and
product identification number (UN2315) and a Class 9 label.
10. Prepare TDGR waste manifest.
11. Load transformer hulk and containers of waste PCBs on to disposal truck.
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Disposal Drums
Meeting the Transportation of Dangerous Goods Regulations and applicable provincial requirements, and as
follows:
For liquids:
Minimum 1.0 mm thick sheet steel sides and 1.2 mm thick sheet steel ends, with a non-removable head
(double bung).
For solids:
Minimum 1.2 mm thick sheet steel fitted with removable steel lids with lid gaskets made of PCB resistant
materials.
Plastic bags:
Minimum 150 micrometre thick sheet polyethylene. Bag seams shall be sufficiently strong to resist pressure
and shocks that occur under normal conditions of transport. Designed and manufactured to contain a
maximum net mass of 50 kg.
Transportation and Permanent Disposal
 Transport waste PCBs following the NWT and Federal legislation and regulations.
 Ensure that all materials are properly packaged and labelled before transportation.
 Transport hazardous waste materials in properly placarded vehicles equipped with a rain and windproof
box.
 Each load shall be accompanied by a properly completed TDGR Waste Manifest. Provide ENR with a copy
of each waste manifest.
 Arrange and pay for permanent disposal of PCB contaminated liquids, and PCB contaminated material in
an environmentally safe manner through a specialized subcontractor.
Fires Involving PCBs
Although PCBs are classified as non-flammable liquids, they will burn at elevated temperatures. As a result,
PCB liquids should be stored in isolation from other flammable materials (such as oils, coal, wood products
and compressed gases). Fires involving PCBs are smoky and yield large amounts of oily soot. This soot may be
contaminated with PCBs, PCDFs and, if chlorobenzenes are present in the PCB fluid, PCDDs
PCB fires are generally "small" and easily extinguished using chemical foam, nitrogen flood, or carbon dioxide.
Water should never be used as an extinguisher since PCB contaminated water is difficult to contain in an
emergency and could spread contamination.
Because most of the contamination resulting from a PCB fire is not from PCB liquid release, but from
contaminated soot, the transport of soot during the fire must be minimized. This minimized transport can be
accomplished by:





Follow the Incident Action Plan for Fire or Explosion Hazards.
Extinguishing the fire as soon as possible.
Shutting down the ventilation system in the fire area.
Close doors and windows to stop the soot from spreading.
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The automatic ventilation shut-off, where available, should be triggered by the fire alarm system in the PCB
location. Unnecessary personnel working in the area of a PCB fire should be evacuated immediately. The Fire
Department should always be updated on the location of PCB equipment and PCB storage so that they are fully
aware of the special hazards in the event of a fire. Firefighters should always be advised that they are dealing
with a fire involving PCBs.
Cleanup Activities after the Fire has been Extinguished
Cleanup procedures for extinguished PCB fires are similar to those of the clean-up of PCB liquid contamination.
 Remove the soot immediately using a high-efficiency HEPA vacuum.
 Wash surfaces with an industrial-strength anionic cleaner such as Triton X-100 and water.
 Wash surfaces with a decontamination solvent as recommended in the procedure outlining spills on
concrete or asphalt.
 Determine the depth of penetration into contact surfaces and excavate if necessary.
 Contaminated soot, water, extinguishing agents, cleansers and rags should be treated as PCB waste and
stored accordingly.
Transportation Accidents Involving PCBs
During the transportation of PCBs, a spill kit should be readily available. Personnel responsible for the
transportation of PCBs should be thoroughly trained on what actions to take in the event of a PCB spill.
In the event of an emergency involving a spill, the PCB leak should be contained inside the vehicle, if possible.
Plastics sheets should be placed under the vehicle to prevent PCB contamination of the ground underneath.
The special action spelled out in the manifest should be followed, and the driver should then call the
appropriate emergency telephone number given on the manifest.
Personal Protective Equipment for Spills and Fires
The following personal protective equipment should be available and be made of PCB resistant materials.






Disposable coveralls that cover legs and arms entirely.
Gloves that cover hands and wrists entirely.
Boots and splash aprons.
Chemical resistant goggles or full-face shield.
Heat resistant clothing when working with hot liquids.

If exposure at long intervals to hot PCB liquids or volatile cleaning solvents is anticipated, then a self-contained
breathing apparatus is essential.
During clean-up, it is recommended that the area be well ventilated to minimize exposure to PCB vapour or
solvents.
Protective equipment should be removed before leaving the spill area to minimize the spread of PCB's.
All clean-up equipment such as shovels and rakes are to be cleaned with a volatile solvent such as varsol, and
the rags are to be treated as PCB waste material and stored accordingly.
Fires
Personnel entering the fire area should ensure that all skin is covered to prevent exposure to smoke containing
PCB's. Protective equipment is as follows:
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Polyethylene or canvas jacket and pants
Rubber boots
Self-contained breathing apparatus such as a Scott Airpak
Gauntlet gloves

Protective clothing that cannot be decontaminated should be removed and disposed of immediately after the
fire. Personnel should shower thoroughly to remove soot that contacted the skin.
Clean all equipment such as shovels and rakes, with rags soaked in varsol or other volatile solvents. These
rags are to be treated as PCB waste and stored accordingly.
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APPENDIX B. EMERGENCY CONTACT
INFORMATION
On-site personnel, such as the Incident Commander/Site Superintendent, the Health and Safety Coordinator/
Deputy Incident Commander and the sub-consultant team leader should be reached using radios.
SUPERIOR PROPANE EMERGENCY

Richard Miller – Prime Contact

867.445-1319

Stewart Hodgins – Alternate Contact

867.444.9516

Office Answering Machine

867.873.7467

Fire Emergencies

867.873.2222

Medical Emergencies

Notify on-site Medic and Emergency Response Team via radio

Ambulance

9-1-1

Hospital – Switchboard

867.669.4111

Hospital – Emergency Unit for Life Threatening Poisoning

867.669.4100

Policy Emergency (RCMP)

9-1-1

Inspector of Mines

Direct line: 867.669.4430; toll-free: 1.800.661.0792

Worker injury or illness – Mine Manager, Doug Hayes (Parsons)

867.688.1036

Environmental Spills/Release
(enter into IndustrySafe within four hours)

867.920.8130 or use the Government of the Northwest Territories
spill reporting website

24-hour Mine Number (Scarlet Security)

867.446.2647

Workcare Hotline

1.888.449.7787

All Incidents/Near Misses

Enter into IndustrySafe within four hours;
submit draft to client (PSPC) within 24 hours;
pending Senior Project Manager approval

Workers' Safety and Compensation Commission

Direct line: 867.669.4430; toll-free: 1.800.661.0792

Giant Mine Medic

867.669.3710

PUBLIC SERVICES AND PROCUREMENT CANADA (PSPC)

Brad Thompson, Senior Project Manager/Departmental
Representative

Office: 780.497.3862; Cell: 780.918.6277

Brad Mueller, Project Manager

Office: 867.766.8361; Cell: 867.444.9282

Carlos Philipovsky, Project Manager

Office: 867.445.3570; Cell: 867.766.8304

CROWN-INDIGENOUS RELATIONS AND NORTHERN AFFAIRS CANADA (CIRNAC)

Andrea Markey, Project Specialist

Work cell: 867.445.6267 or personal cell: 867.877.0589

Candace DeCoste, Project Manager

Work cell: 867.444.9783 or personal cell: 867.873.5688

Curtis Duffy, Sr. Engineer

867.446.3538

Myranda Bolstad, Sr. Communications Officer

Personal cell: 867.446.8969

Natalie Plato, Deputy Director

867.445.6499
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APPENDIX C. ARSENIC TRIOXIDE SAFETY DATA
SHEET
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APPENDIX D. ORDER FOR TREATMENT OF WORKRELATED INJURY/ILLNESS FORM
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Worker’s
Report of Injury
If you need assistance filling in this form, or more information, please contact our Tele-claim services.
NWT Toll Free: 1-800-661-0792

•

Nunavut Toll Free: 1-877-404-4407

IF A QUESTION DOES NOT APPLY, INDICATE WITH “N/A”.
A – Worker Information
First Name

Last Name

Mailing Address

Also Known As

Community

Residential Address (if different than above)

Territory/Province

Postal Code

Date of Birth

Gender

M M
Telephone (include Area Code)

Cell (include Area Code)

Social Insurance Number

Preferred Language
English

French

D D

Y Y

Male
Female
X

Email Address

Inuktitut

Other

Job Title (no abbreviations)

B – Employer Information
Employer Name

Address

Supervisor Name

Telephone (include Area Code)

Do you work for this employer in a province or territory other than the Northwest Territories or Nunavut?

Yes

No

If yes, where?

The WSCC may use this information for the administration of legislation under our authority, including the Workers’ Compensation Acts, the Safety Acts, and/
or the Mine Health and Safety Acts, and their associated Regulations, and to contact you in relation to the requirements under the relevant legislation.

The WSCC may only use my personal information, as provided here for the sole purpose of conducting an investigation for my compensation claim.
The WSCC may gather more information on my work incident and medical and work history to administer my claim for compensation.
For that purpose only, the WSCC may disclose some personal information to my employer, medical personnel, and other relevant third parties.
Having read the requirements above, I understand and authorize the WSCC to collect and provide such information from all
necessary sources.
Initial

Print to initial

    Part of the body injured

   Injury date:

M M

D D

Y Y

I understand and acknowledge that incomplete information from me may delay my claim.
It may be a criminal offence to work and earn income while receiving workers’ compensation benefits without the WSCC’s approval.
Signature:

Please print form to sign

		 Date:

M M

D D

Y Y

Witness:

Please print form to sign

		 Date:

M M

D D

Y Y

It is your responsibility when providing an email address to ensure reasonable safeguards are in place to protect the confidentiality and security of your
personal information within your email account.

PLEASE PROCEED TO 2ND PAGE.
CS001 1118

1

Worker’s Full Name:

C – Incident Details
1.

Date of Incident
M M

D D

2.

Time:
Y Y

AM

PM

Community:

3.

Did you delay reporting for more than one day?

4.

Did incident occur on employer’s premises?

5.

Name and position of person you reported incident to:

Yes

Yes

No

No

Name:
6.

Place of Incident
Territory/Province:

If yes, why? (Please explain)

If no, where did the incident occur?

Position:

Did you stop working due to your injury?

Yes

No If yes, when?

Phone:
M M

D D

Y Y

Time:
AM

PM

IMPORTANT
7.

Please describe the incident in as much detail as possible.
Include: what you were doing; where the injury took place; what equipment
you were using; and, whether the incident involved gas, chemicals or
extreme temperatures (Please use attached sheet if necessary).

R

L

L

R

What body parts did you injure? (left/right side, hand, eye, back, etc.)
Please also indicate the body parts on the diagram.

What type of injuries? (sprain, bruise, fracture, etc.)

8.

IMPORTANT - Please list any witnesses.

Name

Address

Contact Number

Name

Address

Contact Number

9.

Did you seek medical attention?

Yes

No

When?
M M

10. Where did you receive medical attention?

11. If medical attention was given by First Aid or Medical Aid, please provide contact information.
Name

Phone

Email

Medical Aid: Facility Name

PLEASE PROCEED TO 3RD PAGE.
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D D

Y Y

When?
M M

First Aid:

D D

2

Time:
AM

PM

Worker’s Full Name:

D – Past Injuries
12. Have you previously injured or experienced ongoing pain in the same body part?
If yes, please explain. Include dates if possible.

Yes

No

13. Do you have any previous compensation claims with the WSCC, or any other workers’ compensation board?
If yes, provide dates and nature of injury.

Yes

No

E – Return to Work
14. Did your employer offer you modified or alternative work?
If yes, what are the modified duties?

15. Did you return to work?

Yes

No  If yes,

Yes

No

When?
M M

Light Duties

Regular Duties

D D

Y Y

D D

Y Y

When?
M M

If no, when do you expect to return to work (e.g., a month, 2 days, etc.)

F – Employment
16. Worker’s Type of Employment
Non-permanent

Permanent
Term (Over 1 year)

Relief

Term (Under 1 year) -

Full / Part-time Permanent

Other

Term End Date:

Apprentice

M M

Apprentice
D D

Seasonal -

Y Y

Summer Student

Start Date:

M M

D D

Y Y

End Date:

M M

D D

Y Y

Casual

G – Schedule Information
17. Number of days on

18. Regular hours per day

19. Regular hours per rotation

Number of days off

H – Wage Information (Please complete all questions.)
20. What is your hourly rate of pay?
21. Do you regularly work overtime?

/ hour.
Yes

What are your annual gross earnings?

No

If yes, how many hours per day are overtime?

Provide an estimate of regular overtime hours

/

day

week

month

22. Do you receive any other earnings? Please check all that apply.
Vacation pay

Uniform allowances

Northern living allowance

Other: (please specify)
23. Do you have a second job?
Yes
No   If yes, did you miss time from this job due to your injury?
(If you have more than one employer, please list all employers and their contact information.)

Yes

No

Contact name:

Name of second employer:

Contact phone:

Wage Information (for tax purposes)
24. Marital Status
Single
Married

25. Number of Dependants
Common Law

Widowed

Divorced

26. If married or common-law, does your spouse reside in the same territory/province as you?

Yes

No

WORKER’S CONSENT
I claim compensation for my work-related injury or disease and declare the information provided in support of my claim is
true and accurate to the best of my knowledge and belief. I acknowledge it may be a criminal offence to make a false claim.

PLEASE PROCEED TO 4TH PAGE.
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Initial

Print to initial

Please add any additional information in the space provided.

Name:

Signature:

Please print form to sign

Date:

M M

D D

Y Y

If you need assistance filling in this form, or more information, please contact our Tele-claim services.
Head Office: Box 8888 • Yellowknife, NT X1A 2R3 • Telephone: (867) 920-3888 • Toll Free: 1-800-661-0792 • Fax: (867) 873-4596
Toll Free Fax: 1-866-277-3677 • Email: reportsnwt@wscc.nt.ca
or
Box 669 • Iqaluit, NU X0A 0H0 • Telephone: (867) 979-8500 • Toll Free: 1-877-404-4407• Fax: (867) 979-8501
Toll Free Fax: 1-866-979-8501 • Email: reportsnu@wscc.nu.ca
wscc.nt.ca • wscc.nu.ca

CS001 1118
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Ce formulaire est disponible en français
ᑖᓐᓇ ᑕᑕᑎᕆᐊᓕᒃ ᐊᑐᐃᓐᓇᖅ ᐃᓄᒃᑎᑐᑦ
Una titiraq piinnarialik pilugu Inuinnaqtun

The WSCC may use this information for the administration of legislation under our
authority, including the Workers' Compensation Acts (WCA), the Safety Acts, and/or the
Mine Health and Safety Acts, and their associated Regulations, and to contact you in
relation to the requirements under the relevant legislation. It is your responsibility when
providing an email address to ensure reasonable safeguards are in place to protect the
confidentiality and security of your personal information within your email account.

Employer’s
Report of Incident
Attention: If you are only reporting a dangerous
occurrence, only complete page 1 of this report.
Employers must submit this fully completed
incident report within three business days.
See page 4 for penalties as listed in the WCA.

If you need assistance filling in this form, or more information, contact us.
NWT Toll Free: 1-800-661-0792 • Nunavut Toll Free: 1-877-404-4407

A – Employer Information
Business Name

Contact Person

Mailing Address

Phone Number

WSCC Account #

Community

Fax Number

Supervisor’s Name

Territory/Province

Postal Code

Email Address

B – Type of Occurrence (Refer to page 5 for definitions of dangerous occurrences and accidents causing serious bodily injury.)
Answer ALL of the following questions.
Are you reporting:
• an injury, illness, or exposure?

Yes

NOTE: To report an accident causing serious bodily injury or a dangerous occurrence,
you must call the 24-hour Incident Reporting line at 1-800-661-0792 as soon as is
reasonably possible and complete and submit this form within three business days.

No

• a dangerous occurrence as defined in section 1 of the Occupational Health and Safety Regulations?

Yes

No

• an accident causing serious bodily injury as defined in section 1 of the Occupational Health and Safety Regulations?
• a dangerous occurrence as defined in section 16.01 of the Mine Health and Safety Regulations?

Yes

Yes

No

No

• a reportable incident involving serious injury or death as defined in section 16.01 of the Mine Health and Safety Regulations?

Yes

No

C – Persons Involved
(Fill in a separate report for each injured worker. If this report is for a dangerous occurrence, as defined in section 1 of the Occupational
Health and Safety Regulations, also include the name of each employer, principal contractor, and owner at the worksite.)
First Name

Last Name

Job Title

Injured?
Yes

First Name

Last Name

Job Title

Injured?
Yes

First Name

Last Name

Job Title

D – Place, Date, and Time of Incident
City

Territory/Province

Worksite

Date of Incident (mm/dd/yy)

Time of Incident (am/pm)

Date and Time First Reported to Employer

E – Incident Details
Describe incident in as much detail as possible. Include where it took place, what the worker was doing, what equipment was being used, and whether the
incident involved gas, chemicals, or extreme temperatures (attach extra page if more room is needed). Also state which part(s) of the body was injured.

1

No

Injured?
Yes
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No

No

F – Injured Worker Information
First Name

Last Name

Mailing Address

Community

Residential Address (if different than above)

Telephone (include Area Code)

Cell (include Area Code)

Social Insurance Number

Job Title (no abbreviations)

1.

Territory/Province

Postal Code

Date of Birth (mm/dd/yy)

Gender

Male
Female
X

Email Address

Does the worker work in more than one territory/province for your organization?

Yes

No

Yes

No

(If yes, attach an explanation and contact info.)

Yes

No

(If no, attach an explanation.)

If yes, list the territories/provinces:

2. Was the injury or incident caused by a person(s) not employed by the employer?

3. Are you disputing this claim?

Yes

No (If yes, attach an explanation.)

4. Were the worker’s actions at the time of injury for the purpose of your business?
If yes, is the activity part of the worker’s regular work?
5. Was First Aid given at the worksite?
Yes
(If yes, attach a copy of the First Aid report.)

Yes

No

(If no, attach an explanation.)
First Aid Provider’s name:

No

6. Did the worker seek medical attention beyond the worksite?

Yes

(If yes, where?

No
When?

)

G – Return to Work (Give full explanations and attach extra sheets if necessary.)
7. Did the worker stop working?
When?
Has the worker
returned to
work?

Yes

No

Time:

(mm/dd/yy)

AM

Yes

When?

No

Has the worker been offered
alternate/modified duties?  

PM

Time:

(mm/dd/yy)

What is the worker’s current status?
Returned to pre-injury job with no changes.
Returned to pre-injury job with duties changed.
Returned to pre-injury job with hours changed.
Returned to pre-injury job with duties and hours changed.
Returned to work in a different job to accommodate injury.
Other accommodations, specify:

Yes

AM

PM

No

Yes
No (Attach plan or forward within five days.)
8. Did you complete a Return to Work plan for this worker?
If you would like assistance completing a Return to Work plan, call 1-800-661-0792 and ask for the Return to Work Specialist.

H – Employment Category
9. Is the worker a subcontractor?
If yes, who is the contractor?

Yes

No

10. Is the worker an owner or operator?

Yes

11. Worker’s Type of Employment (Check all that apply.)
Permanent

Non-permanent

Term (Over 1 year)

Relief

Term (Under 1 year)

Full / Part-time Permanent

Other

Term Start Date:

Apprentice
Term End Date:
Summer Student

Apprentice
Seasonal
(mm/dd/yy)

(mm/dd/yy)

Start Date:

(mm/dd/yy)

End Date:

(mm/dd/yy)

Casual
12. Is the job subject to seasonal layoffs?

Yes

No

13. Is the job subject to lack of work layoffs?

14. Worker’s day of hire (mm/dd/yy)
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Yes

No

No

Worker’s Full Name:

I – Schedule Information
15. Number of days on

16. Regular hours per day

17. Regular hours per rotation

Number of days off
18. Indicate days on for one full rotation. Place the number of hours scheduled below for each day worked. i.e. 8am-5pm; 7am-3pm, etc.
Sun

Mon

Tues

Wed

Thurs

Fri

Week 1 - Hours per day
Week 2 - Hours per day
Week 3 - Hours per day
Week 4 - Hours per day

19. Date rotation started (mm/dd/yy)

Date rotation ended (mm/dd/yy)

Yes

20. Are travel days included in the on/off work rotation?

No

21. How many hours are paid for on travel days?

J – Wage Information (Complete all questions.)
22. What is the hourly rate of pay?
What is the overtime rate?

/ hour.   What are the annual gross earnings?
/ hour.

If the worker is paid other than hourly or on salary, explain below in question 30. (i.e. worker is paid on commission, etc.)
23. Does the worker regularly work or get paid for overtime?

Yes

No

If yes, how many hours per day are overtime?
Provide an estimate of regular overtime hours

/

day

Yes

No

Is vacation pay paid out once a year?

Yes

No When:

month

%

24. What percent of vacation pay does the worker receive?
Is vacation pay paid on each cheque?

week

Does the worker receive any other benefits? (Northern Allowance, Bonus, etc.)

Yes

No

If yes, explain in detail with amounts and averages:

Are these benefits paid out to the worker with their regular pay cheque?
25. Are you paying the worker for lost time?

Yes

Yes

No

28. Phone Number:

29. Email Address:

30. Provide any additional wage and schedule information here:
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No

No If yes, provide the dates lost time will be paid

26. Will you continue to pay benefits? (i.e. Northern Allowance)
27. Wage and Schedule Contact Person:

Yes

3

Sat

Worker’s Full Name:

Provide any additional information here:

Completed by (print)

Phone Number

Date (mm/dd/yy)

It is your responsibility to provide a copy of the Employer’s Report of Incident form to your worker.
ATTENTION:
An employer who does not submit a fully completed incident report within three business days, as required by the Workers' Compensation Acts (WCA),
faces the following penalties:
• $250 for each of the first two occurrences;
• $500 for each of the next two occurrences; and
• $1000 for each additional occurrence.

Submit completed form to the appropriate WSCC office using the contact information below.
Head Office: Box 8888 • Yellowknife, NT X1A 2R3 • Telephone: (867) 920-3888 • Toll Free: 1-800-661-0792 • Fax: (867) 873-4596
Toll Free Fax: 1-866-277-3677 • Email: reportsnwt@wscc.nt.ca
or
Box 669 • Iqaluit, NU X0A 0H0 • Telephone: (867) 979-8500 • Toll Free: 1-877-404-4407 • Fax: (867) 979-8501
Toll Free Fax: 1-866-979-8501 • Email: reportsnu@wscc.nu.ca
wscc.nt.ca • wscc.nu.ca
CS109 1118
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Ce formulaire est disponible en français
ᑖᓐᓇ ᑕᑕᑎᕆᐊᓕᒃ ᐊᑐᐃᓐᓇᖅ ᐃᓄᒃᑎᑐᑦ
Una titiraq piinnarialik pilugu Inuinnaqtun

NORTHWEST TERRITORIES AND NUNAVUT
SAFETY ACT
OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH AND SAFETY REGULATIONS
INTERPRETATION
1. In these regulations,
“accident causing serious bodily injury” means an accident at a work site that
(a) causes or could reasonably be expected to cause the death of an individual, or
(b) requires an individual to be admitted to a hospital as an in-patient for a period of 24 hours or more;
(accident causant des lésions corporelles graves)
“dangerous occurrence” means an occurrence that does not result in, but could have resulted in an accident
causing serious bodily injury, such as
(a) structural failure or collapse of
(i) a structure, scaffold, temporary falsework or concrete formwork, or
(ii) a tunnel, caisson, coffer dam, trench, excavated shaft or excavation,
(b) failure of a crane or hoist or the overturning of a crane or powered mobile equipment,
(c) accidental contact with an energized conductor,
(d) bursting of a grinding wheel,
(e) uncontrolled spill or escape of a toxic, corrosive or explosive substance,
(f) premature or accidental detonation of explosives,
(g) failure of an elevated or suspended platform, or
(h) failure of an atmosphere-supplying respirator; (événement dangereux)

NORTHWEST TERRITORIES AND NUNAVUT
MINE HEALTH AND SAFETY REGULATIONS
PART XVI
16.01. In this part,
“dangerous occurrence” means
(a) an incident involving the hoist, sheaves, hoisting rope, conveyance or shaft timbering or structure,
(b) an inrush of water,
(c) a cracking, seeping, or failure of a dam or bulkhead,
(d) an outbreak of fire,
(e) a premature or unexpected explosion or ignition,
(f) the occurrence of flammable, noxious or toxic gas in mine workings or at an exploration site,
(g) unexpected and non-controlled extensive subsidence or caving of mine workings,
(h) an explosion or outbreak of fire in any way related to the operation of an air compressor, air receiver,
compressed air line or steam boiler,
(i) a breakdown in the main ventilation system,
(j) loss of control or major damage to any mobile equipment,
(k) an uncontrolled fall of ground causing physical damage or the displacement of more than 50 t of material, and
(l) any unusual occurrence not listed in paragraphs (a) to (k); (événement dangereux)
“reportable incident” is an incident involving serious injury or death; (incident à signaler)
“serious injury” includes:
(a) a fracture of the skull, spine, pelvis, femur, humerus, fibula, tibia, radius or ulna,
(b) an amputation of a major part of a hand or foot,
(c) the permanent loss of the sight of an eye,
(d) any serious internal haemorrhage,
(e) any burn that is caused by electricity and requires medical attention,
(f) any third degree burn,
(g) any injury caused directly or indirectly by explosives,
(h) any asphyxiation or poisoning that causes a partial or total loss of physical control, and
(i) any other injury likely to endanger life or cause permanent impairment. (blessure grave)
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Glossary
Accident: Any unplanned or undesired event that causes harm to health, the environment or property.
Alternative Scenarios: An alternative scenario represents other potential accidents that could occur in the
event a hazardous substance is released. This scenario considers passive and active mitigation measures.
Danger: An intrinsic property of a substance, agent, energy source or a situation that could cause undesirable
consequences to persons, property or the environment.
Damages: Consequences that may cause physical injuries or harm to health or damage to property or the
environment.
E2 Environmental Emergency Regulations (E2 Regulations): The E2 Regulations were put in place to enhance
the safety of the environment and human life and health of Canadians by preventing, preparing for, responding
to and recovering from environmental emergencies.
Environmental Emergency Plan (EEP): A written document that sets out the procedures to ensure
preparedness in case of an incident involving any of the substances regulated under the E2 Regulations. The
main goal of the EEP is to minimize and mitigate the environmental impacts through rapid response in case of
special incidents involving the accidental release of contaminants in the environment.
Emergency Situation: An emergency is an unusual situation that requires extraordinary measures to be taken
as quickly as possible to limit damages caused to persons, property or the environment.
Hazardous Substances: Toxic, flammable, explosive or reactive substances.
Incident: An unplanned, undesired event that hinders completion of a task and may cause injury or other
damage.
Incident Command System (ICS): A comprehensive, practical emergency management system widely used by
government and industry for effectively organizing and using the resources available for any type or size of the
operation.
Incident Commander (IC): Designated personnel in a department or operating site to assist in the evacuation
process, sweep the area for potential missing persons and take a headcount to account for all personnel in the
designated area.
IndustrySafe: Online software system that allows Parsons to store and retrieve data, manage and track actions
and consolidate reports from a single source.
Risk: Result of the probability of an accident and its consequences.
Worst-Case Scenario: This accident scenario represents the release of the highest quantity of a hazardous
substance, held in the largest container, whose impact distance is the greatest. Whether the substance is toxic
or flammable, conditions are preset to develop worst-case scenarios. These standard conditions include
weather conditions, the choice of the container, the duration of the release and the product’s quantity
(Implementation Guidelines for the Environmental Emergency Regulations 2011, Annex 5 and the 2007 MIARC
Guide).
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Introduction
Parsons’ Site-Specific Environmental Emergency Plan for Arsenic (SSEEPA) was developed in accordance with
the Implementation Guidelines for the Environmental Emergency Regulations, Government of Canada 2011
(E2 Regulations). The E2 Regulations apply to any person who owns or has the charge, management or control
of a listed substance that is at or above the quantity set out in Column 3 of Schedule 1 of the E2 Regulations.
Over the lift of the mine, approximately 237,000 tonnes of of arsenic trioxide dust was collected and conveyed
underground into mined-out stopes or purpose-built storage chambers that were sealed with cement
bulkheads. The quantity of arsenic trioxide stored on site exceeds the amount set out in the E2 Regulations;
therefore, the Giant Mine site is regulated under the Environmental Emergency Regulations.
This document is intended as a guide for the effective and consistent application of protection, preparedness,
response and recovery measures to be implemented in an emergency related to the arsenic trioxide stored at
the Giant Mine site. Emergency response procedures for the Giant Mine site may also be found in Parsons’
Emergency Management and Response Plan (EMRP) found in Appendix A of the Project Safety, Health and
Environmental Plan (PSHEP).
In any event, all operations must be conducted following industry-accepted standards and best management
practices (BMP) for the protection of the health and safety of employees, the public and response personnel
and the protection of the environment.
Parsons and subcontractor employees should never perform a task that may endanger their own safety and
health, the safety and health of coworkers or the public or damage the environment.
This plan will be updated as conditions or situations change. All Parsons’ employees, subcontractors, visitors
and other stakeholders must understand and implement the SSEEPA and any addenda. Parsons will document
this process by having Parsons’ employees and any subcontractors present on site complete a bi-annual test
and sign an acknowledgement form stating that they understand the SSEEPA and its requirements.
The Emergency Response Communications Flowchart and Emergency Response Procedures are in Appendix A.
The List of Emergency Contacts is provided in Appendix B.

Parsons’ Safety, Health and Environment (SH&E) Policy
Parsons has elected to adopt the Giant Mine Remediation Project (GMRP) Policy as part of Parsons’ Health,
Safety, Environment and Community Management systems. This policy was developed by the GMRP with input
from engaged stakeholders. It will guide the management of the environment, health and safety and
community aspects and issues for the duration of the project.
POLICY STATEMENT
The GMRP is committed to:
 protecting the environment and the health and safety of its employees, subcontractors and the general
public
 engaging meaningfully with stakeholders;
 delivering local social and economic benefits
 being a recognized leader in environmental management among public environmental remediation
projects.
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To this end, the GMRP will act in a manner that minimizes its negative impacts, maximizes its positive benefits
and continually seeks ways to improve its performance.
Overall Commitments
To achieve these objectives, the GMRP is committed to the following:
 The GMRP will plan and execute in a manner that respects and cares for people and the environment.
 The GMRP will comply with all applicable environmental, health and safety and community
(socioeconomic and engagement) regulatory, policy and other requirements.
 The GMRP will apply BMPs and industry-accepted standards and processes for environmental protection
and public safety.
 The GMRP will promote a project-wide culture committed to continual improvement in environment,
health and safety and community (EHSC) guided by the EHSC Management System.
1. Environment Commitments
The GMRP will continually evaluate and apply ways to responsibly govern the use of its resources and
reduce its adverse impacts on air, water, land resources and biodiversity.
 The GMRP will minimize harmful releases of air contaminants, dust and halocarbons and hazardous
materials/dangerous goods.
 The GMRP will minimize waste.
 The GMRP will minimize disturbance or damage to heritage buildings and Aboriginal archeological and
burial sites.
 The GMRP will minimize harmful water and sediment discharges.
 The GMRP will minimize disruption or damage to flora and fauna.
2. Health and Safety
The GMRP will achieve excellence in health and safety performance through a zero-harm target for
employees, subcontractors and the public.
3. Community
The GMRP will develop collaborative and mutually beneficial relationships with its stakeholders and
deliver local social and economic benefits.
 The GMRP will communicate effectively with the public regarding the nature and status of the project.
 The GMRP will meaningfully engage with stakeholders to address concerns and ensure that community
land-use expectations and traditional knowledge have been considered in closure planning.
 The GMRP will implement strategies to maximize the economic opportunities for Northerners and local
Aboriginal people through employment and procurement.
 The GMRP will respect the rights of Aboriginal peoples.
Parsons’ personnel and their subcontractors are also guided by internal Parsons’ policies as outlined in the
Parsons’ Corporate Safety, Health and Environment Policy Statement. The most current Parsons’ policy
statement may be found at:
https://pwebapps.parsons.com/policies/Documents/Corporate_Safety_Health_and_Environment_Policy_Stat
ement.pdf
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Corporate Safety, Health & Environment Policy Statement
As an industry-leading engineering, construction and technical services firm, Parsons is firmly committed to
maintaining a safe, healthful, and environmentally sound workplace at all of its offices and project facilities, guided
by the following tenets:
• SH&E stewardship is a core value.
• Executive management leads our SH&E processes and strives to continually improve our SH&E management
systems.
• SH&E is a responsibility shared by all.
• SH&E performance is a key business performance indicator.
• SH&E performance will be communicated openly.
• Employees are given the expectations, knowledge and skills necessary to perform their work to ensure they
achieve high levels of SH&E performance.
• Employees and stakeholders are authorized and expected to stop work when conditions warrant it.
• Our SH&E efforts extend beyond our workplace to include travel, our homes, and our communities.
To meet our SH&E performance objectives, all employees and stakeholders are expected to be actively engaged in
SH&E issues. This requires the combined efforts of a concerned leadership team, responsible and knowledgeable
line supervisors, and conscientious, well-trained employees and stakeholders.
At regular intervals, the executive management shall lead, monitor, and improve the performance of our SH&E
management systems to ensure its continuing suitability, adequacy, and effectiveness.
Parsons shall meet or exceed legal and other requirements for SH&E and shall strive to conform to the international
standards to which we subscribe. We will continually monitor and improve operations, procedures, technologies, and
programs that are conducive to maintaining safe, healthful, and environmentally sound workplaces.

Charles L. Harrington
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer

Background
Giant Mine is an abandoned mine that produced gold from 1948 until 2004 although, from 1999 to 2004,
gold ore was shipped off site for processing. The on-site processing of ore that occurred until 1999 created
greater than 237,000 tonnes of arsenic trioxide dust as a byproduct. The arsenic trioxide dust, which is soluble
in water, is stored underground in 14 purpose-built chambers and mined-out stopes. In addition to these
features, other typical mining infrastructure on site includes four tailings storage areas, eight open pits,
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35 openings to the underground and over 100 buildings. Baker Creek flows through the length of the site area
and into Great Slave Lake. The scope of this project is to care for and maintain the existing mine site and
coordinate long-term remediation plans, including the management of site subcontractors.
The site is approximately five kilometers (km) north of Yellowknife along Highway 4 (Ingraham Trail). The site
includes everything within the boundaries of the former lease that was in place during the operational period of
the mine (e.g., Lease L-3668T, now designated as Reserve R662T). It also includes two impacted areas
immediately outside the reserve area: Giant Mine “Townsite,” which was removed from the surface lease in
1999 and an area of historic tailings deposition along the shore of North Yellowknife Bay.
Parsons has been designated by Public Services and Procurement Canada (PSPC) as the Main Construction
Manager (MCM) for the Giant Mine site responsible for overseeing Site Management/Project Administration,
Care and Maintenance, Environmental Management, Project Planning and Risk Mitigation and Remediation
activities.
Both surface and underground care and maintenance activities are administrated by Parsons. Other
subcontracts currently administered by Parsons include, but are not limite to, operation of the existing effluent
treatment plant, medical monitoring, air monitoring, surface water and groundwater monitoring and site
security.

Scope
The purpose of this SSEEPA is to protect the public, workers, environment and property through emergency
prevention, preparedness, organized response and recovery, in the event of an emergency.
This SSEEPA and the EMRP provide the incident command structure, response procedures and integrated
emergency preparedness process for Parsons’ operations. The SSEEPA addresses the prevention of,
preparedness for, response to and recovery from environmental and safety emergencies caused by an
uncontrolled, unplanned or accidental release of arsenic during activities at the site.
The SSEEPA presents responsibilities for all workers on site.
Goals for the effective management of any incident are to:








protect lives (workers, emergency responders and the public)
effectively rescue and treat casualties
minimize environmental impacts
minimize damage to public and private property
facilitate rapid recovery and restoration from emergency occurrences
comply with the political, socio-cultural and regulatory environment of local authorities and stakeholders
address stakeholder concerns and expectations.

Parsons will review the SSEEPA with each employee and subcontractor worker on site:
 during the worker’s initial site orientation
 when the worker’s responsibilities under the SSEEPA and EMRP change
 when the SSEEPA is updated.
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Description and Location of Arsenic
BASIC INFORMATION ABOUT ARSENIC AND ARSENIC TRIOXIDE

Arsenic
Arsenic (33As) occurs naturally in the environment in organic (bonded with carbon) and inorganic forms.
Inorganic arsenic is more abundant than organic arsenic and is more commonly associated with adverse
human health effects. Under atmospheric pressure, arsenic sublimes from solid-state to gaseous state;
however, it will turn to liquid under high pressure.
Arsenic contamination is prevalent throughout the world, naturally occurring in groundwater, surface water,
sediment and soil. As such, it is commonly a concern in drinking water as well as foods such as rice, seafood,
leafy greens and some juices (grape and apple).
Arsenic is a crystalline metalloid found naturally in abundance in iron sulphides (arsenopyrite) in the
Yellowknife area. Gold mined at Giant Mine was located with arsenopyrite ore, which was roasted at high
temperatures, creating the waste product of arsenic dioxide gas, which cooled to form arsenic trioxide dust.

Arsenic Trioxide
Arsenic trioxide is an inorganic compound with the formula AS2O3. This commercially important oxide of
arsenic is the primary precursor to other arsenic compounds, including organo-arsenic compounds.
Although arsenic is not produced any longer at Giant Mine, approximately 50,000 tonnes are produced
annually worldwide. Many applications are controversial given the high toxicity of arsenic compounds. Large
scale applications include its use as a precursor to forestry products, in colourless glass production and in
electronics.
Arsenic trioxide is readily absorbed by the digestive system; toxic effects are also well known upon inhalation or
skin contact. Elimination of the arsenic trioxide in the human body is rapid initially (a half-life of one to two
days), via methylation to monomethyl arsonic acid and dimethyl arsenic acid, followed by excretion in the urine.
However, a certain amount (approximately 30% to 40% in the case of repeated exposure) is incorporated into
the bones, muscles, skin, hair and nails (all tissues rich in keratin); this amount is then eliminated for weeks or
months.
The first symptoms of acute arsenic poisoning by ingestion are digestive problems: vomiting, abdominal pains,
diarrhea, often accompanied by bleeding. Sub-lethal doses can lead to convulsions, cardiovascular problems,
inflammation of the liver and kidneys, and abnormalities in the coagulation of the blood. These symptoms are
followed by hair loss and the appearance of characteristic white lines (Mees' lines) on the nails. Lower doses
lead to liver and kidney problems and changes in the pigmentation of the skin. Even diluted solutions of
arsenic trioxide are dangerous on contact with the eyes.
The Safety Data Sheet (SDS) for arsenic trioxide is attached in Appendix C.
LOCATION OF ARSENIC TRIOXIDE
Approximately 237,000 tonnes of arsenic trioxide waste is located within the boundaries of Giant Mine. The
waste was collected and stored in 14 underground chambers and stopes. Approximately 10,000 tonnes of
arsenic trioxide waste generated from the Roaster deconstruction is located in approximately 360 sea cans
stored in the Material Storage Area (MSA) located in the northeast portion of the Central Tailings Pond (CTP).
The soil throughout the site also contains various concentrations of arsenic ranging from 1009 to 4,600 mg/kg
(Regional and Roaster Complex Arsenic Soil Sampling Programs by Golder, 2014).
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The following table and figure describe the locations of the arsenic trioxide.
TABLE 1. SUMMARY OF ARSENIC TRIOXIDE STORED UNDERGROUND
Chamber / Stope

Volume
(Cubic Feet)

Volume
(Cubic Meters)

Tons of Arsenic Dust
Inventory*
(Dry Tonnes)

B 230

100,000

2,832

2,835

B 233

434,626

12,307

11,426

B 234

425,000

12,035

12,048

B 235/36

1,125,000

31,856

33,112

B208

806,840

22,847

29,364

B 212/13/14

1,920,000

54,368

59,289

C 212

638,139

18,070

16,946

C9

471,000

13,337

18,394

C 10

200,000

5,663

9,569

B 11

347,250

9,833

5,860

B 12

900,000

25,485

26,243

B 14

424,000

12,006

12,257

TOTALS

7,791,855

220,641

237,343

*From Table 2.2 – Study of management alternatives for Giant Mine arsenic trioxide dust, page 11

FIGURE 1. LOCATIONS OF ARSENIC TRIOXIDE STORED UNDERGROUND

The geographic location of the arsenic chambers is divided into the following four areas:





AR1 = Chambers 11, 12, 14
AR2 = Chambers C9, C10, C212
AR3 = Chambers B208, B235, B236, B230, B233, B234
AR4 = Chambers B212, B213, B214
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Applicable Legislation, Regulations and Standards
The following is an overview of the regulations applying to arsenic stored on site.
TABLE 2. APPLICABLE REGULATIONS
Legislation

Department

Summary

Environmental emergencies
regulations (E2)

Environment and
Climate Change Canada
(ECCC)

The objectives of the E2 Regulations under the Canadian
Environmental Protection Act (CEPA) are to reduce the frequency and
consequences of uncontrolled, unplanned or accidental releases of
hazardous substances into the environment.
Requires any person who owns or manages arsenic on a property, at or
above the threshold of 4.5 tonnes, to notify ECCC when this quantity
threshold is met or when the maximum container capacity meets or
exceeds this threshold. Ensures that any individual that owns or
manages specific toxic or hazardous substances above a certain
threshold has a plan for preparedness, prevention, response and
recovery in the event of an environmental emergency.

Metal and Diamond Mining Effluent
Regulations (MDMER)

Environment and
Climate Change Canada
(ECCC)

The MDMER applies to all Canadian metal mines (except placer mines)
that exceed an effluent flow rate of 50 cubic meters per day and
deposit effluent into fisheries waters at any time after the regulations
were registered (June 6, 2002). The MDMER prescribes limits for
arsenic, copper, cyanide, lead, nickel, zinc, total suspended solids
(TSS), radium-226, and pH in mine effluent. The MDMER also includes
a requirement that effluent be non-acutely lethal to rainbow trout.
Mines subject to the MDMER are also required to conduct
Environmental Effects Monitoring (EEM) programs per prescribed
criteria. The objective of EEM is to evaluate the effects of mining
effluent on the receiving aquatic environment, specifically with regard
to impact on fish, fish habitat, and the use of fisheries resources.

Z731-03 Emergency Preparedness and
Response

Canadian Standards
Association (CSA)

The objective of the standard is to establish minimum criteria for
effective emergency preparedness and response.

Transportation of Dangerous Goods Act

Transport Canada

The transportation of propane is regulated under the federal
Transportation of Dangerous Goods (TDG) act and regulations. The TDG
Act and regulations specify specific requirements for transporting
propane, such as means of containment, permits and emergency
response assistance plans.

Spill Contingency Planning and
Reporting Regulation R-068-93

Environment and
Natural Resources,
Government of the
Northwest Territories
(ENR GNWT)

Requires that facilities storing contaminants with storage capacities
above the limits provided in the regulation have a spill contingency
plan prepared and filed. The regulation sets out specifications for the
required content of the spill contingency plan.
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Risk Assessment and Management
Overview
Effective risk management first requires the identification of possible emergency scenarios. An appropriate
response can then be determined based on the likelihood of a given emergency scenario and the worst-case
result of that scenario. The Risk Assessment Code (RAC) matrix in Table 3 is used to determine the degree of
risk of a given scenario.
TABLE 3. RISK ASSESSMENT CODE MATRIX
Overall risk (Use highest code)
SEVERITY

FREQUENT (F)

LIKELY (L)

PROBABILITY
OCCASIONAL (O)

SELDOM (S)

UNLIKELY (U)

Catastrophic (C)

E

E

H

H

M

Critical (Cr)

E

H

H

M

L

Marginal (M)

H

M

M

L

L

Negligible (N)

M

L

L

L

L

Step 1: Review each hazard with identified safety controls and determine RAC (See above).
The RAC is developed after correctly identifying all hazards and fully implementing all controls.
P “Probability” is the likelihood to cause an incident, near miss, or accident and identified as
Frequent (F), Likely (L), Occasional (O), Seldom (S) or Unlikely (U).
S “Severity” is the outcome/degree if an incident, near miss, or accident did occur and identified
as Catastrophic (C), Critical (Cr), Marginal (M), or Negligible (N)
Step 2: Identify the RAC (probability/severity) as E, H, M, or L for each hazard on the activity
hazard analysis (AHA). Annotate the highest RAC at the top of AHA.

RAC Chart
E = Extremely high risk
H = High risk
M = Moderate risk

Potential Emergencies
Potential emergency situationies that apply to the Project and site are noted in Table 4. This list was developed
as part of the Site Conditions Review (SCR) and is based on the site location, hazards present on site and type
of work being performed.
TABLE 4. POTENTIAL EMERGENCIES
Potential Emergency

Probability

Severity*

Risk Assessment Code

Dam 1 Failure

Seldom

Critical

Moderately High

Seepage or Leakage

Likely

Marginal

Moderate

Major Bulkhead Failure

Seldom

Catastrophic

High

Medical (occupational)

Occasional

Critical

High

Release of Arsenic Waste

Occasional

Marginal

Moderate

Flooding of Underground

Unlikely

Catastrophic

Moderate

*The severity of any scenario will depend on the size of the spill.
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Identification of Potential Accident Scenarios
The scenarios all follow a similar format beginning with a description of the event, followed by a description of
the potential consequences as well as any special considerations.
Release of Arsenic Waste in Storage Areas: Exposure to arsenic trioxide from a release or discharge of waste
stored in the sea cans within the MSA or in the drums/overpacks stroed in the hazardous waste area. The
release could be the result of unauthorized site access (vandalism) or an accidental puncture or failure of one
of the containers.
Release of Arsenic from Overhead Pipes: Inury or arsenic exposure to worker or person touring underground
due to further degradation and collapse of overhead arsenic pipes.
Exposure to Arsenic in Buildings: The Roaster Complex deconstruction removed much of the hazard of
exposure to arsenic in buildings. However, arsenic dust remains a concern for potential exposure in the Mill
Building and the Tailings Reprocessing Plant should someone enter without authorization or proper personal
protective equipment (PPE).
Seepage or Leakage of Arsenic Containing Water/Sludge: Either continuous or intermittent releases of
arsenic-containing water or sludge to the environment from dams during flooding or seepage from bulkheads
dripping arsenic-impacted water exposing workers in the area.
Inundation of Mine Workings from Baker Creek: Baker Creek poses a concern for the flooding of the
underground mine, specifically the flooding of the arsenic chambers, which would cause contamination of the
groundwater with arsenic from the underground. Maintaining the underground water level is essential for
mitigating this risk. Upcoming work to realign Baker Creek will reduce the risk of flooding the underground.
Release Directly to Environment:
 Release to Surface Water: Arsenic-impacted waste, sludge, contaminated water or dust could all
potentially be at risk of release to surface water. The release or discharge could cause the surface water
to become impacted with arsenic concentrations above the applicable criteria at the location where the
release occurred and possibly at the downstream locations.
 Release to Soil: A release of arsenic impacted waste, sludge, contaminated water or dust to the soil could
cause localized arsenic impacted area, which could impact any vegetation in the area. Arsenic spilled
onto soil could be transported further by infiltrating water into the lower layers of soil.
 Toxicity to Wildlife and Plants: Depending on the type of exposure (arsenate or arsenite), plants may react
differently to acute exposure. Generally, effects on plants could range from wilting and spotting of foliage,
inhibition of growth, spotted, browned or deformed fruits, to death of the plant (immediate or gradual). Of
particular concern is that many plants are capable of absorbing arsenic, which presents an additional
threat to wildlife who may feed on the arsenic impacted plants. Wildlife exposed to arsenic, mainly
inorganic arsenic in the form of arsenic trioxide, may experience a range of symptoms depending on the
level of exposure. These symptoms may include gastric and intestinal bleeding and delayed growth;
however, the accumulation of arsenic in organs and tissues may also cause illness.
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/NBK231025/
WORSE CASE SCENARIO
The worst-case scenario could be considered the catastrophic failure of a bulkhead or series of interconnected
bulkheads.
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This worst-case scenario could result in the following:
 Major release of arsenic trioxide (approximately 16,946 tons) from C212.
 Cost of repairs to damaged underground infrastructure, which is needed to continue the remediation
project. May involve the construction of additional bulkheads to contain the spill. A significant release
from one of the bulkheads could require the freeze zone to be expanded, which in turn would require a
substantial amount of additional work including, but not limited to, additional drilling, engineering,
modelling monitoring and additional thermosyphons.
 Workers' exposure to high concentrations of arsenic, if the collapse occurs during working hours.
 Jeopardize the current overall mine remediation plan, including the re-freezing of the arsenic trioxide
vaults.
 Concentrations of arsenic in the mine-water could be elevated to a point that could no longer be treated
by the Effluent Treatment Plant (ETP), resulting in a possible influx of highly impacted water into Great
Slave Lake.
 Substantially increase water treatment costs.
ALTERNATIVE SCENARIOS
Alternative scenarios could be considered the catastrophic failure of the rock of Dam 1 (Polishing Pond) or the
overflow/breakthrough of Baker Creek into the mine workings.
Both scenarios result in the following:
 Uncontrolled release of approximately 200,000 m3 of water and tailings solids into the 1-38 Portal. If
Baker Creek were to flood the underground workings, the amount of uncontrolled release of surface water
would be unknown.
 A massive influx of water into the mine pool would interrupt to the pumping of the high-test arsenic
collection to the north pump station.
 If Baker Creek were to overflow, the floodwater could take a similar path into C1 Pit, B1 Pit, B2 Pit, A1 Pit
and A2 Pit.
 The influx of 200,000 m3 of water would raise the mine water pool level by several meters to the
750 level, potentially flooding the C-Shaft Electrical Substation, which would stop the operation of pumps
in that area.
 Access to the mine would be limited to only the UBC portal.
Additional scenarios would include a small release of 7,500 L (2,000 Gal) of material from a chamber through
a diamond drill hole.

Emergency Preparedness
MEDICAL EMERGENCY – OCCUPATIONAL AND NON-OCCUPATIONAL
Examples of occupational medical emergencies include lacerations, amputations, chemical exposure, sprains
and fractures. Examples of non-occupational medical emergencies include heart attacks and strokes.
Parsons ensures that all employees are physically, medically and emotionally capable, with reasonable
accommodation, of performing the essential functions of their work assignments. Factors to be considered in
assigning work include strength, endurance, agility, coordination and visual and hearing acuity.
At no time, while on duty, may employees use or be under the influence of alcohol, narcotics, intoxicants or
similar mind-altering substances, per the Corporate Safety and Health Manual (CSHM), Section 38 Substance
Abuse Policy.
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Operators of any equipment or vehicle must be able to read and understand the signs, signals and operating
instructions in use.
If any restrictions to the fit-for-work qualification are identified, adjustments and accommodations are made to
the employee’s work to ensure that risks are minimized.
The Medic will be focused on occupational/site issues and should only be consulted for other issues in an
emergency or if they affect work.
Before the start of work, local medical providers for medical treatment, evaluations and monitoring/
surveillance, which may include hospitals and/or physicians, are identified.
Medical services in case of an emergency are listed in Appendix B.
A list of qualified first-aid providers is posted with the first-aid kit and on the wall of the C-Dry First-Aid Office.
A list of on-site medics and a copy of their shift rotation schedule is posted in the C-Dry First-Aid Office.
A copy of the Mine Health and Safety Regulations will be maintained at the safety office to be available to all
employees.
MEDICAL MONITORING
The following must comply with the Northwest Territories Mine Health and Safety Regulations 9.0-9.96 and
29 U.S. Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) 1910.120(f) – Medical Surveillance.
 All workers who engage in activities that may result in the exposure to chemicals at or above the
threshold limit values (TLVs) of the American Conference of Governmental Industrial Hygienists (ACGIH),
or the permissible exposure limit (PEL) of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA).
 Workers who wear a respirator for more than 30 days in a year.
Workers working aboveground or underground, with potential for exposure to arsenic trioxide, must take part in
the medical surveillance program as detailed in the Medical Management Plan in Appendix C of the EMRP.
All personnel working on site, who wear a respirator, must be medically qualified, trained and fit-tested on an
annual basis, even if they are not required to participate in a medical surveillance program.
Personnel with potential exposure to arsenic trioxide will comply with the Northwest Territories Mine Health and
Safety Act (NWT MHSA), NTMSHR 9.0-9.96 and personnel with potential exposure to arsenic trioxide will
comply with the NT OHSR and PSHEP Appendix C – Medical Management Plan.
All employees on the Giant Mine project, who have the potential for exposure to hazardous materials, will
participate in a medical monitoring program that is consistent with NTMSHA requirements.
At the discretion and guidance from a Licensed Occupational Physician, employees working in hazardous
environments may be required to complete the following additional medical surveillance components:






medical history and physical
complete blood count (CBC)
blood chemistry panel
urine arsenic levels (organic and inorganic arsenic levels)
pulmonary function test (employees wearing a respirator).

WASTE SPILL OR RELEASE
Waste storage areas are established, labelled and maintained for waste generated as needed throughout the
Project and for waste resulting from spill clean-up activities. Examples of waste containers to be maintained on
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site include dumpsters for municipal waste, sealed meter bags, soils and debris materials; drums for
contaminated soil; and bins for recyclable materials.
Waste storage areas are regularly inspected per the GMRP Waste Management and Monitoring Plan.
Handling and storage are in accordance with each product’s SDS.
The following rules apply to all activities involving the temporary storage of hazardous materials for the Project.
 Materials are stored in a planned, orderly manner to avoid endangering the safety of personnel or release
to the environment.
 Flammable waste products must be within designated flammable waste storage areas and must not be
stored within 30 m of any other waste storage area or fuel storage area.
Any soil that becomes contaminated as a result of hydrocarbon spills will be stored in sealed storage
containers that are clearly labelled as hydrocarbon contaminated soil. Containers will be transported to an
area designated by the Mine Manager.
CHEMICAL SPILLS
All employees must be trained on how to report a spill and how to initiate the spill response system, including
taking the necessary precautions when approaching a spill with the recognition that human health is the
number one priority.
Employees must be trained in the techniques and materials that can be employed for spill containment,
including how to contain a release from a safe distance, if possible, and how to protect persons and property
near the incident.
SDS’ for hazardous products brought to the site for the Project can be found in the Workplace Hazarous
Materials Information System (WHMIS) binder and stored at C-Dry. Each subcontractor must maintain their
own WHMIS binder.
Chemical spills should be managed in accordance with the Giant Mine Spill Contingency Response Plan in
addition to the Parsons; Environmental Release Incident Action Plan in Appendix A of the PSHEP.
EXISTING CONTROL MEASURES

Inspections
An inspection program is in place for accessible bulkheads where accessible bulkheads are inspected annually
by the Underground Care and Maintenance Subcontractor. The regular inspection consists of visual
observations only; however, testing with instrumentation (e.g., Smith hammer) is conducted if warranted.
Additionally, routine weekly inspections of the bulkheads and chamber dewatering facilities are conducted by
the Underground Care and Maintenance Subcontractor. During this inspection, general bulkhead features are
checked, such as seepage rates and time and condition of valves and gauges.

Water Quality Monitoring
Historically, discharges from the underground mine have been monitored regularly by the Care and
Maintenance Subcontractor at several different locations nearby the arsenic-containing chambers. The SRK
report (May 2005) recommended ongoing monthly monitoring of the underground water. Currently, a weekly
underground inspection of the bulkheads and a monthly sampling program for dissolved arsenic are conducted
at the following locations:
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UBC Top Sump
Bulkhead 14
Bulkhead 36
Bulkhead 50
Bulkhead 68
DDH-68-DDH Bottom
Rainforest

Emergency Response Management Model
The emergency response organization structure for the Giant Mine site is based on the Incident Command
System (ICS). The ICS is a comprehensive, practical emergency management system widely used by
government and industry for effectively organizing and using the resources available for any type or size of
operation. Common terminology has been developed to identify major functions, personnel and
responsibilities. The ICS outlines a series of supervisory levels available for implementation. The assignment of
these responsibilities is based on the nature of the incident and the scale and complexity of response activities
required.
Parsons ICS for the site provides a standard, seamless response structure from the incident site to the local
office up to the corporate level. This section outlines the communications and actions within this structure for
Parsons’ operations.
The ICS includes the Incident Command Team (ICT) and the Emergency Management Team (EMT). The ICT is
the first line of defense in case of an incident or emergency occurring on the Project. It consists of on-site
employees and works out of the incident command center, located in C-Dry or the Security Gatehouse. From
this location, the ICT can manage all on-site duties related to the incident as well as the overall incident and
initial communication, sheltering or evacuation activities. The EMT is responsible for the site response in cases
of an incident or emergency at the Project. The EMT works out of the emergency operations center located in
C-Dry or the Security Gatehouse based on the incident type and location. The emergency operations center is
the blanket term applied to the site and off-site members of the project team.
Both teams can be modified by those in charge (that is, the IC and Emergency Manager (EM)) to effectively
manage any incident by adding to, deleting from or combining positions as the needs of the incident change.
However, both the IC and EM should clearly identify the parameters of an assignment when deviating from the
standard ICS assignments.
Personnel on the ICT and the EMT are responsible for accomplishing assigned duties relating to incidents and
for the safety and health of the support personnel reporting to them in an emergency. The IC should maintain a
constant awareness of the position and function of Parsons’ emergency response personnel during an
incident. This awareness is the primary means of accountability required to ensure incident response safety.
In an emergency, Parsons is responsible for activating the sequence of the Emergency Response
Communications Flowchart in Appendix A. As indicated in the flowchart, upon discovery of an emergency, the
IC should be contacted immediately.
Emergency Response Procedures are provided in Appendix A.
INCIDENT COMMAND TEAM
The ICT chain of command is not the same as the chain of command for regular working activities. The ICT
chain of command only applies in the case of an incident or emergency.
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The roles and responsibilities of the IC, Safety Officer, Deputy ICs and First Responder are outlined below. In
cases of shift work, the IC and Deputy IC positions must be staffed during each shift.
TABLE 5. ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE INCIDENT COMMAND TEAM
POSITION

INCIDENT COMMANDER

STAFFED BY

Mine Manager or Site Superintendent

ROLE AND
RESPONSIBILITIES

The IC provides leadership for the incident response or management of an event. The IC delegates authority
to others as the complexity of the incident or event dictates. The IC:
• ensures control and containment of the incident
• makes medical, medical evacuation, spill response and security arrangements (for a catastrophic
incident only)
• works with Deputy ICs to define the hazard area and establish a perimeter of the hazard zone, as
required
• eirects the response efforts of the ICT
• acts as information and liaison officer, providing information about the incident to:
▪ Giant Mine Manager
▪ EMT – see below
▪ PSPC Project Manager and CIRNAC contact
▪ Subcontractors on-site, through communication with Parsons
▪ Refers any media inquiries to the Giant Mine Manager, who directs them to CIRNAC.

CIRNAC

Responsible for presenting information to the community and media

POSITION

SAFETY OFFICER

STAFFED BY

Health and Safety Manager or their designee

ROLE AND
RESPONSIBILITIES

The safety officer works with the IC to ensure that health, safety and the environment are all protected. The
safety officer:
• monitors safety conditions
• assesses hazardous and unsafe situations
• develops measures for assuring the safety of rescue and response personnel
• ensures environmental issues are dealt with by appropriately trained personnel
• advises the IC on issues regarding incident safety and may exercise emergency authority to stop
unsafe acts directly
• acts as a safety record keeper as follows:
▪ Retains records for all hazards, near misses and incidents, including initial reports and follow up
investigations.
▪ Ensures that all incidents are reported to Project SH&E support and Corporate Health and
Safety, within four (4) hours, using the Parsons IndustrySafe Online SH&E Reporting System.
• coordinates next-of-kin/relative contact for Parsons/Tervita and subcontractor personnel, in
conjunction with EMT
• delegates the above activities as required.
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POSITION

DEPUTY INCIDENT COMMANDERS

STAFFED BY

Health and Safety Manager or Supervisor.
Under the Mine Health and Safety Regulations, when nine (9) to 20 workers are on site, one of the first-aid
attendants (Deputy ICs) must hold a current St. John Ambulance Advanced First-Aid, Level 1 Certificate or a
Canadian Red Cross First Responder Certificate.
Per the Parsons’ Standard Operating Procedures (SOP), at least two employees on each shift must be
qualified to administer first-aid when the nearest medical aid is more than five (5) minutes away. At the
Giant Mine site, medical assistance will be from 15 to 20 minutes away.

ROLE AND
RESPONSIBILITIES

Deputy ICs work under the direction of the IC. They are fully trained and qualified to administer first-aid and
CPR per the requirements listed above. The Deputy ICs have additional training in fire and spill response.
Example duties include the following:
• Communicate directions to fellow workers in cases of fire or evacuation.
• Provide on-site first-aid as needed.
• In cases of medical emergencies, provide on-site first-aid until fully trained emergency medical
personnel arrive.
• Lead crews in spill response, with direction from technical specialists (Section 2.5.3), as required.

EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT TEAM
The EMT is responsible for the site response in cases of an incident or emergency at the Project. The EMT
works out of the emergency operations center located in C-Dry or the Security Gatehouse based on the incident
type and location. The emergency operations center is the blanket term applied to the office or offices that are
used to support off-site members of the project team.
The EMT facilitates a coordinated response and recovery process by management and staff to any incident or
set of circumstances that have the potential to significantly damage the organization and its employees,
operations, financial condition or reputation. Its function is to assess both the short- and long-term impacts.
This team’s areas of responsibility include:
 supporting ICT and IC
 managing corporate risk, potential impacts and consequences of the incident
 notifying and providing ongoing communication with stakeholders, as required.
TABLE 6. ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT TEAM
POSITION

EMERGENCY MANAGER (EM)

STAFFED BY

Parsons Senior Project Manager

ROLE AND
RESPONSIBILITIES

The EM leads the EMT and corporate response to an incident on the Giant Mine site.
• Acts as the executive lead for Parsons.
• Identifies and aids on-site ICT.
• Maintains the investigation file for all incidents that happen on site.

POSITION

PROJECT SH&E SUPPORT

STAFFED BY

Project H&S Manager and Corporate H&S Staff

ROLE AND
RESPONSIBILITIES

Project SH&E support takes the lead on the SH&E response at a corporate level.
• Provides support for IC and Deputy ICs.
• Provides policy and regulatory guidance.
• Investigates, or assigns an investigator to each significant incident, to determine root causes.
• Submits a final investigation report using the online IndustrySafe system within 72 hours of the
incident.
• Ensures mitigative measures are implemented to prevent the incident from recurring.
• Liaises with Parsons’ Talent Management, where required, for incident follow-up.
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TECHNICAL SPECIALISTS
Technical Specialists may be members of either the ICT or EMT, depending on their location (on site or off site)
and level within the corporation. Technical Specialists for the GMRP are shown in Table 7.
TABLE 7. TECHNICAL SPECIALISTS
Position
Environmental/Hazardous Materials Consultant

Location
On site

Staffed by
Environmental Manager

Structural Engineer

On site/off site

Parsons’ Engineering Staff

Industrial/Occupational Hygiene Consultant

On site/off site

Project H&S Manager/Corporate Staff
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Training, Simulation Exercises and Drills
Parsons will ensure training and resources are in place to provide successful emergency management and
response. This training will include conducting an annual seminar for all workers that will provide initial, sitespecific emergency response training for the Project.

Training
All personnel working directly or indirectly for Parsons must be qualified to perform their assignment in a
competent, safe manner. Competency will be demonstrated through proof of training for all personnel,
including subcontractors, on the emergency procedures in effect.
FIRST AID
Parsons provides training for designated first-aid providers per Mine Safety and Health Regulations. All persons
engaged in supervision, mine rescue and fire response, one-fifth of underground workers and one-tenth of
surface workers will be trained in first aid.
One EMT will be on site at all times during typical project work hours under Schedule 3.1 of in the Mine Health
and Safety Regulations. For after-hours work, at least one Level 2 trained first-aid responder must be present
and on site.
Subcontractors must request and receive approval for additional medical support outside of regular business
hours.
EMERGENCY ACTION PLAN
Parsons will review the EMRP and the SSEEPA with each employee and stakeholder on site:
 during the initial site orientation
 when the employee’s responsibilities under the plan change
 when the plan is updated.
SPILL RESPONSE
All employees will be trained on hazardous materials management under the WHMIS, including:
 how to recognize a hazardous material on site
 understanding the risks associated with hazardous materials
 how to activate alarms and report a release.
Spills should be managed per the Spill Contingency Response Plan that forms part of the Water License in
addition to Parsons’ Environmental Release Incident Action Plan in Appendix A of the PSHEP.
FIRE RESPONSE
Parsons will provide fire response training as listed below:
 Designated personnel that form part of the Mine Rescue Team receive initial and refresher training in fire
extinguisher selection and use and the scope of fire response for incipient fires.
 Fires involving arsenic-contaminated material may produce arsine gas.
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 Management must ensure that designated employees are trained and educated to recognize not only the
type of fire that is being fought and how to fight it, but also when it is time to evacuate it and leave fire
suppression to more experienced firefighters.
 This training will be provided by manufacturers of extinguishers or site personnel qualified as instructors.
Additional safety training is referenced in the PSHEP.

Emergency Drills
Emergency drills serve as an essential means of establishing and practicing a safety routine. They provide
personnel with practical training on emergency personal protective equipment (PPE), safe mustering, means of
evacuation and procedures pertinent to their role. They also test the functioning of detection and alarms,
communications and emergency equipment and systems. At a minimum, the frequency and type of drills must
conform to regulatory requirements which dictate the following:
 Testing and updating the E2 plan must occur each calendar year.
 Keep a record of the results of annual updates and tests with the Plan for at least five years. These
records will be maintained on the Project site.
 The exercise must be a simulation of a possible emergency that can be reasonably expected to occur.
 Initial testing should include informing those affected that a test is being planned. Subsequent testing
can occur without participants' knowledge.
 Must provide maximum lessons learned, including the post-exercise evaluation and corrective action, if
necessary.
 The drill training must be cost-effective.
 Can either be administrative or operational; however, a full-blown operational emergency response must
be conducted at least once within five years but must respect the yearly testing requirement by testing
different component(s) of the E2 Plan at least annually.
 Provide a written analysis report and corrective actions.
The following factors provide guidance in scheduling an appropriate cycle of drill activities.
use a mix of exercise activities (drills, tabletops, full scale)
incrementally build on capabilities through a cycle of activities
focus on exercise activities best suited to the Project’s needs and risks
plan a full-scale exercise annually. Plan for a least one spill counter-measure drill exercise training
annually
 use the CSA Z731 Emergency Planning for Industry document as guidance in planning, conducting and
documenting exercises.





Goals and objectives for each drill or exercise will be pre-defined and the response will be evaluated against
these goals and objectives and lessons learned shared.
Document all exercises and produce a report that contains the following information (emergency response
drills will be entered into IndustrySafe).







name, date and location of exercise training
project activity at the time of the exercise training
exercise training objectives and scenarios
attendance lists of all participants and facilitators
post-exercise discussion and feedback from all participants
action plan and timeline to address recommendations
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 collection of exercise documentation such as responder contact/log sheets, personnel lists, reports and
other relevant materials created for, or during, the exercise.
An arsenic emergency response drill schedule will be developed by Parsons’ Health and Safety Manager and
the Environmental Manager. All Parsons’ subcontractors will be included/involved in all arsenic emergency
response drills carried out on site.
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LIST OF ACRONYMS
Acronym

Definition

ACGIH

American Conference of Governmental Industrial Hygienists

BMP

Best management practice

CBC

Complete blood count

CEPA

Canadian Environmental Protection Act

CPR

Cardiopulmonary resuscitation

CSA

Canadian Standards Association

CSHM

Corporate Safety and Health Manual

CTP

Central Tailings Pond

ECCC

Environment and Climate Change Canada

EEM

Environmental Effects Monitoring

EEP

Environmental Emergency Plan

EHSC

Environment, health, safety and community

EM

Emergency Manager

EMRP

Emergency Management and Response Plan

EMT

Emergency Management Team

ENR GNWT

Environment and Natural Resources, Government of the Northwest Territories

ERP

Emergency Response Plan

ETP

Effluent Treatment Plant

GMRP

Giant Mine Remediation Project

H&S

Health and safety

IC

Incident Commander

ICS

Incident Command System

ICT

Incident Command Team

MCM

Main Construction Manager

MDMER

Metal and Diamond Mining Effluent Regulations

MSA

Material storage area

NWT MHSA

Northwest Territories Mine Health and Safety Act

OSHA

Occupational Safety and Health Admininstration

PEL

Permissible exposure limit

PPE

Personal protective equipment

PSHEP

Project Safety, Health and Environmental Plan

PSPC

Public Services and Procurement Canada

RAC

Risk Assessment Code

SCR

Site Conditions Review

SDS

Safety data sheet

SH&E

Safety, Health and Environment

SOP

Standard operating procedure

SSEEPA

Site-Specific Environmental Emergency Plan for Arsenic
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Acronym

Definition

TDG

Transportation of Dangerous Goods

TLV

Threshold limit value

TSS

Total suspended solids

UBC portal

B2 Pit underground portal

WHMIS

Workplace Hazardous Material Information System
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LIST OF APPENDICES
 Appendix A: Emergency Response Communication Flowchart and Emergency Response Procedures
 Appendix B: Emergency and Other Contacts
 Appendix C: Arsenic Trioxide Safety Data Sheet
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APPENDIX A. EMERGENCY RESPONSE
COMMUNICATION FLOWCHART
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APPENDIX B. EMERGENCY AND OTHER CONTACTS
SUPERIOR PROPANE EMERGENCY

Richard Miller – Prime Contact

867.445-1319

Stewart Hodgins – Alternate Contact

867.444.9516

Office Answering Machine

867.873.7467

Fire Emergencies

867.873.2222

Medical Emergencies

Notify on-site Medic and Emergency Response Team via radio

Ambulance

9-1-1

Hospital – Switchboard

867.669.4111

Hospital – Emergency Unit for Life Threatening Poisoning

867.669.4100

Policy Emergency (RCMP)

9-1-1

Inspector of Mines

Direct line: 867.669.4430; toll-free: 1.800.661.0792

Worker injury or illness – Mine Manager, Doug Hayes (Parsons)

867.688.1036

Environmental Spills/Release
(enter into IndustrySafe within four hours)

867.920.8130 or use the Government of the Northwest Territories
spill reporting website

24-hour Mine Number (Scarlet Security)

867.446.2647

Workcare Hotline

1.888.449.7787

All Incidents/Near Misses

Enter into IndustrySafe within four hours;
submit draft to client (PSPC) within 24 hours;
pending Senior Project Manager approval

Workers' Safety and Compensation Commission

Direct line: 867.669.4430; toll-free: 1.800.661.0792

Giant Mine Medic

867.669.3710

PUBLIC SERVICES AND PROCUREMENT CANADA (PSPC)

Brad Thompson, Senior Project Manager/Departmental
Representative

Office: 780.497.3862; Cell: 780.918.6277

Brad Mueller, Project Manager

Office: 867.766.8361; Cell: 867.444.9282

Carlos Philipovsky, Project Manager

Office: 867.445.3570; Cell: 867.766.8304

CROWN-INDIGENOUS RELATIONS AND NORTHERN AFFAIRS CANADA (CIRNAC)

Andrea Markey, Project Specialist

Work cell: 867.445.6267 or personal cell: 867.877.0589

Candace DeCoste, Project Manager

Work cell: 867.444.9783 or personal cell: 867.873.5688

Curtis Duffy, Sr. Engineer

867.446.3538

Myranda Bolstad, Sr. Communications Officer

Personal cell: 867.446.8969

Natalie Plato, Deputy Director

867.445.6499
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APPENDIX C. ARSENIC TRIOXIDE SAFETY DATA
SHEET
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Glossary
Accident: Any unplanned or undesired event that causes harm to health, the environment or property.
Alternative Scenarios: An alternative scenario represents other potential accidents that could occur in the
event a hazardous substance is released. This scenario considers passive and active mitigation measures.
Boiling Liquid Expanding Vapor Explosion (BLEVE): A BLEVE is caused by the catastrophic failure of a
pressurized vessel containing a liquid whose temperature highly exceeds its atmospheric boiling point.
Danger: An intrinsic property of a substance, agent, energy source or a situation that could cause undesirable
consequences to persons, property or the environment.
Damages: Consequences that may cause physical injuries or harm to health or damage to property or the
environment.
E2 Environmental Emergency Regulations (E2 Regulations): The E2 Regulations were put in place to enhance
the safety of the environment and human life and health of Canadians by preventing, preparing for, responding
to and recovering from environmental emergencies.
Environmental Emergency Plan (EEP): A written document that sets out the procedures to ensure
preparedness in case of an incident involving any of the substances regulated under the E2 Regulations. The
main goal of the EEP is to minimize and mitigate the environmental impacts through rapid response in case of
special incidents involving the accidental release of contaminants in the environment.
Emergency Situation: An emergency is an unusual situation that requires extraordinary measures to be taken
as quickly as possible to limit damages caused to persons, property or the environment.
Flammable Range: The concentration range between Lower Explosive Limit (LEL) and Upper Explosive Limit
(UEL).
Hazardous Substances: Toxic, flammable, explosive or reactive substances.
Incident: An unplanned, undesired event that hinders completion of a task and may cause injury or other
damage.
Incident Command System (ICS): A comprehensive, practical emergency management system widely used by
government and industry for effectively organizing and using the resources available for any type or size of the
operation.
Incident Commander (IC): Designated personnel in a department or operating site to assist in the evacuation
process, sweep the area for potential missing persons and take a headcount to account for all personnel in the
designated area.
IndustrySafe: Online software system that allows Parsons to store and retrieve data, manage and track actions
and consolidate reports from a single source.
Lower Explosive Limit (LEL): The minimum concentration of combustible gas or vapour necessary to support its
combustion in air. Below this level, the mixture is too “lean” to burn.
Risk: Result of the probability of an accident and its consequences.
Upper Explosive Limit (UEL): The maximum concentration of a gas or vapour that will burn in air. Above this
level, the mixture is too “rich” to burn.
Worst-Case Scenario: This accident scenario represents the release of the highest quantity of a hazardous
substance, held in the largest container, whose impact distance is the greatest. Whether the substance is toxic
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or flammable, conditions are preset to develop worst-case scenarios. These standard conditions include
weather conditions, the choice of the container, the duration of the release and the product’s quantity
(Implementation Guidelines for the Environmental Emergency Regulations 2011, Annex 5 and the 2007 MIARC
Guide).
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Introduction
Parsons’ Site-Specific Environmental Emergency Plan for Propane (SSEEPP) was developed in accordance with
the Implementation Guidelines for the Environmental Emergency Regulations, Government of Canada 2011
(E2 Regulations). The E2 Regulations apply to any person who owns or has the charge, management or control
of a listed substance that is at or above the quantity set out in Column 3 of Schedule 1 of the E2 Regulations.
Propane is stored at the Giant Mine site in a storage container that has a maximum capacity that exceeds the
quantity set out in the E2 Regulations; therefore, the Giant Mine site is regulated under the Environmental
Emergency Regulations.
This document is intended as a guide for the effective and consistent application of protection, preparedness,
response and recovery measures to be implemented in an emergency related to the propane tank at the Giant
Mine site. Emergency response procedures for the Giant Mine site may also be found in Parsons’ Emergency
Management and Response Plan (EMRP) found in Appendix A of the Project Safety, Health and Environmental
Plan (PSHEP).
In any event, all operations must be conducted following industry-accepted standards and best management
practices (BMP) for the protection of the health and safety of employees, the public and response personnel
and the protection of the environment.
Parsons and subcontractor employees should never perform a task that may endanger their own safety and
health, the safety and health of coworkers or the public or damage the environment.
This plan will be updated as conditions or situations change. All Parsons’ employees, subcontractors, visitors
and other stakeholders must understand and implement the SSEEPP and any addenda. Parsons will document
this process by having Parsons’ employees and any subcontractors present on site complete a bi-annual test
and sign an acknowledgement form stating that they understand the SSEEPP and its requirements.
The Emergency Response Communications Flowchart and Emergency Response Procedures are in Appendix A.
The List of Emergency Contacts is provided in Appendix B.

Parsons’ Safety, Health and Environment (SH&E) Policy
Parsons has elected to adopt the Giant Mine Remediation Project (GMRP) Policy as part of Parsons’ Health,
Safety, Environment and Community Management systems. This policy was developed by the GMRP with input
from engaged stakeholders. It will guide the management of the environment, health and safety and
community aspects and issues for the duration of the project.
POLICY STATEMENT
The GMRP is committed to:
 protecting the environment and the health and safety of its employees, subcontractors and the general
public
 engaging meaningfully with stakeholders
 delivering local social and economic benefits
 being a recognized leader in environmental management among public environmental remediation
projects.
To this end, the GMRP will act in a manner that minimizes its negative impacts, maximizes its positive benefits
and continually seeks ways to improve its performance.
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Overall Commitments
To achieve these objectives, the GMRP is committed to the following:
 The GMRP will plan and execute in a manner that respects and cares for people and the environment.
 The GMRP will comply with all applicable environmental, health and safety and community
(socioeconomic and engagement) regulatory, policy and other requirements.
 The GMRP will apply BMPs and industry-accepted standards and processes for environmental protection
and public safety.
 The GMRP will promote a project-wide culture committed to continual improvement in environment,
health and safety and community (EHSC) guided by the EHSC Management System.
1. Environment Commitments
The GMRP will continually evaluate and apply ways to responsibly govern the use of its resources and
reduce its adverse impacts on air, water, land resources and biodiversity.
 The GMRP will minimize harmful releases of air contaminants, dust and halocarbons and hazardous
materials/dangerous goods.
 The GMRP will minimize waste.
 The GMRP will minimize disturbance or damage to heritage buildings and Aboriginal archeological and
burial sites.
 The GMRP will minimize harmful water and sediment discharges.
 The GMRP will minimize disruption or damage to flora and fauna.
2. Health and Safety
The GMRP will achieve excellence in health and safety performance through a zero-harm target for
employees, subcontractors and the public.
3. Community
The GMRP will develop collaborative and mutually beneficial relationships with its stakeholders and
deliver local social and economic benefits.
 The GMRP will communicate effectively with the public regarding the nature and status of the project.
 The GMRP will meaningfully engage with stakeholders to address concerns and ensure that community
land-use expectations and traditional knowledge have been considered in closure planning.
 The GMRP will implement strategies to maximize the economic opportunities for Northerners and local
Aboriginal people through employment and procurement.
 The GMRP will respect the rights of Aboriginal peoples.
Parsons’ personnel and their subcontractors are also guided by internal Parsons’ policies as outlined in the
Parsons’ Corporate Safety, Health and Environment Policy Statement. The most current Parsons’ policy
statement may be found at:
https://pwebapps.parsons.com/policies/Documents/Corporate_Safety_Health_and_Environment_Policy_Stat
ement.pdf
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Corporate Safety, Health & Environment Policy Statement
As an industry-leading engineering, construction and technical services firm, Parsons is firmly committed to
maintaining a safe, healthful, and environmentally sound workplace at all of its offices and project facilities, guided
by the following tenets:
• SH&E stewardship is a core value.
• Executive management leads our SH&E processes and strives to continually improve our SH&E management
systems.
• SH&E is a responsibility shared by all.
• SH&E performance is a key business performance indicator.
• SH&E performance will be communicated openly.
• Employees are given the expectations, knowledge and skills necessary to perform their work to ensure they
achieve high levels of SH&E performance.
• Employees and stakeholders are authorized and expected to stop work when conditions warrant it.
• Our SH&E efforts extend beyond our workplace to include travel, our homes, and our communities.
To meet our SH&E performance objectives, all employees and stakeholders are expected to be actively engaged in
SH&E issues. This requires the combined efforts of a concerned leadership team, responsible and knowledgeable
line supervisors, and conscientious, well-trained employees and stakeholders.
At regular intervals, the executive management shall lead, monitor, and improve the performance of our SH&E
management systems to ensure its continuing suitability, adequacy, and effectiveness.
Parsons shall meet or exceed legal and other requirements for SH&E and shall strive to conform to the international
standards to which we subscribe. We will continually monitor and improve operations, procedures, technologies, and
programs that are conducive to maintaining safe, healthful, and environmentally sound workplaces.

Charles L. Harrington
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer

Background
Giant Mine is an abandoned mine that produced gold from 1948 until 2004 although, from 1999 to 2004,
gold ore was shipped off site for processing. The on-site processing of ore that occurred until 1999 created
greater than 237,000 tonnes of arsenic trioxide dust as a byproduct. The arsenic trioxide dust, which is soluble
in water, is stored underground in 14 purpose-built chambers and mined-out stopes. In addition to these
features, other typical mining infrastructure on site includes four tailings storage areas, eight open pits,
35 openings to the underground and over 100 buildings. Baker Creek flows through the length of the site area
and into Great Slave Lake. The scope of this project is to care for and maintain the existing mine site and
coordinate long-term remediation plans, including the management of site subcontractors.
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The site is approximately five kilometers (km) north of Yellowknife along Highway 4 (Ingraham Trail). The site
includes everything within the boundaries of the former lease that was in place during the operational period of
the mine (e.g., Lease L-3668T, now designated as Reserve R662T). It also includes two impacted areas
immediately outside the reserve area: Giant Mine Townsite, which was removed from the surface lease in
1999 and an area of historic tailings deposition along the shore of North Yellowknife Bay.
Parsons has been designated by Public Services and Procurement Canada (PSPC) as the Main Construction
Manager (MCM) for the Giant Mine site responsible for overseeing Site Management/Project Administration,
Care and Maintenance, Environmental Management, Project Planning and Risk Mitigation and Remediation
activities.
Both surface and underground care and maintenance activities are administrated by Parsons and the Care
and Maintenance subcontractors. Surface Care and Maintenance activities include the operation of the
existing effluent treatment plant, medical monitoring, site security, surface dewatering, tailings dust control
and road and building maintenance. Underground Care and Maintenance activities are carried out year-round
and depend on the B-Vent Plant for heating during winter months and the fan for ventilation year-round.

Scope
The purpose of this SSEEPP is to protect the public, workers, environment and property through emergency
prevention, preparedness, organized response and recovery, in the event of an emergency.
This SSEEPP and the EMRP provide the incident command structure, response procedures and integrated
emergency preparedness process for Parsons’ operations. The SSEEPP addresses the prevention of,
preparedness for, response to and recovery from environmental and safety emergencies caused by an
uncontrolled, unplanned or accidental release of propane during activities at the site.
The SSEEPP presents responsibilities for all workers on site.
Goals for the effective management of any incident are to:








protect lives (workers, emergency responders and the public)
effectively rescue and treat casualties
minimize environmental impacts
minimize damage to public and private property
facilitate rapid recovery and restoration from emergency occurrences
comply with the political, socio-cultural and regulatory environment of local authorities and stakeholders
address stakeholder concerns and expectations.

Parsons will review the SSEEPP with each employee and subcontractor worker on site:
 during the worker’s initial site orientation
 when the worker’s responsibilities under the SSEEPP and EMRP change
 when the SSEEPP is updated.

Description and Location of Propane
BASIC INFORMATION ABOUT PROPANE
Propane is a naturally occurring gas and results as a byproduct of natural gas processing and crude oil refining.
It is extracted and used as a gas but stored and transported as a liquid under pressure.
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Propane is often called a liquefied petroleum gas (LP Gas or LPG), a term widely used to describe a family of
light hydrocarbons called natural gas liquids (NGL).
The term “liquefied gas” may be confusing, but it is this unique characteristic of LP Gas that makes it such a
useful fuel. At standard temperature and pressure, propane is a gas. It changes to a liquid when cooled and
moderately pressurized – about twice the pressure in a regular truck tire.
LP Gas is liquefied to make storage and transportation easy and efficient; however, by opening a valve to
release propane from a pressurized storage container, it is vaporized into a gas for use. Liquid propane is
stored on site under pressure to remain in its liquified state until it is used. Even at -40°C, propane still
vaporizes, which is why propane can also be used at extreme freezing temperatures.
Propane is a colourless gas with a faint odour at high concentrations. Fuel grades contain mercaptans that give
propane an unpleasant “rotten egg” odour. Propane is an extremely flammable gas.
Propane gas is 1.58 times heavier than air. As a result, in an open space, propane spreads over the ground
following the contours of the terrain and forming a dense cloud of gas. When propane is released into an
enclosed space, or creates a cloud in an open space, a fire or explosion can occur if two conditions are met
simultaneously: (1) the presence of an ignition source and (2) propane: an air ratio in the explosive range
(2.1 to 9.5% propane gas). Also, in an enclosed space, unconsciousness and death by suffocation will occur
once approximately half of the air is displaced by propane.
The Safety Data Sheet (SDS) for propane is attached in Appendix C.
LOCATION OF PROPANE TANK
The capacity of the propane tank on site is 100,000 L. The maximum expected quantity of propane anticipated
at any time within a calendar year is typically 80% of full capacity during the winter months. Deliveries are
weekly between 16,000 L and 33,000 L.
The geographic location of the propane tank is 62.5041°N Latitude, 114.3616°E Longitude or
33121.6 Northing and 35871.2 Easting on the mine grid. It is located next to the fifth reach of Baker Creek, at
the toe of the rise abutment where B-Vent Plant is located.
Some relative distances from the propane tank are summarized below.
TABLE 1. SUMMARY OF RELATIVE DISTANCES FROM THE PROPANE TANK
Distance to Ingraham Trail Highway

324 m

Distance to Baker Creek Shoreline

25 m

Buildings
C-Dry

620 m

MEG

583 m

Compressor building

25 m

B-Shaft

35 m

Power line

18 m

Pits
B3 Pit portal

869 m

B2 Pit portal

183 m

B1 Pit

149 m

Maps showing the location of the propane tank are presented on Drawings 1 and 2.
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Applicable Legislation, Regulations and Standards
The storage, transportation, handling and use of propane is regulated by a variety of acts and regulations
within Federal, Provincial and Territorial jurisdiction.
TABLE 2. APPLICABLE REGULATIONS
Legislation

Department

Summary

Environmental emergencies
regulations (E2)

Environment and
Climate Change Canada
(ECCC)

The objectives of the E2 regulations under the Canadian Environmental
Protection Act (CEPA) are to reduce the frequency and consequences
of uncontrolled, unplanned or accidental releases of hazardous
substances into the environment.
Requires any person who owns or manages propane on a property, at
or above the threshold of 4.5 tonnes, to notify ECCC when this quantity
threshold is met or when the maximum container capacity meets or
exceeds this threshold. Ensures that any individual that owns or
manages specific toxic or hazardous substances above a certain
threshold has a plan for preparedness, prevention, response and
recovery in the event of an environmental emergency.

B149 series:
Propane storage and handling code
Natural gas and propane installation
code

Canadian Standards
Association (CSA)

The CSA develops national codes for many aspects of the propane
industry.
The primary CSA codes affecting the propane industry are the B149
series codes, which cover the safe installation, storage and handling of
propane.

Z731-03 Emergency Preparedness and
Response

Canadian Standards
Association (CSA)

The objective of the standard is to establish minimum criteria for
effective emergency preparedness and response.

Transportation of Dangerous Goods Act

Transport Canada

The transportation of propane is regulated under the federal
Transportation of Dangerous Goods (TDG) act and regulations. The TDG
Act and regulations specify specific requirements for transporting
propane, such as means of containment, permits and emergency
response assistance plans.

The National Fire Code of Canada
(NFC)

National Research
Council of Canada
(NRCC)

The NFC sets out technical provisions regulating activities related to
fuel storage and dispensing stations in relation to fire and explosion
prevention and safety.

Spill Contingency Planning and
Reporting Regulation R-068-93

Environment and
Natural Resources,
Government of the
Northwest Territories
(ENR GNWT)

Requires that facilities storing contaminants with storage capacities
above the limits provided in the regulation have a spill contingency
plan prepared and filed. The regulation sets out specifications for the
required content of the spill contingency plan.
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Risk Assessment and Management
Overview
Effective risk management first requires the identification of possible emergency scenarios. An appropriate
response can then be determined based on the likelihood of a given emergency scenario and the worst-case
result of that scenario. The Risk Assessment Code (RAC) matrix in Table 3 is used to determine the degree of
risk of a given scenario.
TABLE 3. RISK ASSESSMENT CODE MATRIX
Overall risk (Use highest code)
SEVERITY

FREQUENT (F)

LIKELY (L)

PROBABILITY
OCCASIONAL (O)

SELDOM (S)

UNLIKELY (U)

Catastrophic (C)

E

E

H

H

M

Critical (Cr)

E

H

H

M

L

Marginal (M)

H

M

M

L

L

Negligible (N)

M

L

L

L

L

Step 1: Review each hazard with identified safety controls and determine RAC (See above).
The RAC is developed after correctly identifying all hazards and fully implementing all controls.
P “Probability” is the likelihood to cause an incident, near miss, or accident and identified as
Frequent (F), Likely (L), Occasional (O), Seldom (S) or Unlikely (U).
S “Severity” is the outcome/degree if an incident, near miss, or accident did occur and identified
as Catastrophic (C), Critical (Cr), Marginal (M), or Negligible (N)
Step 2: Identify the RAC (probability/severity) as E, H, M, or L for each hazard on the activity
hazard analysis (AHA). Annotate the highest RAC at the top of AHA.

RAC Chart
E = Extremely high risk
H = High risk
M = Moderate risk

Potential Emergencies
Potential emergency situations that apply to the Project and site are noted in Table 4. This list was developed
as part of the Site Conditions Review (SCR) and is based on the site location, hazards present on site and type
of work being performed.
TABLE 4. POTENTIAL EMERGENCIES
Potential Emergency

Probability

Severity*

Risk Assessment Code

Propane Release

Occasional

Variable*

Low to High

Fire

Seldom

Critical

Medium

Explosion

Unlikely

Catastrophic

High

Medical (occupational)

Occasional

Critical

High

*The severity of any scenario will depend on the size of the spill.

Identification of Potential Accident Scenarios
The scenarios all follow a similar format beginning with a description of the event, followed by a description of
the potential consequences as well as any special considerations.
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Release to B-Vent: As the propane tank is located within 20 m of the B-Vent underground air heating plant and
fan, the propane tank is considered a key risk element in the site’s Underground Emergency Response Plan
(ERP). It is possible that, depending on wind direction, a release of propane could be drawn by the mine
ventilation fan into the underground workings, causing a severe threat to the underground workers. In the
event of a massive fire or explosion, it is possible that the B-Vent Plant could become inoperable for a
considerable period affecting the ability of underground workers to conduct critical maintenance to the
underground pumping systems.
Risk to Adjacent Buildings: As the propane tank is located within 800 m of most of the occupied buildings on
site, it is assumed that a tank explosion could have a severe impact on the integrity of these buildings and the
life of workers on the surface.
Release to UBC Portal: Because the propane tank is within 200 m of the B2 Pit underground portal (UBC
Portal), there is a potential for a considerable amount of propane gas released from the propane tank that
could make its way down into the portal or that an explosion could impact the portal. This release could affect
underground personnel and may affect the ability to dewater the mine.
Release to Highway: As the propane tank is within 325 m of the public highway, there is a potential for a fire or
explosion that could affect traffic or pedestrians on the Ingraham Trail through road closures or injury.
Human Health Risk Adjacent to Tank: A spill at the propane tank could occur within close proximity of site
personnel, posing both an immediate risk to human health through exposure and the risk of injury due to fire
or explosion. There is also the risk that human activity within proximity of the spilled propane could result in fire
or explosion of the vapors.
Release Directly to Environment:
 Release to Surface Water: The propane tank is located approximately 25 m from the shoreline of Baker
Creek. Propane is insoluble in water and, if released directly into surface water, will rapidly evaporate into
the atmosphere. Given the rate at which propane vaporizes once released, there is a low probability that
the liquid propane from the tank would reach Baker Creek.
 Release to Soil: Propane spilled onto the soil typically forms ice and evaporates quickly once warmed.
There is a significant explosion or fire hazard once propane has been released to the soil. Provided the
propane does not combust on/in the soil, it will rapidly volatilize and disperse into the atmosphere.
 Toxicity to Wildlife: Acute exposure of spilled propane to the surrounding wildlife may cause effects
ranging from very mild to severe. Most commonly, the animal may experience dermal freezing, breathing
and cardiac effects. In many cases, wildlife will recover fully from the effects of acute exposure. If
released directly into an aquatic environment, the potential for bioconcentration in marine organisms is
low.
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/NBK201461/
WORSE CASE SCENARIO
The worst-case scenario would be a fire and the resulting explosion of the propane tank while filled to
80,000 L. This could occur in the event of a large tank rupture or by fire caused by flame impingement from a
smaller leak being ignited, superheating the tank to the point of rupture.
This worst-case scenario could result in
 multiple fatalities of workers both on the surface and underground
 significant damage to infrastructure, some of which are essential to remediation work (treatment plants,
etc.)
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 flooding of the underground could occur if there were damage to the power lines located adjacent to the
propane tank that feeds the pumps at Akaitcho. Damage to the power lines as a result of fire or explosion
could render the pumps at Akaitcho inoperable until power line infrastructure is repaired
 possible civilian fatalities or injury due to the extended explosion wave to Ingraham Trail and other
populated areas
 damage to public roadways
 environmental damage and injury to wildlife as a result of explosion wave or fire.
ALTERNATIVE SCENARIOS
1. Leak through hoses during tank refueling:
This leak could occur if equipment malfunctions or the propane truck driver does not properly connect the
hose to the valve. In the event of a leak, the dermal exposure may result in frostbite and there is a risk of
an explosion or fire if an ignition source is present, resulting in the injury of the driver.
2. Pull-away explosion:
Similarly, to scenario 1, a release could occur if the driver fails to remove the hoses between the storage
tank and the transfer vehicle before moving the vehicle. This scenario would lead to the contents of the
25-foot long, 4-inch diameter unloading hose to be released.
For both the above scenarios, the probability of occurrence is higher from November to March when the
propane tank is being refilled one to two times per week to supply the underground heaters.
3. Small contained fire:
This scenario would involve a smaller gas leak being ignited, but not causing a massive explosion. It could
be caused by equipment malfunction, lack of maintenance or release through a pressure relief valve. The
resulting fire could cause enough damage to the gas delivery system or heat/fan plant to lose
underground access for a reasonable period of a few weeks.
4. Release of propane without fire:
There is potential for large amounts of propane that could be released from the system without a
resultant fire or explosion. This release could be caused by equipment or safeguard failure. It could result
in frostbite, asphyxiation and loss of production and product and damage or injury to the surrounding
wildlife or vegetation exposed.

Emergency Preparedness
MEDICAL EMERGENCY – OCCUPATIONAL AND NON-OCCUPATIONAL
Examples of occupational medical emergencies include lacerations, amputations, chemical exposure, sprains
and fractures. Examples of non-occupational medical emergencies include heart attacks and strokes.
Parsons ensures that all employees are physically, medically and emotionally capable, with reasonable
accommodation, of performing the essential functions of their work assignments. Factors to be considered in
assigning work include strength, endurance, agility, coordination and visual and hearing acuity.
At no time, while on duty, may employees use or be under the influence of alcohol, narcotics, intoxicants or
similar mind-altering substances, per the Corporate Safety and Health Manual (CSHM), Section 38 Substance
Abuse Policy.
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Operators of any equipment or vehicle must be able to read and understand the signs, signals and operating
instructions in use.
If any restrictions to the fit-for-work qualification are identified, adjustments and accommodations are made to
the employee’s work to ensure that risks are minimized.
The Medic will be focused on occupational/site issues and should only be consulted for other issues in an
emergency or if they affect work.
Before the start of work, local medical providers for medical treatment, evaluations and monitoring/
surveillance, which may include hospitals and/or physicians, are identified.
Medical services in case of an emergency are listed in Appendix B.
A list of qualified first aid providers is posted with the first aid kit and on the wall of the C-Dry First Aid Office.
A list of on-site medics and a copy of their shift rotation schedule is posted in the C-Dry First Aid Office.
A copy of the Mine Health and Safety Regulations will be maintained at the safety office to be available to all
employees.
FIRE OR EXPLOSION
Flammable and explosive substances are identified, labelled and kept in a secure location, away from sources
of flame, heat or ignition. Areas of loading/unloading, storage and use are identified. Flammable substances
must also be kept at least 30 m away from the Material Storage Area (MSA) and any fuel storage areas.
SDSs for flammable and explosive substances brought onto site for the Project are kept on on-site at the
Health and Safety office. They are also listed with the Project SDS binder, which is part of the PSHEP
Appendix G – WHMIS Binder/Safety Data Sheets. Other flammable and explosive substances unrelated to the
Project can be found at the Mine centralized SDS information center on the property located in the Health and
Safety office.
The local fire response information is listed in Appendix B.
Portable fire extinguishing equipment is provided at accessible, marked locations, as designated by the
Northwest Territories and Nunavut Mine Health and Safety Regulations. For fire response, a minimum of two
ABC-type dry chemical fire extinguishers will be available for every 2,000 square feet, and one inside each
designated clean area.
Portable fire extinguishers are inspected monthly. An external, qualified contractor performs yearly inspection
and maintenance of the fire extinguishers.
EXISTING CONTROL MEASURES
The propane tank on site is compliant with jurisdictional regulations and a maintenance program is in place
and is followed. This maintenance program means that the tank itself and pipes are painted and identified (if
needed) every year and any additional technical work that the tank may need is reported to Superior Propane.
Also, the vaporizers associated with the propane distribution line system are included in the annual testing and
maintenance program.
The 100,000 L propane tank located nearby B-Vent Plant is labelled correctly according to Transportation of
Dangerous Goods (TDG) Regulations (administered by Transportation Canada); this label includes the UN
Number 1075 for Liquefied Petroleum Gas (LPG) products and the No Smoking – No Open Flames caution
signs.
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Emergency Response Management Model
The emergency response organization structure for the Giant Mine site is based on the Incident Command
System (ICS). The ICS is a comprehensive, practical emergency management system widely used by
government and industry for effectively organizing and using the resources available for any type or size of
operation. Common terminology has been developed to identify major functions, personnel and
responsibilities. The ICS outlines a series of supervisory levels available for implementation. The assignment of
these responsibilities is based on the nature of the incident and the scale and complexity of response activities
required.
Parsons ICS for the site provides a standard, seamless response structure from the incident site to the local
office up to the corporate level. This section outlines the communications and actions within this structure for
Parsons’ operations.
Superior Propane is the first-level responder in the event of a propane release at the Giant Mine site.
The ICS includes the Incident Command Team (ICT) and the Emergency Management Team (EMT). The ICT is
the first line of defense in case of an incident or emergency occurring on the Project. It consists of on-site
employees and works out of the incident command center, located in C-Dry or the Security Gatehouse. From
this location, the ICT can manage all on-site duties related to the incident as well as the overall incident and
initial communication, sheltering or evacuation activities. The EMT is responsible for the site response in cases
of an incident or emergency at the Project. The EMT works out of the emergency operations center located in
C-Dry or the Security Gatehouse based on the incident type and location. The emergency operations center is
the blanket term applied to the site and off-site members of the project team.
Both teams can be modified by those in charge (that is, the IC and Emergency Manager (EM)) to effectively
manage any incident by adding to, deleting from or combining positions as the needs of the incident change.
However, both the IC and EM should clearly identify the parameters of an assignment when deviating from the
standard ICS assignments.
Personnel on the ICT and the EMT are responsible for accomplishing assigned duties relating to incidents and
for the safety and health of the support personnel reporting to them in an emergency. The IC should maintain a
constant awareness of the position and function of Parsons’ emergency response personnel during an
incident. This awareness is the primary means of accountability required to ensure incident response safety.
In an emergency, Parsons is responsible for activating the sequence of the Emergency Response
Communications Flowchart in Appendix A. As indicated in the flowchart, upon discovery of an emergency, the
IC should be contacted immediately.
Emergency Response Procedures are provided in Appendix A.
INCIDENT COMMAND TEAM
The ICT chain of command is not the same as the chain of command for regular working activities. The ICT
chain of command only applies in the case of an incident or emergency.
The roles and responsibilities of the IC, Safety Officer, Deputy ICs and First Responder are outlined below. In
cases of shift work, the IC and Deputy IC positions must be staffed during each shift.
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TABLE 5. ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE INCIDENT COMMAND TEAM
POSITION

INCIDENT COMMANDER

STAFFED BY

Mine Manager or Site Superintendent

ROLE AND
RESPONSIBILITIES

The IC provides leadership for the incident response or management of an event. The IC delegates authority
to others as the complexity of the incident or event dictates. The IC:
• ensures control and containment of the incident
• makes medical, medical evacuation, spill response and security arrangements (for a catastrophic
incident only)
• works with Deputy ICs to define the hazard area and establish a perimeter of the hazard zone, as
required
• directs the response efforts of the ICT
• acts as information and liaison officer, providing information about the incident to:
▪ Giant Mine Manager
▪ EMT – see below
▪ PSPC Project Manager and CIRNAC contact
▪ Subcontractors on-site, through communication with Parsons
▪ Refers any media inquiries to the Giant Mine Manager, who directs them to CIRNAC.

CIRNAC

Responsible for presenting information to the community and media

POSITION

SAFETY OFFICER

STAFFED BY

Health and Safety Manager or their designee

ROLE AND
RESPONSIBILITIES

The safety officer works with the IC to ensure that health, safety and the environment are all protected. The
safety officer:
• monitors safety conditions
• assesses hazardous and unsafe situations
• develops measures for assuring the safety of rescue and response personnel
• ensures environmental issues are dealt with by appropriately trained personnel
• advises the IC on issues regarding incident safety and may exercise emergency authority to stop
unsafe acts directly
• acts as a safety record keeper as follows:
▪ Retains records for all hazards, near misses and incidents, including initial reports and follow up
investigations.
▪ Ensures that all incidents are reported to Project SH&E support and Corporate Health and
Safety, within four (4) hours, using the Parsons IndustrySafe Online SH&E Reporting System.
• coordinates next-of-kin/relative contact for Parsons/Tervita and subcontractor personnel, in
conjunction with EMT
• delegates the above activities as required.

POSITION

DEPUTY INCIDENT COMMANDERS

STAFFED BY

Health and Safety Manager or Supervisor.
Under the Mine Health and Safety Regulations, when nine (9) to 20 workers are on site, one of the first-aid
attendants (Deputy ICs) must hold a current St. John Ambulance Advanced First-Aid, Level 1 Certificate or a
Canadian Red Cross First Responder Certificate.
Per the Parsons’ Standard Operating Procedures (SOP), at least two employees on each shift must be
qualified to administer first-aid when the nearest medical aid is more than five (5) minutes away. At the
Giant Mine site, medical assistance will be from 15 to 20 minutes away.

ROLE AND
RESPONSIBILITIES

Deputy ICs work under the direction of the IC. They are fully trained and qualified to administer first-aid and
CPR per the requirements listed above. The Deputy ICs have additional training in fire and spill response.
Example duties include the following:
• Communicate directions to fellow workers in cases of fire or evacuation.
• Provide on-site first-aid as needed.
• In cases of medical emergencies, provide on-site first-aid until fully trained emergency medical
personnel arrive.
• Lead crews in spill response, with direction from technical specialists (Section 2.5.3), as required.
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EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT TEAM
The EMT is responsible for the site response in cases of an incident or emergency at the Project. The EMT
works out of the emergency operations center located in C-Dry or the Security Gatehouse based on the incident
type and location. The emergency operations center is the blanket term applied to the office or offices that are
used to support off-site members of the project team.
The EMT facilitates a coordinated response and recovery process by management and staff to any incident or
set of circumstances that have the potential to significantly damage the organization and its employees,
operations, financial condition or reputation. Its function is to assess both the short- and long-term impacts.
This team’s areas of responsibility include:
 supporting ICT and IC
 managing corporate risk, potential impacts and consequences of the incident
 notifying and providing ongoing communication with stakeholders, as required.
TABLE 6. ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT TEAM
POSITION

EMERGENCY MANAGER (EM)

STAFFED BY

Parsons Senior Project Manager

ROLE AND
RESPONSIBILITIES

The EM leads the EMT and corporate response to an incident on the Giant Mine site.
• Acts as the executive lead for Parsons.
• Identifies and aids on-site ICT.
• Maintains the investigation file for all incidents that happen on site.

POSITION

PROJECT SH&E SUPPORT

STAFFED BY

Project H&S Manager and Corporate H&S Staff

ROLE AND
RESPONSIBILITIES

Project SH&E support takes the lead on the SH&E response at a corporate level.
• Provides support for IC and Deputy ICs.
• Provides policy and regulatory guidance.
• Investigates, or assigns an investigator to each significant incident, to determine root causes.
• Submits a final investigation report using the online IndustrySafe system within 72 hours of the
incident.
• Ensures mitigative measures are implemented to prevent the incident from recurring.
• Liaises with Parsons’ Talent Management, where required, for incident follow-up.

TECHNICAL SPECIALISTS
Technical Specialists may be members of either the ICT or EMT, depending on their location (on site or off site)
and level within the corporation. Technical Specialists for the GMRP are shown in Table 7.
TABLE 7. TECHNICAL SPECIALISTS
Position
Environmental/Hazardous Materials Consultant

Location
On site

Staffed by
Environmental Manager

Structural Engineer

On site/off site

Parsons’ Engineering Staff

Industrial/Occupational Hygiene Consultant

On site/off site

Project H&S Manager/Corporate Staff
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Training, Simulation Exercises and Drills
Parsons will ensure training and resources are in place to provide successful emergency management and
response. This training will include conducting an annual seminar for all workers that will provide initial, sitespecific emergency response training for the Project.

Training
All personnel working directly or indirectly for Parsons must be qualified to perform their assignment in a
competent, safe manner. Competency will be demonstrated through proof of training for all personnel,
including subcontractors, on the emergency procedures in effect.
FIRST AID
Parsons provides training for designated first-aid providers per Mine Safety and Health Regulations. All persons
engaged in supervision, mine rescue and fire response, one-fifth of underground workers and one-tenth of
surface workers will be trained in first aid.
One EMT will be on site at all times during typical project work hours under Schedule 3.1 of in the Mine Health
and Safety Regulations. For after-hours work, at least one Level 2 trained first-aid responder must be present
and on site.
Subcontractors must request and receive approval for additional medical support outside of regular business
hours.
EMERGENCY ACTION PLAN
Parsons will review the EMRP and the SSEEPP with each employee and stakeholder on site:
 during the initial site orientation
 when the employee’s responsibilities under the plan change
 when the plan is updated.
SPILL RESPONSE
All employees will be trained on hazardous materials management under the Workplace Hazardous Material
Information System (WHMIS), including:
 how to recognize a hazardous material on site
 understanding the risks associated with hazardous materials
 how to activate alarms and report a release.
Spills should be managed per the Spill Contingency Response Plan that forms part of the Water License in
addition to Parsons’ Environmental Release Incident Action Plan in Appendix A of the PSHEP.
FIRE RESPONSE
Parsons will provide fire response training as listed below:
 Designated personnel that form part of the Mine Rescue Team receive initial and refresher training in fire
extinguisher selection and use and the scope of fire response for incipient fires.
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 Management must ensure that designated employees are trained and educated to recognize not only the
type of fire that is being fought and how to fight it, but also when it is time to evacuate it and leave fire
suppression to more experienced firefighters.
 This training will be provided by manufacturers of extinguishers or site personnel qualified as instructors.
Additional safety training is referenced in the PSHEP.

Emergency Drills
Emergency drills serve as an essential means of establishing and practicing a safety routine. They provide
personnel with practical training on emergency personal protective equipment (PPE), safe mustering, means of
evacuation and procedures pertinent to their role. They also test the functioning of detection and alarms,
communications and emergency equipment and systems. At a minimum, the frequency and type of drills must
conform to regulatory requirements which dictate the following:
 Testing and updating the E2 plan must occur each calendar year.
 Keep a record of the results of annual updates and tests with the Plan for at least five years. These
records will be maintained on the Project site.
 The exercise must be a simulation of a possible emergency that can be reasonably expected to occur.
 Initial testing should include informing those affected that a test is being planned. Subsequent testing
can occur without participants' knowledge.
 Must provide maximum lessons learned, including the post-exercise evaluation and corrective action, if
necessary.
 The drill training must be cost-effective.
 Can either be administrative or operational; however, a full-blown operational emergency response must
be conducted at least once within five years but must respect the yearly testing requirement by testing
different component(s) of the E2 Plan at least annually.
 Provide a written analysis report and corrective actions.
The following factors provide guidance in scheduling an appropriate cycle of drill activities.
use a mix of exercise activities (drills, tabletops, full scale)
incrementally build on capabilities through a cycle of activities
focus on exercise activities best suited to the Project’s needs and risks
plan a full-scale exercise annually. Plan for a least one spill counter-measure drill exercise training
annually
 use the CSA Z731 Emergency Planning for Industry document as guidance in planning, conducting and
documenting exercises.





Goals and objectives for each drill or exercise will be pre-defined and the response will be evaluated against
these goals and objectives and lessons learned shared.
Document all exercises and produce a report that contains the following information (emergency response
drills will be entered into IndustrySafe).







name, date and location of exercise training
project activity at the time of the exercise training
exercise training objectives and scenarios
attendance lists of all participants and facilitators
post-exercise discussion and feedback from all participants
action plan and timeline to address recommendations
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 collection of exercise documentation such as responder contact/log sheets, personnel lists, reports and
other relevant materials created for, or during, the exercise.
A propane emergency response drill schedule will be developed by Parsons Health and Safety Manager and
the Environmental Manager. All Parsons’ subcontractors will be included/involved in all propane emergency
response drills carried out on site.
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LIST OF ACRONYMS
Acronym

Definition

BLEVE

Boiling liquid expanding vapor explosion

BMP

Best management practice

CEPA

Canadian Environmental Protection Act

CPR

Cardiopulmonary resuscitation

CSA

Canadian Standards Association

CSHM

Corporate Safety and Health Manual

ECCC

Environment and Climate Change Canada

EEP

Environmental Emergency Plan

EHSC

Environment, health, safety and community

EM

Emergency Manager

EMRP

Emergency Management and Response Plan

EMT

Emergency Management Team

ENR GNWT

Environment and Natural Resources, Government of the Northwest Territories

ERP

Emergency Response Plan

GMRP

Giant Mine Remediation Project

H&S

Health and safety

IC

Incident Commander

ICS

Incident Command System

ICT

Incident Command Team

LEL

Lower explosive limit

LP Gas/LPG

Liquified petroleum gas

MCM

Main Construction Manager

MSA

Material storage area

NFC

National Fire Code of Canada

NGL

Natural gas liquid

NRCC

National Research Council of Canada

PPE

Personal protective equipment

PSHEP

Project Safety, Health and Environmental Plan

PSPC

Public Services and Procurement Canada

RAC

Risk Assessment Code

SCR

Site Conditions Review

SDS

Safety data sheet

SH&E

Safety, Health and Environment

SOP

Standard operating procedure

SSEEPP

Site-Specific Environmental Emergency Plan for Propane

TDG

Transportation of Dangerous Goods

UBC portal

B2 Pit underground portal

UEL

Upper explosive limit
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Acronym
WHMIS

Definition
Workplace Hazardous Material Information System
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LIST OF APPENDICES
 Appendix A: Emergency Response Communication Flowchart and Emergency Response Procedures
 Appendix B: Emergency and Other Contacts
 Appendix C: Propane Safety Data Sheet
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APPENDIX A. EMERGENCY RESPONSE
COMMUNICATION FLOWCHART
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APPENDIX B. EMERGENCY AND OTHER CONTACTS
SUPERIOR PROPANE EMERGENCY

Richard Miller – Prime Contact

867.445-1319

Stewart Hodgins – Alternate Contact

867.444.9516

Office Answering Machine

867.873.7467

Fire Emergencies

867.873.2222

Medical Emergencies

Notify on-site Medic and Emergency Response Team via radio

Ambulance

9-1-1

Hospital – Switchboard

867.669.4111

Hospital – Emergency Unit for Life Threatening Poisoning

867.669.4100

Policy Emergency (RCMP)

9-1-1

Inspector of Mines

Direct line: 867.669.4430; toll-free: 1.800.661.0792

Worker injury or illness – Mine Manager, Doug Hayes (Parsons)

867.688.1036

Environmental Spills/Release
(enter into IndustrySafe within four hours)

867.920.8130 or use the Government of the Northwest Territories
spill reporting website

24-hour Mine Number (Scarlet Security)

867.446.2647

Workcare Hotline

1.888.449.7787

All Incidents/Near Misses

Enter into IndustrySafe within four hours;
submit draft to client (PSPC) within 24 hours;
pending Senior Project Manager approval

Workers' Safety and Compensation Commission

Direct line: 867.669.4430; toll-free: 1.800.661.0792

Giant Mine Medic

867.669.3710

PUBLIC SERVICES AND PROCUREMENT CANADA (PSPC)

Brad Thompson, Senior Project Manager/Departmental
Representative

Office: 780.497.3862; Cell: 780.918.6277

Brad Mueller, Project Manager

Office: 867.766.8361; Cell: 867.444.9282

Carlos Philipovsky, Project Manager

Office: 867.445.3570; Cell: 867.766.8304

CROWN-INDIGENOUS RELATIONS AND NORTHERN AFFAIRS CANADA (CIRNAC)

Andrea Markey, Project Specialist

Work cell: 867.445.6267 or personal cell: 867.877.0589

Candace DeCoste, Project Manager

Work cell: 867.444.9783 or personal cell: 867.873.5688

Curtis Duffy, Sr. Engineer

867.446.3538

Myranda Bolstad, Sr. Communications Officer

Personal cell: 867.446.8969

Natalie Plato, Deputy Director

867.445.6499
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APPENDIX C. PROPANE SAFETY DATA SHEET
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